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Hostages
Airborn

By The Associated Press
A plane carrying the 52 American
hostages, freedom bound after 444 days
of captivity in Iran, took off today from
Tehran's Mehra bad Airport, the official
Iranian news agency Pars and a
policeman at the airport reported.
The departure was shrouded in confusion, with conflicting reports on the
takeoff, and no official announcement
from the Iranian or United States
governments saying that the harrowing
ordeal for the American captives had
ended after 14'2 months.

The departure came after negotiations that wrapped up final agreement
exchanging the hostages for Iranian
assets frozen by the United States.
The 3,000-mile flight to Algiers would
take 6 to 10 hours, depending on
whether refueling stops were made. It
was expected that the hostages would
go on to a U.S. Air Force hospital in
Wiesbaden, West Germany, a 1,000mile flight from Algiers that normally
takes 2'2 to 3 hours.
There were reports from Western
sources monitoring the hostage situa-

Freed Captives Begin 3,000-mile Journey To Algiers
Um in Ankara that flight plans filed by
the Algerian aircraft included a refueling stop in Ankara or Damascus, Syria,
Rome,or Athens.
The report on the hostages' departure
came in the final hour of President
Carter's tern of office. He had tried to
complete an agreement with Iran on
Monday, but as the hours slipped away,
Carter was deprived of a chance to
greet the hostages before he left office.
Thus, the reported freedom for the
Americans — 50 men and two women —
coincided with the end of the Carter
presidency as power was transferred to
Ronald Reagan at inauguration
ceremonies in Washington.
The hostages were seized Nov. 4,
1979, by young Moslem militants who
stormed the U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
They said the hostages would be released if the United States handed over

Shah Mohanirreid Reza Pahlavi, then
undergoing medical treatment in the
United States. The shah found refuge in
Egypt and died in Cairo on July 27, 1980.
Release of the hostages would end
14,
2 months of negotiations, American
economic and diplomatic pressure and
the failed attempt last April to send
American commando teams to Tehran
to free the hostages by military action.
The 52 Americans were the remaining hostages from among 98 seized by
the Moslem revolutionaries nine months after the Islamic revolution in Iran.
The hostages include diplomats,
Marine guards, communications
specialists, teachers and a
businessman. They range in age from
20 to 64. About 20 are servicemen.
The final push toward a settlement
came in weeks of intense negotiations
with Algerian diplomats acting as in-

termediaries.
On Dec. 19, the Iranians demanded
that the United States deposit $24 billiun
in cash and gold in Algeria as a
"guarantee" that Iran's financial
demands would be met, including its
demand for the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi's wealth.
The United States rejected this, and
on Jan. 2 offered a counter-proposal:
only the approximately $10 billion in
Iranian government assets frozen by
the United States would be returned, in
installments linked to arrangements
for resolving claims and counterclaims by the two sides.
On Jan. 7, Iranian negotiator Behzad
Nabavi said Tehran "generally" accepted the latest proposal, and the next
day Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher flew to Algiers to establish
closer contact through the Algerian go-

bet weens.
After the failed commando operation
last April, the Iranian militants announced they had scattered the
hostages to more than a dozen Iranian
cities to forestall another rescue attempt.
Late last year, unconfirmed reports
mounted that the Americans had been
reassembled in Tehran, and later that
most had been put in a former resort on
the Caspian Sea and others at Revolutionary Guard headquarters in Tehran.
Throughout most of the crisis, three
of the hostages — led by Charge d'Affaires Bruce Laingen — remained in
custody at the Iranian Foreign
Ministry. But in early January the Iranians reported the three tad been moved from the ministry to another, undisclosed location.
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Gilliam Ends Postal
Career After 39 Years
Virgil Gilliam, Murray postmaster
for the last two years and a 39-year
veteran of the United States Postal Service, retired from his local position effective Friday,Jan. 16.
Kenneth Hartweck, an Evansville
post office labor relations representative, assumed,at the close of business
Friday, the duties of "officer in
charge," or interim postmaster, until a
successor to Gilliam is named.
Gilliam, 57, began his career Jan. 16,
1943, as a special delivery messenger in
the Mayfield post office. In 1946, he was
converted to career status and
reass.gned to sub clerk-carrier in 1949.
A native and current resident of
May-field, Gilliam was named a regular
city carrier in 1950. In 1954, he was appointed as a regujar . clerk Gilliam
became a rural carrier in July 1962.
Gilliam assumed the postmaster's
position Dec. 7,1974. He was sworn in as
the Murray postmaster Jan. 26, 1979.
The retired postmaster also has a
year of sick leave added to his postal
service tenure.
"The postal service has been very
good to me," Gilliam said. "I am deeply grateful to the people of Calloway

Virgil Gilliam
County and Graves County for their
supriort,during my two-year tenture.
"The 43 employees at the Murray
post office are better than any
employees at any other post office,"
Gilliam added.
"The post office productivity is one of
the best in the state of Kentucky. We
stayed within our budget for the last
two years."

Cost To Outfit Squad
Members Is $1,000 Each
The cost to personally outfit each of
the 23 members of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad is $1,000, according
to Max Dowdy,squad chief.
—
All of that equipment would be lost to
Calloway County in the event that the
volunteer squad was to close due to insufficient funding, J. William Phillips,
coordinator of the effort to raise money
for the squad,said.
Members of the squad announced
earlier this month that they would have
to close their doors Feb. 1 if they did not

receive more contributions to operate
the volunteer county-wide service.
"The Lynn Grove support spearheaded by Bobby Kemp is a great response
but those pledges are conditioned on a
full financial support of the rest of the
county," Phillips said.
A letter setting forth the financial
position of the rescue squad and
designating the amount of public support needed from each property owner
and resident if the service is to continue
will be sent out this month, Phillips
said.

Ca

During his time as a city letter carrier, he served as state director and
president of the National Association of
Letter Carriers in Kentucky and as
state president of the Kentucky Rural
Letter Carriers Association.
A veteran of World War It, Gilliam
has been active in community affairs.
He served as commander of the
American Legion Post 26 in Mayfield
for five years and headed a Christmas
program for the needy people of
Mayfield and Graves County for 18
years.
The Mayfield Jaycees named Gilliam
''Outstanding Man of Mayfield and
Graves County" in 1962. He also received the "Outstanding Man of 1970" and
the "Outstanding Citizen of the Month
in 1970" by the Mayfield Lion's Club.
Other honors include the "Community Service Award for Mayfield and
Graves County" in 1974 by the Mayfield
Messenger, "Outstanding Citizen of
Mayfield and Graves County" in 1977
by the Woodmen of the World, "KiwaMan of the Year" in 1978 by the
Mayfield Ki wares Club.
Gilliam and his wife Frances have
two children. Harvey, an employee
with Union Carbide in Paducah; and
Mrs. Peggy Smith, whose husband
works at Ingersoll-Rand in Mayfield.
The Gilliams attend First Presbyterian
Church in Mayfield.
Gilliam said he plans to spend his
retirement "working around the house
and traveling." He also expressed an
interest in entering local politics.
Gilliam said that his decision to retire
was partly due to the 7.7 percent retirement pay' incentive increase for all
federal employees, recently passed by
"
Congress.
Under the incentive increase plan,
over 7,500 postmasters across the country have retired from Dec. 26-Jan. 18,
Gilliam said.
Hartweck will oversee all Murray
post office functions until a new
postmaster is named,Gilliam said.
"I look forward to the challenge,"
Hartweck said. "Murray appears to be
a nice community and it has a lovely
new'office. I hope I can live up to Virgil
and supply the beat service possible at
the lowest cost."
A 10-year employee of the postal service, Hartweck's past jobs have included city carrier,' clerk, distribution
machine clerk, acting supervisor,
foreman of mails and labor relations
representative.
James Gard, management sectional
center manager, recommended Hartweck as "officer in charge." That
recommendation then was approved by
Jackie Strange, district postal manager
for Kentucky. Final approval for the
appointment was given by regional
postmaster general John Doran.
Under regulations set by the merit
promotional system of the postal service, the "officer in charge" cannot be
a candidate for the position.
The new postmaster is expected to be
named within the next six months,
Gilliam said.
The postmaster's position will be
See GILLIAM,
Page 16, Col. 6

Lovett Files For
Magistrate Post
From District Two

SQUAD OUTFIT — Richie Steen, volunteer to the Calloway County FireRescue Squad, displays the full dress of the squad's outfit. Steen is shown in
front of the squad's recently acquired medium-sized pumper, which has a
teplacement cost of $65,000.

Ralph Durwood Lovett filed papers
this morning for magistrate of district
two, according to county clerk Marvin
Harris.
Lovett will face opposition from incumbent Gil Hopson and Louie B.
Valentine, who have both filed for the
magisterial race.
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ROAD DEDICATION — The new four-lane section of U.S. 641 between Murray and Benton was opened to traffic
Monday afternoon following a formal cekemony on the road at the Calloway-Marshall County border. On hand to
cut the ribbon npening the road were (from left) Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County judge-Executive; frank Metts,
Kentucky Depaent of Transportation Secretary; and Mike Miller, Marshall County Judge-Executive. Several other
Photo BN lennte Gordon
state, local and highway officials were on hand.(See additional photos on Page 11,)

Ronald Reagan Assumes
Duties As 40th President
WASHINGTON (API - Ronald
Reagan was inaugurated 40th President of the United States today, summoning Americans to "an era of national renewal" amid bells and cannon,
music and pageantry that became a
celebration, too, for 52 American
hostages reported freed at last from
Iranian bondage.
A Tehran airport policeman said the
hostages were out, but as he walked to
the inaugural stand to yield office,
outgoing President Carter said, "Can't
say yet."
At the stroke of noon, power passed
from James Earl Carter Jr., Democrat,
to Ronald Wilson Reagan, Republican,
conservative, veteran of Hollywood,
governor of California, overwhelming
choice of his countrymen.
Denied a second term. Carter watched as Reagan raised his right hand, put
his left on a family Bible, and swore the
simple, 35-word oath of office. A 21-gun
salute boomed out over the Capitol and
the marble monuments of American
government.
Moments before, George Bush had
taken the almost identical oath of vice
presidential office.
"With all the creative energy at our
command, let us begin an era of national renewal," Reagan said in his inaugural address. "Let us renew our
determination, our courage and our
strength. Let us renew our faith and our
hope. We have every right to dream
heroic dreams."
Reagan said Americans are entitled,
for they are themselves heroes, "you,
the citizens of this blessed land.
"Your dreams, your hopes, your
goals are going to be the dreams, the
hopes and goals of this administration,
so help me God."
Reagan's invocation to his new administration began with a pledge to
confront and handle "an economic affliction of the worst proportions. We
must act today in order to preserve
tomorrow. And let there be no
misunderstanding — we are going to
act beginning today."
nets' president said the nation's
economic ills "will not go away in days,.
weeks, or months, but they will go away

mt a&
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Ronald Reagan
"In thia present crisis, government is
not the solution; it is the problem,"
Reagan said, a line sounded day after
campaign day in the quest that won him
the White House by landslide last Nov.
4
Reagan said he means to curb the
size and influence of the government he
now heads. He said he will make
government "work with us, not over us
... stand by our side, not ride on our
back."
He promised to ease the tax burden,
restore the balance between various

levels of government, promote
American enterprise.
"These will be our first priorities and
on these principles, there will be no
compromise,- he said.
And in an era of renewal at home,
Reagan said, the nation will stand
abroad as "the exemplar of freedom
and a beacon of hope for those who do
not now have freedom.'
He promised the United States will be
a faithful ally to friends,and told potential adversaries that peace is
America's highest aspiration. "We will
negotiate for it, sacrifice for it; we will
not surrender for it — now or ever."
Reagan said forbearance should
never be misread as a failure of will.
"When action is required td- preserve
our national security, we will act," he
said. "We will maintain sufficient
strength to prevail if need be, knowing
that if we do so we have the best chance
of not having to use that strength."
For Carter, the path led home, to the
political obscurity' of Plains, Ga., after
a single term and a re-election bid
hampered by futile efforts to free the
hostages.
For Reagan, it led along the
cergmonial route of presidents, from
the' Capitol 16 blocks down Pennsylvania Avenue to the White House.

inside today
Opening ceremonies of the 11-mile four-lane stretch of U.S. Highway
641 between Murray and Benton were held at noon Monday. Additional
photographs of the event are on Page 11.
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PERSONALITIES

Jones & Guido Wedding Vows Are Exchangedq
C.

Miss Jana 1.ynn Juries,
daughter of Dr and Mrs
Donald E. Jones of Murray.
and William Guido, Jr., sun of
Mr. 4nd Mrs. William Guido,
Sr., of Massapequa Park. New
York, exchanged wedding
vows on Saturday. Dec. 20. at
the Hale Chapel, First United
Methodist Church, Murray
The double ring ceremony
was performed by. the Rev.
Dr. Walter E. Nitschke. Jr..
who was assisted by the Rev
Niartin Mattingly. .
Mrs. Robert Johnson,
pianist, presented a program
of selected Christmas music.
Mrs. John Gordon Taylor,
violinist. played "Romance"
from the Second Concerto by
Wiernawskr and "0 Holy
Night" for the processional.
Miss Page Morrow of Chapel
N:C., sang "Ave Maria"
and the guests joined in "Joy
to the World" as the recessional.
Following the traditional
vows, the couple exchanged
chosen passages. The Rev.
Mattingly gave a special
prayer and blessing.
Poinsettias were used to
Hecorate the altar and
omerald green ribbons marked the pews. The wedding was
.directed by Mrs. Roy V. Kirk.
The Bride
The bride was escorted by
her father and sponsored for
:narriage by her parents.
She wore a gown of
oandlelight chantilly and point
J'esprit over peau de soie. A
Jeep lace ruffle emphasized
v-neckline edged in satin.
,-entered with an ivory silk
rose and baby's breath. The
skirt of chantilly had a deep
tier of point d'esprit with a
tulip hemline. The short fitted
jacket with tapered sleeves

was of point d'esprit arid edged in satin
Her jewelry was a strand of
pearls, a gift from her grandfather. She wore a pallet cap
covered with point &esprit
with ivory roses and baby 's
breath and carried three long
stemmed sweetheart roses
with baby 's breath
Mrs. Sally Matarazzo
Hopkins of Erlanger served as
matron of honor. Her gown
was of deep burgundy dobbie
with point &esprit yoke edged
in satin and her skirt also had
a. tulip hemline. She carded
two lung stenuned red roses
which were later presented to
the mothers of the bride and
groom.
The Groom
Mr. Condo, Jr., was attired
in a black three piece suit with
a white rose boutonniere.
Joseph Guido of Gainesville,
Fla., served his brother as
best man.
The men of the wedding party had red sweetheart rose
and baby's breath boutonnieres.
Mrs. Jones, mother of the
bride, wore a cobalt blue
crepe de chine cocktail gown.
Mrs. Guido. Sr.. mother of the
groom, was attired in a deep
turquoise gown. Both mothers
wore corsages of red roses.
Mrs. W. G. Hamilton or
Maysville and Mrs. Helen
Boyd of Massapequa Park, N.
Y.. grandmothers of the bride
and groom respectively, were
presented with miniature carnation corsages.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception for the families was
held at the home with the
bride's parents as hosts. Later
an open house reception was
held for friends.
At the reception Miss Morrow sang "With You" from brown wool
Tiny Thur. J.29
tweed suit and Park. N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs.
Pippin and "Far from the ecru
7:20 9:25
crepe blouse with lace Nick Gresh, Hazlet, N., J.;
Love"
Home
Fiddler
from
I
on
Dolly Porton
collar and a corsage from the Joseph Guide* and Miss
the Roof, accompanied by rehearsal, a gift from
Danny Michelle Brown, Gainesville,
Mrs. Joe Hal Spann. .
Guido. brother of the groom.
Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Rick Cook,
The guest register was kept
The new Mr. and Mrs. Greensoboro, N. C.; Miss
by Mrs. Larry Stinson, War- Guido.
Jr., are now at home at Page Morrow, Chapel Hill, N.
saw, Ind., and the cake was 3546
G
Lynnhaven, C.; Dr. and Mrs. Larry StinCentral C • 753 3314
served by Miss Sozanne Greensboro,
N. C. - son and Will, Warsaw, Ind.:
Jones. Henderson, both sisters
Thrr Thur. Jen. 29
Out of town guests included Miss Sue Hill, Highland, Ill.;
of the bride..
Mr. and Mrs. William Guido, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hamilton,
7:00 & 9:10
Assisting with the serving Sr., Dahny and Marianne, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Frodge and
were Dr. and Mrs. S. M. Mrs. Helen Boyd, Massapequa
Julia, Maysville: Mr. and
Matarazzo, Dr. and Mrs. Roy
Kirk, Miss Sue Hill, Mrs. John
Frodge, and Mrs. Rick Cook.
Assistant hostesses were
Marianne
Guido, Julia
Frodge, and Jennifer Kirk
Urn Thor. Jan. 29
who also passed rice bags.
Frances Drake
7:05,9:05
Illuminaires outlined the
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 21, 1981
house and walk to. greet the
What
kind of day will totnor- cANER
Sha
guests.
row be? To find out what the
SEEMS LIKE
(June 21 toJuly 22 1
Silver, candles, holly, and stars say, read
the forecast
OW TIMES
Watch disputes about
poinsettias were used as given for your birth
Sign.
money. The p.m. will bring
decorations throughout the
ARIES
'
-n111
/
4
news
that lifts your spirits
house. Two Christmas trees-. (Mar.21 to Apr.19)
about finances. Home life is
the traditional family tree and
Though
you'd
like
the
cornThey Thor. J.29
now.
the bride's tree trimmed with pany of friends now, you're favored
LEO
7:00,9:10
silver, red carnations, and better off going on a special
baby's breath, were part of date with a loved one. Enjoy (July 23 to Aug. 71)
(APO MIMI
(IC HAND PRYOR
Disputes are possible with
the decorations.
leisure time.
close ties. Later, a special
The cake table was overlaid TAURUS
night out together restores
with a white lace-edged linen (Apr. 20 to May 20) diW
harmony. Capitalize on
You could be at odds with
cloth. The cake of seven petal
creative skills.
design had red and white family. Be patient though, for viRG0
Hp
sweetheart roses and baby's the p.m. brings solutions. I Aug. 23 to
Sept. 22)
Throe Thor. Jan. 29
breath as the center under the Work interests compete with
Problems
are
possible
with
7:15,9:30
one tier pedestal topped by the home life.
. .
co-workers. Evening relaxaGEMINI
ant, Clalo me Aro nob
traditional bride and groom
bon puts you in a better mood.
statuette that had been used ( May 21 to June 201
Catch up on neglected responMisunderstandings
are
likeon her parents' wedding cake.
norkiav
ly in the morrung. The p.m. br- sibilittes.
,1•1.
After the open house the ings a surge of
e."3
creative . (Sept. 23 to Oct.
WT,
22) —
couple left for a wedding trip energy. Enjoy artistic
purChestnut St •753 3314
Watch for early arguments
with the bride wearing a suits or local visits,
with children or romantic interests. The p.m. brings harmonious trends in social life
,and love.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
ft"
Don't let family hassles
distract you from work. The
p.m. brings a chance for financial gain and success in career
matters.
SAaftTARIUS
(Nov.;to Dec. 21) 11 qtrr
Don't be sarcastic with
friends. Watch ideological
On)'.
disputes. Make travel plans
Only
Later. Business luck through
friends in the p.m.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) V
Financial negotiations could
with garlic bread
break down, but a hunch
allows you to get things back
with
salad 40'
on track. Revise a career plan
for success.
extra
fries
AQUARIUS
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18)
Close ties could be in a had
mood. Minimize tension by not
inside dining on4
arguing back. The p.m. favors
inside dining orth
distant matters and academic
Free Refills on Drinks
interests.
Free Refills on Drinks
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
• ,A
Undercurrents at work
could make you uneasy. Don't
argue with co-workers. The
p.m. assures progress through
vrk and selfAs: cipline.
YOU BORIC TODAY are
both mental and artistic
Cultivate patience and selfdiscipline, and you will put
your creative talents to pracheal woe.

By MARJORIE MAJOR
Kun Davis is an unusual
person. She likes history,
geneaology and antiques but
she is as modern as tomorrow
in her thinking. For instance,
she holds adoption papers for
a doll named Clark Melvin
which was -adopted" (not
bought from Baby Land
General, Cleveland, GA, a
commercial firm that will
send a birthday card on
clark's first "birthday."
Recently I spent a pleasant
hour with Kim in her interesting apartment over an
abandoned store. She greeted
me with Pitty Pat - a small,
white French poodle - in her
arms.
Kim's collection of 75 to 80
dolls, begun when she was 10
and she is now 23, includes a
variety. The oldest, named
Anna by her original owner, is
about 120 years old. There is
also a Searlett O'Har; doll,
jointed dolls from Holland
dressed in jaunty outfits, and
from Ireland came a colleen
and leprechaun. Others are a
baby doll in a long dress and a
lace-edged cap next to a
Spanish senorita in a bouffant
dress of black lace and holding
a guitar. There is a series of
"Little Women" dolls along
side a chimney sweep dpil and
an Aunt Jemima bottle
"dressed" appropriately. The
most unusual doll of the collection is a quizzical female
seated in a rocker who has a
face made of a dried apple. A
few of the dolls are resting in a
metal doll bed which was
rescued from a trash dump. In
addition, there are stuffed
animals galore.
Remember the old wooden
crates holding 24 Coca-Cola
bottles? Well, Kim has three
such crates which she has
painted and hung on a
bedroom wall. Each cubical
Mrs. Warren Hopkins, houses a miniature item, most
Erlanger; Miss Suzanne of metal, and each has some
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Hilary moving part. There is an elecPruitt, and Mr. and Mrs. A. P. tric fan, a sewing machine and
Sights, Henderson.
furniture with movable
Luncheon
drawers or mirrors and many
The wedding party and their other miniatures:
.
escorts were entertained with
Adorning a living room wall
a lunchebn by Mr. and Mrs. are framed paintings by EdWilliam Guido, Sr., parents of ward Degas which, strangely
the groom, at Denean's enough,seem compatible With
Restaurant following the an old Sheffield iron stove,
rehearsal.
now painted white, whieh has
Poinsettias and Christmas a gray granite tea kettle atop.
decorations were used and
places were laid for 26 guests.
The couple presented gifts to
their attendants and parents.
CROUCH BOY
A baby boy, Matthew
Buffet
On Friday evening Bryant, weighing six pounds
preceding the wedding, Dr. 15 ounces, was born to Mr. and
and Mrs. Roy F. Kirk and Mr. Mrs. Mike Crouch of Paris,
and Mrs. John. Farrell enter- Tenn., on Wednesday, Jan. 7,
tained for Miss Jones and Mr. at the Murray-Calloway CounGuido, Jr., and the out of town ty Hospital.
The mother is the former
guests. with a • buffet at the
Lord Raye Lamb.
Kirk home.
Holiday decorations were
Grandparents are Mr. and
used .throughout the house. Mrs. Darrell Crouch of Paris,
Assisting with the serving was Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Jennifer Kirk.
Lamb of Cottage Grove, Tenn.

Ur. and Mrs. William Guido. Jr.
.•

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

/

$1•09

/
1 2 Price

69C Special For Kids

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.

You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Kim holds an A.B. in
English, a B. S. in Speech
Pathology and she is a candidate for a M.A. in
Developmental English - all
from Murray State University. The latter includes techniques to teach students the
mechanics of writing and how

The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, Jan. 22 at the club house. In order for those
who desire to attend the Murray State-Austin Peay basketball game, members are asked to note the meeting has been
moved to 7 p.m.
Charles Foster, trust officer for the Bank of Murray, will
speak to the department on "What Your Trost Can Do For
You."
Hostesses will be Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Felix
Dunn, Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. Roger Blackwood, and Mrs.
Voris Wells.

Mr,- 60e04.
SNIDER GIRL
Sarah Cathryn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Snider of Louisville
for their baby girl born Monday, Jan. 19, at 6:15 p.m. at
the Baptist Hospital East,
Louisville.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Rebecca Snider of Louisville
and Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Garrott, 1125 Circarama, Murray.
EDWARDS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Edwards, 103 College Courts,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, William Derrik,
weighing six pounds nine
ounces, measuring 2042 inches, born on Friday, Oct. 31,
at 1:38 p.m. at the Murray?Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Edwards and
Mr. and Mrs. Don Smith.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Pearl Edwards and the late K.
Edwards, Mrs. Reba
Lawrence and the late Rev. L.
D. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs.
James Bucy. Great great
grandparents are Charlie
Marr and Mrs. Maude Bucy.

A

The mother is the former
Cindy Pitcher.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. 1`. C. Paschall of
Puryear, Tenn., Gene Pitcher
of Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
Joyce Filcher of Murray

COOKING
IS FUN
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

SUPPER FOR SIX
Curried Turkey Rice
Condiment Tray Pappadums
Green Peas Salad
Jellied Grapes Beverage
Jellied Grapes
It's refreshing and doesn't
call for sugar.
1 envelope unflavored
gelatin
-2 cups orange juice
'.4 cupwhite ruin 180 proof I
1 It cups I generous) halved
seedless green grapes
In a medium bowl, sprinkle
gelatin ever 1 cup orange juice
and let soften. Heat remaining
1 cup orange juice until it
starts to boil; pour into gelatin
mixture; stir until gelatin is
PASCHALL GIRL
A baby girl, Gabrielle dissolved. Stir in rum, then
Leigh, weighing seven pounds grapes. Chill until partly
five ounces, was born to Mr. thickened; stir to distribute
and Mrs. Tommy Dale grapes. Turn into '2-cup
Paschall of Hopkinsville on molds or 6-ounce custard
Thursday, Jan. 8, at the Jen- cups.- Chill to set. Before servnie Stuart Hospital, ing, unmold. Makes 6 servHopkinsville.
ings. '
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to express their thoughts. She
has worked with deaf students
of pre-school age as well as
with older students and it is a
field she intends to pursue.
Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward A. Davis and her
father is nuruster of New Concord Church of Christ. Both
Mrs. Davis and Kim are
members of United Daughters
of the Confederacy and
Daughters of the American
Revolution. Following her
graduation in May,Kim's next
momentous event will be her
wedding in August to Marvin
McFarlen, a Marine now on
duty in Hawaii.

Zeta Department Will
Hear Foster At Meeting

vo.b_Zion.•••%wm.,

nap-

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

There is a huge mahoganyframe rocker put together
with pegs which is very old. A
dainty secretary, with beveled
mirror, was bought at auction
in Alabama A bedroom
boasts of an old-fashioned
walnut chiffonier now
restored to its original beauty.

Ham Hocks & Butts

4114.

69
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11.8.Up

89

a

'hole Rib Eye (cut

•am•

Wrap Free)

Lb.3

00% Pure Ground Beef $1..5,2
100-9/0 Pure Ground Beef Patties $1 57
•dp

22511..3251.13,
Sides Of Choice Beef $
7
36
Guaranteed Tender
GIBSON HAM CO.
so
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Hours:

107 N. 3rd St.

Phone 753-1601
•
•

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Happenings In The Community Are Listed
Tuesday,Jan. 20

Tuesday,Jan, 29
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
of the Tappan Company and
retirees of other locals are
scheduled to meet for a
covered dish supper at 530
p.m. at the First Chnstian
Church.

lucidly, Jan. DI
Murray Optmust Club is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. at
the Boston Tea Party.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Murray TOPS take off
pounds sensibly 1 Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

Events at new Student
Center, Murray State University, will be a cartoon festival
at 1 p.m and barbershop
quartet, Kentucky Transfer,
peforrning throughout the day
at various locations in the
building.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Richard Valentine Puppets
will perform at 10 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. in the green room at
the Old Freight Depot, CityCounty Park.

Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet at
the home of Carol Turner.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at the church building at
7 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Wednesday,Jan. 21
Bible Study by Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
be held at the home of Mrs.
Calvin Morris at 9 a.m.
United Campus Ministry
Luncheon will be held at 12:30
p.m. in the Ohio Room, 304,
Third Level, Murray State
Student Center.

r

Wednesday, Jan. 21
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 am. to 2
PHI. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
Hoard of Directors of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation As.soriatinn is
scheduled to meet at 3 p.m, at
the center
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at 10:30 a.m. at
the home of Ruby Burchett.

J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet at 1:30
p.m. for a dessert "dutch
treat" at the Tnangle Inn.
Events at Murray State
University Student Center will
include a film at 7 and 9:30
p.m. in the theatre, and performance by Nine Kahle at
lower-level coffeehouse.

Thuridav, Jan. 22
Knights of Columbus Ladles
Night will be at 6:30 m. at the
Parish Center, St. Leo's
Wednesday,
, Jan. 21
Catholic Church. Each couple
Methodist Men of First is to bring
a covered dish and
United Methodist Church will each person is
to pay $1 to help
meet at 630 p.m. at the char- defray cost
of the meat.
ch.

Murray
Lecigel

Time.

FINAL
MARKDOWN

Story Hours will be held at
After School Bible Club will
9,30 and 10:30 a.m for meet at the First Christian
preschool and at 3:30 p.m. for Church
school age at the Calloway
Public Library.
Bible Journalmg Group of
First Christian Church will
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have a luncheon at 12 meeet at 7 p.m. at the home of
noon at the club with Henry Jo Cleta Williams, 1512
Montgomery and Joyce Canterbury Drive, Murray.
Thomas as chairmen of the
hostesses.

'5-510-'15 Rack

DOR-MAE
DIXIELAND CENTER

ESTEE LAUDER
3EAUTY CLI\IC

Overeaters•Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of the Baptist Student
Union, North 15th Street
Thursday,Jan, 22
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward,
1608 College Farm Road.
District 13, Kentucky
Nurses Association, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.

•

Nurses Plan Meet
District 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association will meet
Thursday, Jan. 22, at 6:30 p.m. at Joe's Family Restaurant,
Highway 121 North, Murray.
Geneva Cooper, R.N., BSN, MA in Education, Department
of Nursing, Murray State University, will speak on
"Adulthood Where Most Of Life Is Lived."
All members are urged to attend,a spokesman said.

er

of
er

Buy 2 Uniforms
At Regular Price
Receive 3rd One

I

FREE
Sale Starts Jan. 5, Ends Jan. 31
Come Early For Good Selection

PARKER'S
Uniform & Maternity Fashions
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone(502)247-8449
Hours: 9:30-5:00, Mon.-Sat., Open Late Fri.

Wranglers Will Meet I
The Wranglers Riding Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 22, at
7:30 p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward, 1608 College Farm Road, Murray.'
Officers of the-club are Dennis Woods, president; Gene
Paul King, vice president; Carolyn Woods,secretary; Helen.
King, assistant secretary; Lois Woods, reporter; Millie
Ward, treasurer; Sabrina Leslie and Euple Rowland, assistant treasurers.

I Film To Be Shown
A film and presentation on "Horsemanship For The Handicapped" will be held Thursday, Jan. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 241,Special Education Building, Murray State University.
This will be a prospective program for the Murray community in 1981 for the International Year for the Handicapped.
This is open to the public and for information call Susi
Lawton at 753-5242.

Film and presentation on
"Horsemanship for the Handicapped" will be at 7:30 .m.
in Room 291, Special Education Building, Murray State
University. For information
call 753-5242.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house.
Members note earlier time.
SIDS, sudden death syndrome, Group will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Council of the Calloway
County Homemakers will
meet at 9:30 a.m, at the Extension Office, 209 Maple Street.
Golden Age Club will meet
at 11:30 a.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. A potluck luncheon
will be served.

Call The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for on appointment Hours 1-5 Thursday
January 22-- 753-8272
YOU LL LEARN the skincare plan that s perfect for you by actually using the
products chosen for your special needs
,YOU'LL DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing your own
makeup under the expert guidance of our Estee Louder Beauty Specialist.
The look you achieve will be the one you II wont to recreate regain and
again when you wish lobe your most glowing self
Coll now or stop by the Estee Louder counter for your appotntment with a
glorious new you

Basketball games at Racer
Arena, Murray State University, will feature the Lady
Racers at 5:15 p.m. and the
Men Racers at 7:30 p.m., both'
against Austin Peay.

°A

American
Disabled
Veterans Chapter and Auxiliary are scheduled to meet at
7 p.m. at the Legion Hall.

versiBtahata

Central Shopping Center
Highway 641 S Arcadia Cl
Mon Tues Sat 9 006 00
Wed Thies Fri 900 8 00
Sun 1 00-5 00

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at the First Baptist Churr:11

Sole Good Thru
Saturday Jan. 31

SAVE SAVE SAVE!

'3 OFF
VABRICS

D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In Town

cfm14

!Wei%

tiota44.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

ONO

EVERY YARD IN OUR STORE ON SALE
r11,
.4•
!Wig.
W/
Wyk
‘N\
,001A

/
1 3 OFF ALL

FABRICS
FOR EVERY
NEED

NOT JUST A FEW
SELECTED FABRIC
ITEMS ON SALE THAT
MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!!!

EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC
IN OUR

FORMAL WEAR
MENS & BOYS
LOUNGE WEAR
DECORATIVE

cs.4.

UNIFORMS
QUILTING

EVERY YARD!

VIP

81111.44SRIA

pas
^

POTATOES
20 th.

MILK
$

195

IN

6•1.

Kelly

Sonecker's Grape

JELLY

WITH BEANS

C
64

$ 11 29

15 Oz. Can

Pepsi Mt. Dew
or
Across From Murray Durivo4n
So. 4th
• •fwz•if, owiaw••••.•16.•
-

'238
Tenser' 1%

Dr. Pepper

A'64A1111q

-•vmmei
Potato Prices Are Up! And Going Higherl

18

1 Lb

Wir
orseB4‘

NO EXCEPTIONS!

CONOWAY A, MEM

41101•,1111.W.firgr

SAUSAGE
$1

Met
.Nocknoi-

Indr

AT
REGULAR
PRICE!

CRAFT ITEMS
ETC. ETC.

Edwards

CHILI

NOT ONE
YARD SOLD

NIGHT WEAR

74

EGGS'

SALE!

CHILDRENS WEAR

MARK'

Lynn Grove
Extra Large or Large

N •\\

ON

SPORTSWEAR

Prices Good 1-26-81

Vas*
.
..111111fti

STORE

DRESS

Chestnut St

3 Lb.
8 Pak.
16 Oz.
Plus
Deposit
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
PFC Charles Paschall, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles 0. Paschall, Sr., of
Murray Route 7, will leave from Fort
Lewis, Wash., on Jan. 26 for duty in
Vietnam.
Army Specialist Four Sammy H. Edmonson was promoted to his present
rank while serving in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Charles
Wells, 91, James Ocus AUbritten, 72,
Clyde Elbie Walker, and Mrs. James
Louise)Gammill,47.
Don Henry has been appointed chairman of the Murray-Calloway County
Girl Scout Fund Raising Drive. The
quota for the Murray area is $4,000.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Bogard on Jan. 15 and a
girl tirIvIr. and Mrs. Randall Gene
Garland on Jan. 17.
The marriage of Vickie Crawford,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Crawford, to Kerry Dwain James, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James, was
solemnized on Jan. 15 at the Crawford
home.
In high school basketball games
Calloway County High School beat
Cuba and Benton beat Murray High
School. High scorers were Roney for
Calloway, Jones for Cuba, Davis for
Benton, and Hale for Murray.

EDITORIAL

641 Opening
A Good Example

Ps7 7

The opening of the four-lane
section of U. S. 641 from Murray to Benton Monday serves
as an example of what can be
done to sever bureaucratic red
tape.
Through the efforts of
Calloway County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller and
Marshall County JudgeExecutive Mike Miller, KenDepartment of
tucky
Transportation
Secretary
Frank Metts became directly
involved in the project.
Highway officials had projected in December that the
road would not be opened
before June of this year. The
two county judge-executives,
and others in the area, did not
undertstand the reason for the
delay and asked Metts,
-Why?".
On investigation, Metts, too,
could apparently see no reason
in delaying the opening of the
much safer four-lane section
and ordered DOT crews to

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Much of the language used by Christians to describe their close encounters
with the Divine is emotional and
therefore difficult for the ''unconverted'• to understand.
, These words from the great Protestant theologian Paul Tillich 186-95,
taken from his Shaking of the Foundations Pelican, 1563. can help us
understand conversion experiences:
We experience momentslin which
we accept ourselves, because we
feel that we have been accepted
by that which is greater than we.
. . it is such moments that make
us love our life, that make us accept ourselves, not in our
goodness and sell-complacency,
but in our certainty of the eternal
meaning of our life.

_Bible Thought

begin work on the project aimed at an earlier opening.
In less than a week, enough
progress had been made to
allow Metts' office to announce
the formal dedication
c'eremonies held Monday.
We commend everyone involved in pulling the strings
necessary to remove those ugly
barrels that have been so much
a part of our lives for the past
four years during construction
of the 11-mile, $15 million section.
The response from Frankfort
in this effort has revitalized our
faith in state government. . . a
faith that had diminished
somewhat in recent years due
to the "step-child" treatment
we have felt the Jackson Purchase has sometimes received
from the Commonwealth's executive and legislative branches.
This is one instance that proves to us that government can
work in the manner the citizens
it serves should expect. We feel
it is also a signal that may pave
the way for even better
cooperation among all •levels of
government in the future.
We look forward to the announcements of other road projects for future you mentioned
Monday.
Thank you, Mr. Metts.

UST'S 33.'t710
Walter L Appersor
Editor
R Gene McCutcfuon
The Murray Ledger & Times a pub/Jibed
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivmg by Murray Newspapers, inc. lOtt N 4th St,
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ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger le
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers
Therefore, we encodrage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Garrott's Galley

Now, here's a new and novel idea of
raising badly needed revenue for the
ladies' basketball and track programs
at Murray State — a "cake bake."
Heralded as "Murray's First Great
Cake Bake," the promotion is aimed at
finding out who is the best cake baker in
Murray as well as helping the two
ladies' athletic programs.
Even more, the fans attending the
Thursday night double-header at Racer
Arena with the men and ladies' teams
from Austin Peay will be treated to the
cakes at halftime and immediately
after the men's game. The promoters
say they'll have a minimum of 1,500
pieces of cake to give away.
lithe teams get what money is raised, and the fans get the cake what do
the cake bakers get, you might be think-

1_2.0GaRAFVoirr

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouragack All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
ad should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger di
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
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By M. C. Garrott

Just Make Mine A Piece Of Coconut
In 'Murray's First Great Cake Bake'

1101

"And it shall come to pass when
your children shall say unto. What
mean ye by this service? That ye shall
say. It is the sacrifice of the lord's
passover." Exodus 12:26-27
How well do you understand the
fundamentals of your faith? Are you
able to transmit Bible truth to your
children?

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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ing? There are two divisions of competition — one for the best tasting cake
and one for the best decorated cake —
and a $50 prize awaits the winner of
each.
A panel of three long and lean judges
will determine the winners, who will be
recognized and presented the cash at
halftime of the Racers' game with the
Governors. The winners also will be
given ribbons to hang up after the cash
is spent as will the second and third
place winners.
The cakes are being provided by local
Racer fans and students. There is a $5
entry fee, which will provide the funds
for the two teams, and all cakes to be
entered are to be at Racer Arena by 6
p.m. Thursday, the night of the game.
If you bake a pretty, tasty cake and
could use 50 bucks for a tank of gas, you
might take a shot at this one. There's
still plenty of time. Just pick up the
phone and call the Murray State
Athletic Promotions Office, 762-6800,
before noon tomorrow (Wednesday)
and get your name in the pot — that is,
the oven.
And if you specialize in coconut cake,
stick a little American flag in it so! can
quickly pick it out. I'm hooked on
coconut cake!
++++++
Last Sunday our pastor at First Baptist,
Dr. Bill Whittaker, told a little story in
his sermon in making a point about being a Baptist.
It seems this young man had just
become a Christian, accepting Christ as
his personal Saviour. He immediately
called his mother, a lady of another
denomination, and excitedly gave her
the news.
"My prayers have been answered!"
his mother happily exclaimed. "I have
long prayed that you would become a
Christian I"Then,after a few moments
of hesitation, she asked,-But why, son,
why Baptist?"
"Isn't that just like God, Mother" the
young man replied. "He always gives

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

you more than you pray for!"
++++++
The mail the other day brought a
pleasant surprise. It was a letter from a
former neighbor, whom we watched
grow up into a very lovely young lady,
Connie Lawson McCubbin up in
Oweusboro.
Enclosed was a fullpage story from
the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
about some good friends, Bill and Jane
Wells, and the life they live with him
working at Eddyville and living in Murray and her working and living in
Owensboro.
Jane is director of Murray State's
master of business administration program in Owensboro, and lives there
with daughter Traci, 17, a senior at
Apollo High School.
Bill is director of career development
at the Kentucky State Penitentiary in
Eddyville and Lives in Murray with Bill,
Jr., a freshman at Murray High School.
The family gets together on
weekends, alternating
between
Owensboro and Murray. Although some
150 miles separates their careers and
lifestyles, they're still a family — one
that unites on weekends when, as Bill is
quoted in the article,"the time together
is very good. You learn what quality of
time — as opposed to quantity of time —
means."
It was a great article, and the writer,
Cheryl Truman, is to be congratulated
on it.
Connie, daughter of neighbors Ted
and Mary Lawson, is married to Kent
McCubbin the Apollo High football
coach. She did some substitute teaching
at Daviess County High School before
becoming a sales representative with
Brown-Kaiser Co. there in Owensboro.
++++++
ADD TO YOUR LOOKALIKES: Otis
(Ramp) Erwin and our new secretary
of state, Gen. Alexander Haig. Being a
retired chicken colonel in the Air Force,
Hemp said he didn't at all mind the
resemblance to a four-star general.
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1975
Three-quarters down the 20th Century at 1975 with golden
graduation anniversaries reminding the county of the silver-haired
citizens who were among the earlier graduation classes of Murray
High School claiming more than 10 young people completing 12
years of academic exposure. From time to time county high schools
gathered in reunion, however the advent of a coming together after
50 years created a domino action with three classes joining in the
returning of the natives, revealing a bit of wear and tear from the
half century journey. In addition, the William Mason Memorial
Hospital Association got together in Calloway County for a homecoming of similar historic origin. So it was the year this editor
hung up his work apron, turned the machine lights off, and called
it quits after nearly 35 years operating the Murray Democrat,
however turned to assembling information essential to leaving book
footnotes for future generations, to be informed, to be amused, and
to be proud.
Unemployment reached approximately 10 per cent in Calloway
on January 22, thus becoming eligible for federal relief in a special
grant of ;51,794. Now that more than a century and a half have
passed since the county was organized, it would be interesting to
compare unemployment today with that of the earlier years. At
no time for the first 100 years were there fewer than 10 per cent
unemployed at any given time and, if conclusions are correct from
the many reviews, Calloway County maintained a general rate of
unemployment of as much as 25 to 35 per cent; for the next 50
years an estimated guess of 20 to 25 per cent, but going into and
through the Great Depression more than one-half our peopitrwere
unemployed. Just whiling away the time was a way of life back
yonder.
If Miss Cappie Beak, the masterful disciplinarian teacher of
the Murray school were alive, she could give us more precise estimate of the out-of-work force, but Miss Cappie died January 21
and was buried in the City Cemetery. She contributed more than
one person's share in the religious, social organization and civic life
of her native county. To no. other primary teacher is there a
greater debt of gratitude owing from this tvriter than Miss Cappie
for her skilled abilities to inculcate knowledge, to instill values, and
to master discipline.

To Be Continued

Business Mirror

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst

Carter Retires After
Two Financing Deals
NEW YORK (
— Having devised
two of the more complex financing
deals ever attempted by the U.S.
government — the Chrysler rescue plan
and release of the Iranian hostages —
the Carter administration retires.
But that doesn't mean the problems
also retire. Instead, lawyers will be
dealing with the agreements and
precedents for years to come, and
foreign and domestic policies could be
affected in subtle ways.
The hostage settlement, for example,
might satisfy the governments inovIved, but it may not be as acceptable to
the institutions and individuals connected with the late Shah's frozen
assets.
And if the Chrysler agreement is approved by bankers and workers, it
could set a pattern for companies
avoiding bankruptcy courts and instead
reorganizing under the protection of
government guarantees.
In each instance the public praise is
overwhelming, because immediate and
pressing goals have been satisfied, but
over time the settlements could begin to
look like expedients rather than sound
policy-setters.
In the Chrysler case especially, the
precedents are obvious:
—The executive branch rather than
the courts can now be used in corporate
hardship cases. Without federal aid
Chrysler would be bankrupt, operating
under court-appointed officers.
—Assets that belong to all the people
might under some circumstances now
be assigned for the benefit of a particular few, such as management and

20 Years Ago
Deaths reported include Mrs. Charlie
Brinn,71.
Miss Jacqueline Sharborough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, Murray, has been selected a
staff member of the Nashville Tennessean, Nashville, Tenn., to attend the
week's festivities of President-elect
John F. Kennedy's inauguration in
Washington, D. C.
Tommy Hutchens of Murray, senior
at Murray State College, is serving as
president of the Sigma Chi fraternity.
Gene Fairchild, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp of Murray, office
manager of the National Cash Register
Company,Paducah, has been promoted
to the company's branch office in Baton
Rouge,La.
Births reported at the 'Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Cunningham.
Don Pace, a member of the Murray
State College faculty, discussed the
history and present conditions of China
at the meeting of the Gamma Chapter
of Delta Kappa Gamma at Kenlake
Hotel.
T-bone steak is listed at 89 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
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30 Years Ago
George Allbritten, Buddy Buckingham, James Roberts, 0. B. Boone,
Jr., James Boone, Billy Joe Parker,
Buddy Denton, Gene Hendon, Will Mac
Jones, Holmes Ellis, Jr., Ray
Ashbrook, and Clegg Austin are new officers installed by the Murray Order of
the Demolay Chapter.
Anne Woods of Murray and John
Thomas Murdock of Lynn Grove have
been selected to serve on the University
of Kentucky's Committee of 240 for
1950-51, according to the UK Public
Relations Department.
The Peoples Bank reports assets of
$2,283,876.86 at the close of business on
Dec. 30, 1950, in its published statement.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Collins, Jan. 13, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Powell, Jan.
13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Tiller,
Jan. 19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Ward,Jan. 15.
Cuba beat Nortonville and Graham
beat Lone Oak in the Purchase Pennyrile Basketball Tournament held at
Murray State College and sponsored
annually by the MSC International
Relations Club,
The J. N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
held a luncheon at the home of Mrs. W.
P. Roberts.

shareholders, without the consent of the
people.
—Uncompetitive companies may be
saved at the expense of production. The
intent is to save Chrysler so as to save
. .
•
jobs and competition, but the opposite
By The Associated Press
could be saved: A weak company with
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 20, the 20th
uncertain employment.
day of 1981. There are 345 days left in
Whatever, and despite differences,
the year.
the deals are huge accomplishments,
Today's highlight in history:
especially in the human terms expressOn Jan. 20, 1265, England's Parliaed by Walter Mondale. "We've got
ment met for the first time.
some right here to put those hostages
On this date:
and their families at a very high priori-,
In 1801, John Marshall was appointed
ty," said the vice president. "We want
"chief justice of the United States.
them home."
In 1887, the Senate approved the leasMuch the same thing was said in the
ing of Pearl Harbor in Hawaii as a
Chrysler situation, and with some
naval base.
justification, but then the comparisons
In 1936, King George Vol Britain died
end.
and was succeeded by his son, Edward.
Some 140,000 jobs are said to be at
Ten years ago: Secretary of Defense
stake in the Chrysler situation, which
Melvin Laird said expanded U.S. air acmeans at least a half-million family
tivity in Cambodia was crucial to
members. And perhaps that many
American troop withdrawals in South
more jobs are involved in related supVietnam.
plier industries.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Chrysler still might become strong
Henry Kissinger arrived in Moscow for
again, and should it do so it would
another round of arms limitation talks
solidify the precedent of a corporation
with the Soviet Union.
turning to the government rather than
One year ago: President Carter said
the courts. If one can do it, then why not
he had asked the U.S. Olympic Commitanother?
tee to support his efforts to move the
In fact, the possibility would seem to
Summer Games from Moscow unless
exist that sometime in the future a corSoviet troops
withdrew
from
poration might present government
Afghanistan.
with the ultimatum: Financial
Today's birthdays: Comedian-actor
guarantees or the company .and all it ,.)George Burns is 85.
Actress Patricia
workers go under.
Neal is 56.
It wouldn't be true, of course, as it is
Thought for today: Do what you feel
in the Iraniip hostage deal, but you can
in your heart to be right, for you'll be.
dmost pla4 your bets now that it will
criticized anyway. — Eleanor
happen,if it hasn't already.
Roosevelt (1884-1962
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THE ACES'

The Great Sexist Language Dispute Rages On

IRA G CORN, JR

'What I aspired to be and
was not, now comforts me"
-- Robert Browning
Ace Bobby Wolff had
aspirations of making his
four heart game when he
was pushed into it However. West's double was
emphatic and the dummy
was disappointing Nevertheless, Wolff played well to
restrict his losses and The
Aces earned a good score.
The hand was played in
our final qualifying match
against Spain at the 1980
World Championship. We
needed only a fair match to
assure qualificatiog. but
luck was with us Ind we
won by a lopsided score of
102-8! Ten of those points
came on this deal
West led the diamond
king and continued the suit,
declarer rufling. The trump
ace was cashed. East
discarding, and declarer
now switched to clubs, preparing to strip the side suits.
Dummy's queen went to
East's king, a club came
back to West's ace, and a
third club was ruffed by
declarer.
With the minor suits
cleared. Wolff now led a low
heart toward dummy. West
won his 10, but was now out
of safe leads. A heart lead
would surrender one of his
sure trump tricks, so West
exited with a diamond.
Wolff ruffed in dummy
while discarding his low
spade and next he finessed
to his spade nine. West
ruffed, but this cost him his
natural trump trick and
Wolff had held his losses to
two clubs, one diamond and
two trumps -- down 300.
NORTH

1-20-A

•108 7 4 2
•9 86
49 7 5
•Q 7 5
EAST
•J 6 3

WEST
•Q
•Q 1052
•K Q 1083
•A J 6

•A 9 6 4 2
•K 1094 2

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new —very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies,
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels
Call us

today

116 NORTH 7Th
MAYFIELD

247-5912

SOUTH
•AK 95
•A K 9143
•.1
+83

Vulnerable East-West
Dealer South The bidding
&esti
1•
4,

West
1•
LAI

Opening
king

North East
4•
Pass
All pass

lead

Diamond

In the replay, Aces Paul
Soloway and Ira Rubin
scored five diamonds doubled and The Aces gained a
net of 450 points on the deal
(750-300)
Bid with Cora

South holds

I -20-B

•Q
•Q 10 5 2
•K Q 1083
4IAJ6
South
•

North
i•

ANSWER: Three hearts, a
slight overbid With an overbidder, choose two hearts,
with an underbidder, Jump to
three
--Send bridge questions to The Ares
P0 Box 12163 Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

It does seem Like old times.
Movies like this used to be
made in the 1930's with stars
like Carole Lombard, William
Powell,and Claudette Colbert.
They were called screwball
comedies, and apparently
those living through the
Depression found these
romantic, witty, slightly
slapstick comedies just the
thing to help them shut out,
even if momentarily, the dark
and decidedly unfunny world
outside the theater. •
And that's what tVey are
for: to help you pass a couple
of harmless hours. You won't
walk out of the theater with a
lump in your throat, and the
movie won't make you thin,
and you won't even get that
good feeling that you
sometimes get after a particularly satisfying movie.
Watching a screwball comedy
is like eating a plate full of
meringue: Since you're eating
mostly air, it won't be very
nourishing. But then it will
keep you busy for awhile.
Fortunately, this particular
screwball comedy has Goldie
Hawn, who is turning out to be
Hollywood's most appealing
and effective comedienne.
And Seems Like Old Times,
even more than Private Benjamin, proves that Goldie can
do more than play scatterbrained flakes. Traces of her
former comic persona remain, but they are only traces.
This time out Goldie is
generally sensible and articulate. As a matter of fact,

EJ True 0 False
For older persons on a fixed income,
H&R Block has the right answer to this and
other questions regarding special tax credits and
deductions for those taxpayers.
If you itemize, the answer is TRuE
Because these payments are simply withheld
from benefit checks during the year, they are
often overlooked at tax time
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
INCOME TAX PEOPLE
183 Arad*

Ow
p.m. Mmadeys
9 4.m.•5 p.m. Sm. - Rams 781-9204

rs.

ri

or she instead of the old, offensive •'man" and "he." •'All
persons are created equal"
lacks the crispness of Jefferson's phrase, but it says exactly what it means. There is
some loss to Shakespeare's
poetic quality in saying,

"What a piece of work is person!" There is a definite loss
in making the Psalnust ask.
"What is person that Thou art
nundful of him or her?" But
this may not be too high a
price to pay for sexual equality. When we come to Alex-

Circuit Judge Refuses
Bond For Accused Man
F'RANKFORT, Ky. AP( —
that time. He did not set a date
The ran accused of arson and
for that hearing, however.
murder in a fatal Christmas
Johnson, of Harrodsburg,
fire at the Southern Hotel was
was indicted Jan. 5 by a
refused bond by a circuit court
Franklin County grand jury on
judge.
two counts of capital murder
Larry Scott Johnson, 25, was and one count of first-degree
returned to Franklin County
arson in connection with the
jail after the hearing.
fire.
Several members of
He had been arrested the
Johnson's family testified on
day after the fire, which broke
his behalf at Monday's hear- out early Christmas morning
ing in Franklin Circuit Court.
at the hotel.
But Judge Squire Williams
Elizabeth Palmer Brewer,
said the presumption of guilt 85, a second-floor resident,
in the case was "obviously died of smoke inhalation in the
great at this time" because of fire.
a statement Johnson allegedly
Lee Thurman, 88, another
made to arson investigators second-floor resident who also
after the fire, in which two suffered smoke. inhalation,
elderly persons died from died later at King's Daughters
smoke inhalation.
Hospital in Frankfort.
Williams did not elaborate
Johnson was a guest of the
on the statement, introduced
hotel's night watchman on the
by the prosecution, but said. night of the fire. The watJohnson's attorney had ob- chman has since been dismissjected to it.
ed from his post.
The judge said he would
The 57-year-old hotel was
hear defense objections ar a operated by the Frankfort
later date, and that the motion Housing Authority to provide
for bail could be renewed at accomodations for the elderly.

ander Pope's line, -Presume
not God to scan; the proper
study of personkind is person," however, we can't help
feeling that something has
gone wrung with the way we
use the English tongue

rapidly, it sounds just Like virility and our virtue. The
"vermin," which is what new word will please both
feminists want to call us fades and make everyone hap
anyhow We males, on the py. Then we can go back to
other hand, can take comfort saying that all men are
in the thought that "virnien" created equal without feeling
calls attention to both our guilty about it.

What has gone wrong is the
feminists' insistence that
"man" and -he" refer exclusively to the male sex. In
fact, the primary meaning of
-man" is "human being." The
name of our species is Man,
and it is applied only secondarily to the two sexes.
What, after all, is "woman'.
but the word "man" with a
prefix I"wo") meaning
"female?" If we want to
reform the English language,
we'd do better to keep "man"
as referring to any human being, male or female, and to
think up a prefix meaning
"male" that we can put before
"man" to correspond to the
"wo" in "woman."
The obvious prefix to use
would be -male." But calling
half the human race
"malemen" would suggest
that the Post Office is even
more overstaffed than it really is. A better Solution would
be to use the Latin word "vir."
It is an unambiguous word
that means -adult male
human being" and nothing
else. I propose, therefore, that
from now on we call adult
males "virmen" to distinguish
them from women.
The beauty of this new word
is that, when pronounced

Anne Thompson Named
Director Of Kentucky
Heritage Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Anne Armstrong Thompson
has been named executive
director of the Kentucky
Heritage Commission.
Mrs
Thompson, a

Frankfort housewife, mother
and novelist, was appointed to
the position by Gov! John Y
Brown Jr. She assumed her
the $24,888-a-year post last
Friday.
She said she plans to continue work that the commission is already involved in.
"The staff has been involved
in a survey of histonc and architectural sites," she said. -I
- BOWLING GREEN, Ky. think [Us important to
finish
(API — The president of
that."
Western Kentucky University
From 1967 to 1973 she was a
announced a 60-day freeze
member of the Franklin CounMonday on luring of new
ty Committee of the Heritage
employees.
Commission,
Dr. Donald Zacharias told a
In 1969 she earned a
special meeting Monday of the
bachelor's degree from the
Adnunstrative Council that
University of Kentucky and in
his action was dictated by cuts 1961 received
her master's
in the budget and the possibili
, degree in diplomacy from the
ty of further reductions in the
Fletcher School of Law and
coming year.
Diplomacy.
He said the freeze applies to
Mrs. Thompson, 41, has had
present vacancies and any
three novels published by
that might occur during the 60 Simon & Schuster
in the. past
days.
six years. They are "The
Zacharias said the alter- Swiss Legacy:'
Message
native would have been to cut From Absalom" and
"The
people from the present staff.
Romanov Ransom."

Western Kentucky
President Announces
60-Day Hiring Freeze

Seems Like Old Times

Medicare 'B'
payments made by
persons receiving
Social Security benefits
are deductible.

I

Men! We—you and 1—have
been guilty of a grievous fault.
We have been speaking sexist
language all our lives, to the
gross injury of the female sex.
Ladies! Forgive us, for we
knew not what we did. When
we used such phrases as "All
men are created equal," we
did not realize that we were
leaving you out. We honestly
thought that "men" covered
all human beings, male and
female alike.
What chauvinist pigs we
were! But, you must admit,
we were not alone in our error.
Many a woman has reached a
certain age without being
aware that she was the victim
of sexist language. She probably talked it herself. It is only recently that her consciousness has been raised
and she has come to see that
using "man" and "he" to
designate a human being
without distinction of sex is a
studied insult to women.
But now the dawn has come
and we all sec do we not? —
that in fairness we must
always use "person" and "he

(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Th•atres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Question No. 4

AS /IL

By Frank Patrick
Mr Patrick teaches Political
Science in an obscure Eastern
college
IC) Public Research, Syndicated, 1961

* At The Movies 44

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

THE

28. 1981

she plays a competent lawyer
who is married to a lawyer,
played by Charles Grodin,
who is on the verge of being
appointed Attorney General of
California.
Unfortunately for Grodin,
Goldie's previous husband is
the scatterbrained flake,
Chevy Chase, When Chase is
kidnapped by a couple of
crooks who force him to help
them rob a bank he hides out
from the police at Grodin's
home — unbeknownst to
Grodin. There Chase scoots
from one hiding place, usually
under a bed, to another, usually under another bed. I suppose you can imagine how
merry it all gets when Grodin,
feeling romantic, fumbles
atop the bed with Goldie, who
knows that her ex-husband is
under the bed. Merry? I'd like
to tell you.
This is the best that Chevy
Chase has done since leaving
Saturday
Night
Live.
Apparently to satisfy his old
fans, Chase does one stumble
and two pratfalls. But at the
same time his comic touch is
generally controlled and sure.
Best of all, he has rid himself
of the smart aleckness and
comic excesses that have
marred some of his performances.
But I was disappointed in
Neil Simon's script. Simon
doesn't take enough chances
with his characters. No one is
very evil and no one is very
pompous. Moreover, the
satire is so gentle (I suppose
his fans would call it deft and
understated) that it is as
harmless, but not as exciting,
as being bit by an old,
toothless dog. - --What, for instance, happened to the satire on Goldie's dogooderism? When she defends
and then hires Indians,
Chicanos and Blacks, they
steal her car, drink her liquor,
and gobble up her hors
d'oeuvres. That's the setup.
But where's the hit? MI we get
are ,a few gently sarcastic
comments by Grodin on his
wife's soft-headed liberalism.
Then to undercut even
Grodin's gentle comments.
Simon bnngs in the governor
of California to praise Goldie
on her fine work with
minonties. And while we're on
the subject, whoever heard of
an elected official showing up
in a comedy without being
made into a pompous fool? It
happens in Seems Like Old
Times. What is the world coining to when a governor can sit
down to dinner in a comedy
and keep his soup in his bowl
instead of in his lap'
But go to watch Goldie if not
for anything else. Who would
have thought that that silly
thing from Laugh In, the girl
with the inane laugh, the
mangler of cue card lines, the
go-go dancer with slogans
painted on her Belly -would
turn out to be one of the best
comic actresses around?

ON NEW 1981 FORD GRANADAS,
THUNDERBIRD
.O'rT
S,,A1:
77,D
m MUSTANPS.
map NII\
1981 FORD MUSTANG.
America s most popular sports car Sleek
Surefooted Aerodynamic Capture the Spirir
in either the 2-door or the 3-door model

EXAMPLES:

1981 FORD
THUNDERBIRD.
In a world of ordinary
cars the thunders
still there The 1981
Thunderbird lives up
70 ,25 reputation Try it
and you ii see

1981 FORD GRANADA.
Its a new Granada from the
ground up The smallest Granada
ever yet the roomiest And its built
with Fords attention to detail

Buy one of these 1981 Fords between
December 5,1980, and February 7,1981,
and you could save hundreds of dollars.

This new 12% Annual Percentage Rate financing program can make buying a new
car easier. Just see your Ford Dealer and buy any eligible new 1981 Ford Granada.
Mustang or Thunderbird and take delivery by February 7. 1981 Participating Ford
Dealers and financial institutions can arrange an affordable 12% Annual Percentage
Rate for qualified buyers. It could save you hundreds of dollars. so don't miss this
great opportunity You can enjoy a new Ford Granada. Mustang or Thunderbird of
your choice now instead of waiting_ Ask your Ford Dealer for complete details.

• 48-Month Contract—
Amount Financed. $6500
Whim the
PFr nvianlle1
Annualmi
is

14%
16%
18%

$309.60
s625.92
'948.96

Exempts of I0110.0ion. not yeomanry for a
parlculat yetecle CAW Pnce $7200. Tote,Dowc
P.y10.01 $700 Arnotml Financed MOO
•At 12% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE F/NANCE
CHARGE 21715 821, Deemed Permece Pnce
69915 IMI, Payment ScheduN 411 monthly payments
l$171 19
AI 14% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE 92025 28. Deterred Payment Pnce
1922520 Payment Schedule 44 monrtey payments
016177 Ell
• A1111% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE $234190. Deterred Payment Pnce
$954100 Payment Scheoute 48 montNy payments
of $19420
• At lf% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE FINANCE
CHARGE 220134 64, Deelewd Payment Pnce
691184 64. Payment SCheduet 40 monthly perm...,
ot 1190 93

ATY)UR PARTICIPATING FORD DEALER.

Parker Ford,Inc.
Murray,Ky.

Total
Consumer
Savings

•

•
•GE
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No Waxing Vinyl Looks Like Brick

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

—

r
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LiviNG ROOm

Morristown Brick is one of the popular embossed patterns
available in the Flmikote Easy-Care No-Wax Tile tine of
sculptured reinforced vinyl flooring It combines ease of
installation a ld no waxing ease of maintenance Its high
gloss, thicker tougher longer lasting surface makes
this
floor covering an ideal choice for kitchens and family rooms
And with its rugged hand-hewn quality Morristown Brick
will add charm toany area It is being offered in two colors
brick red and white Available in both Flintkote Peel and
Slick self-adhesive tile or in non-adhesive back Morristown
Brick is designed for residential use and is made in 12 x
12 tiles Approximate retail price 89 cents per square
toot

THIS HOUSE IS A RECTANGLE IN WHICH the dayareas consist of • cross-ventilated, living-dining area and
a
kitchen. The night-areas include three bedrooms and two
baths. Plan HA1186R has 1,344 square feet. For more information write — enclosing•stamped,self-addressed envelope
— to architect Jan Reiner, 1000-52nd St. North, St
Petersburg, Fla 33710

Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
MurrOy Ky.

Here's the Answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Our attic has a partial
rough floor. I will soon be finishing the entire attic. In order
to save some work and money,
I am considering leaving the
-floor open in the space that will
be behind the walls and Just
putting down floor boards
where the new room will be. Is
this practical?
A.— No. Do the entire floor.
If you don't, the area behind
the walls will always be dusty
and so, eventually, will the
newly finished room. Besides,
you will risk dropping same
storage articles between the
joists and perhaps damaging
the ceiling telow,
Q. — I have read about the
orientation of solar-energy
houses and the necessity of
having the solar collecting
plates facing south. Is that all
there is to it regardless of
which section of the country the
house is in'

1

Peck" Associates, Inc.
Of PadUcdh & Elizabethtown
1,
, please(1. in announce
(nu' t1t'‘s,- tiftll name

Peck Flannery Dream Warrion Inc.
An®Cf.1

A. — Solar orientation refers
to the pLacernent of the house
on the property so that its glass
areas are properly related to
the position of the sun and the
direction of the prevailing
wind. Generally, this means
that such glass areas should
face south, but it would be a
mistake to assume that the
matter of orientation is that
simple
The complexities are many,
since each of the climatic regions in the United States and
all the Western Hemisphere has
different orientation considerations. Telescoping the determinants, with heating the princi
pal objective, we find that ir
temperate regions, maximum
exposure of the house and the
solar collectors is vital during

the spring, fall and winter

The safety lamp, invented
by Sir Humphrey Davy, was
used for the first time in the
coal mines in 1816.

WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE
"Some One Of A Kind"
These Stoves Are Cost Plus 10%

By Ray Harmon
Kitchen
specialist,
magazine editors and
manufacturers seem to agree
on several rnaior design directions which will affect both the
new construction kitchen and
the remodeled one.
First, an emphasis on increasing the visual size of
smaller multi-purpose rooms.
This can be accomplished
through the use of more
natural light, the incorporation of modular seating and
storage, the design of folding,
stacking and movable furniture, the inclusion of platforms, varying levels, and
movable walls, the concern
for aeustical control.
•
In the kitchen, we will see a
great deal of emphasis placed
on the combination of three
major areas, meal preparation, casual family dining and
family entertainment area
(family room, den, rumpus
room)one room which fills all
three needs.
The second trend for the 80's
seems to revolve around the
clients' interest and appreciation of art. The art impact will
call for kitchens which concentrate on setting the stage
for the collections of the client,
rather than ftaturing the bold
wall coverings and patterned
floors.
This is not tO be taken as a
lack of interest in color or ornamintation. The clients interest on color, design and ornamintal collectables is on the
increase. The change is one of
emphasis. The client of the
'80's will place a great deal of
importance to displaying his
or her favorite treasures.
The well-arranged collections look of the '80's is seen by
many to be in better taste than
the lively patterned surfaces
of the '70's.
The third major trend
seems to revolve around an increased interest in home hobbies. With restaurant costs
what they-are and gasoline
prices soaring weekly the
American home owner is going to be staying home more
and developing hobby interests to fill his or her time.
Among these need will be a
home office, a home exercise
area, a craft workshop and an

months.
In hot-humid regions where
the heating requirements are
small, solar collectors for heating-only systems need maximum exposure to the sun primarily during the winter, while
during the rest of the year, air
movement in and through the
site and shading are the most
important considerations In
the cool regions, maximum exposure of the solar collectors
and the house to the sun is the
primary 'objective of site planning.
But for solar cooling or domestic water heating, yearround solar collector exposure
is required. And in hot-dry regions, the objectives are to
maximize duration of solar
radiation exposures on the collectors and to provide shade for'
outdoor areas in late morning
or afternoon.
Even this limited description
of solar orientation problems
makes it clear how important it
is that the architect or builder
have a knowledge of the considerations for the particular area
where the work is to be done
rather than just a general
knowledge of the subject.

(To find out what to look for
when buying new asphalt
shingles, how to tell when a
new roof is needed and to get
information about application
procedures, get a copy of Andy
Lang's booklet, "Roofing
Guide," available by sending 50
cents AND a long, stamped,
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P 0 Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.)
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East Main
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30%

TABLE LAMPS

ALL OTHER
MERCHANDISE

20% Off
Includes large selection
wood, brass and glass
lamps, chandeliers, pictures and shades.

OFF

Best Selection
In Tennessee
Mar-Kel is one of
the largest manufacturers of ceramic lamps.
MADE LOCALLY ---

sold nationwide

DON'T MISS THESE FANTASTIC SA VINGS
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU JAN. 30th
Phone 642-8142
Open 10 A.M. til 5 P.M. Monday thru Saturday
Lakeway Village Shopping Center — Paris. Tenn.
..•••••.

.•••\
••••••

••••

Ethan Allen Winter Sale

Save10% to 20%
in the great traditiop...for your dining pleasure...

Rent

753-8201

200 E. Main

=ELM

RENTAVSALES
CENTER

z

"Victorkm"

By CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

For a warm and il,)ITIPV country mood. choose
either one of thew striking Ethan Allen dining
rooms
at exceptional savings nou'Both
are crafted of solid Artiqued Pine and selected
veneers, hand-rubbed to a deep. dark finish
V
that bringsout the ru hness and interest of the --wood's grain
Above: Handsome bou back chairs surround
our uniquely designed trestle table which extends 15- at either end for maximum seating.
The three-drawer buffet with hutch top gives
you generous storage and display series.
Right: 42" round pedestal table, country theirs
and china cabinet sills easy care FM/1'0CA
'
plastic lined dry sink, adds warmth and hos
pitality toa country kitchen or an informal
dining mom
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RENTAL SALES

T STORE

AMERIC_XS HOST
dry cleaner For carpets

The Ponderosa fireplace insert will hold a fire for
hours when properly loaded, and twin blowers
provide 100 CEPA each to circulate worm air
throughout Ow tOOrn
The combustion chamber is constructed of '4- hot
rolled plate steel with o firebrick -lined bottom and
bock This helps insure more even heat and a longer
unit 1.4
TVA APPROVED WEIGHS 375 LB

$23995

LIGHTINGEki

carpets.

PONDEROSA FIREPLACE INSERT

SAVE!
$100.00

FACTORY
l'I AR

kitchen which exhibits quality
products, fine workmanship
and easy care surfaces will be
the big seller for the '80's.
A recent fortune magazine
article sums up the buyer's
philosophy for the '80's. "In
couples, the "me generation"
will march through the next
decade with plenty of money
for the nice things in life." The
successful remodeler will provide these things in the '80's.

out of your

•••

WAS
$499.95

and cabinets, excellent hardware, water resistant finishes
and well planned interior
storage aids are a must, neat,
professional, capable
workmen will become a priority within the industry.
Although cooking will be viewed as a great home craft, the
busy family of the '80's will
also look for easy to clean surfaces.
The "Heart of the house"

Get more

Q. — I had a white roof put
on several years ago. It is
made of asphalt shingles. The
roof seems to be in good condition except for the fact that the
shingles are stained or discolored in some places. A
chemical has been recommended to bring back the white. My son is having a house built soon
and also would like to have
white asphalt shingles. How
can he avoid the discoloring?
A. — By having the contractor install asphalt shingles
with fungus-and-alga resistant
white granules. If he doesn't
have them in stock, he should be
able to order them quickly.

e$D

indoor gardening center.
The fourth trend centers
around the kitchen itself,
Cooking is no longer viewed as
a duty or a chore. The working
couples of the next decade will
cook together as a family activity. As the function of the
kitchen shifts from work room
to social gathering center, the
client will want change.
Some keys to successful kitchens are quality appliances

( January Clearance Sale
Save Up To 30%
,
, ALL MAR KEL

CARPORT

Danny M. Dunn's

Designs Affect Home Kitchens
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Murray, Ky.
753-8201
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• 1116.1,1./1, .tr.ilt11, .511,,rt
1.4
More • conitdiahig• liiinii .sly..1

reg
End Emil Trestle Table
599.50
Bowbaek Side chair ..
169.50
TABLE & 4 SIDE CHAIRS 1.277 50
Bowback Arm Chair
239 50
66- Buffet & Hutch Top
1.39900

sale

sale
42 Round
499.50 Pedestal Table,
379 50 299 SO
139.50 Conntn;Chat!
R950
104.50
1,049.50 TABLE & 4 CHAIRS. .
797.50 649.50
199.50 50" One Piece China.
899.50 749.50
1.099.50 Save too, on custom Ethan Allen tebl,pads

OPEN FRIDAY EVENING tIlt 8 . . .

,Free Von Delivery .
Convenient Terms

1 NITER MIME Fl ICHSHINOS
4.:A1(10110ANCA

I

isti.%NN

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
3041.lide

753-11194

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

•

D

1•41
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in Murray Kentucky

is our business
as

our business progresses so does
the business climate. 1980 was
good to us-greater things are
possible in 1981

We take this opportunity
to congratulate our fine
community and welcome,
the many new businesses —
that have cast their
lot in our city.

dirSa4Ligai.

AI/All

rnr

COLORED

PRINT

141 Years 123 Years 112 Years 102 Years 96 Years
0,,,,st
NI tql ..`,
. Clothing Store
In -Western Ky

. Oldest 14rug Store
Operating In The Sante
1.ocation in the U.S. Since 1840.

43 Years As Corn-Austin

402 Main

753-1272

753-2472

Wi11itiMS

Ledger & Times

Dale &
Stubblefield

- Company

Corn-Austin

Wallis -Drug
412 Main

Sherwin

-Rexall Since 1905
73 Years As

the
rITaY

•

Southside Manor
Murray

103 N. 4th St.

753-1916

418 Main

753-1231

95 Year
Serving This Area
Since 1886
Four Generations
Of Service

L H. Churchill
-- F uneraHome
l
201 5, 3rd

753-2411

94 Years 93 Years '84 Years 76 Years • 65 Years ,65 Years
-T—TClaxton's
lill

Trailview
Bank- of Murray Grocery & Station

Beale
Hardware

Since 1887"

lin,* I SU"

Member
F.D.1.C.

62 Years

of Educational Service

- ---- To • West_ Kentuckians .
_
Murray State
University
.. . ,
.
762-3011

753-3415 ,

50 Years

-49 Years.

Of Service-To Murray
Complete Family-Store

STONES
. Downtown Murray
753-3614.
,

3 341
C.T.-Inn.
__.- __.--

45 Years 44 °Years
uality Work
Since 1937

Freed
.Cotham Co.

Industrial Road
753-1319

802 Chestnut
753-4832

39 Years 37 Years
The
Murray
Insurance
Agency

1.o. e better
Electncally

Murray Electric
System

U

- 'Your-FrietidlY

_, r .-• ....

Ford Dealer" _
753-4623
Court Square
Murray

7th t Main '

..

753-5773

furches
Jewelry
Kentucky1sU7I%•• . :...
Se+ko
watches
Keepsake Diamonds

Lake Oil Co.

Shell

and

753-4751

37 Years 37 Years

113 S. 4th St.
753-2835

Serving Agriculture
In Calloway
Since 1934

414 Main

753-3234

,

Calloway Co.
'Lumber Co.
.204 N. 4th
753-5833

Naze', Ky

37 Years

4,241•66

753-3062

South 2nd 753-2371

37 Years 37 Years

753-3/31

Parker's
Super Market

Helping to build Murray and
Calloway County for 36
Years.
Braden Metal.
•
Building System
S. 4th St. -

The
,
Clinic
Pharmacy
St & Walnut

753-8302

37 Years
Williams

Edwin Cain
Construction

753 5825

Triangle
Restaurant
s: 12th.
.153-41 1 1

753-1675

Radiator
& Glass Co.
Emphasizing Quality
Service & Availability
Featuring Radiators- •
(;lass - Air Compressors
& Shop Equipment
1107 Chestnut ' /53-5524

•
36 Years 36 Years 36 Years 36 Years
Fitts Block &
Understanding'Courtesy

• 11f N. 4th
'

-.1.4fill

.

Scott I

1205 Chestnut
400 Main --

32 Y1

Ezel
Beau
Scho

306 N. 4
753-4

31Y

Wdl!

PEopLEselBANK
McKeel
Equipment Co.'
Member F. D. I. C.

Texaco
Bulk Plant

If youMatch our
quality, you can't
beat our prwt-i

210 S. 5th
...

Since

-

- ---- - -EdChrma
isn
.
Owner

Wilson &
Holsapple
Phillip 66

200 North 4th
753-1921

34Y

GWE

44'Years 44 Years- 41--Years.- 40 Years
Hendon's
Service
'Station

S110[.

Chestn
753

--a-

Bucks
Vinson Tractor
Max
Churchill
.
Body Shop
marA:,,,,idleA
Company
Funeral
Home
Rains."
You Wrecieem,
-,
ion 2 'Where Experience Counts"
We Fix'em." . •
7
5
3
7
, ,
Signs'
•
. .
751-5142
•
-753-5143
'('ad.i7 I ti ,•Mtirra.y. Ky

W. Railroad Ave. 753-1933

503 Walnut

t rt rk lettWine.7•
(-bur: h tiiipti,',-t n

753.s.7.54,

Ky. Toll Free Number
, 1-800-592-3969

wiF

.1144WAV 4.-MA_. .

Bel Aire Shopping Center
-

Graham &
Jackson

.. .
411 Years. -481-Years • 47 Years- 47 Years

401 Olive
753-5312

T$ON

Company

YourVolume Dealer In
West Ky. and Tenn.

Littleton's

753-1323

too S. 5th 753-1247

Stokes Tractor
&
-Implement Cok

Parker
Ford.

- -----7
-7
I
U 11 II.

In West Kt
Enterin
1st Year in

Quality Merchandise for 64
.
Years.

52 Years 50 Years

53 Years

Serving C-alloway,
Graves, Carlisle
& Ballard.Counties.

.
ad

Lerman's-

Hazel, Ky.
492-8136
Member F.D.I.C.

''The Diamond Store
that Gives You More

59 Years 58 Years

Holton &
Melugin
. Insurance
Agency .
206 Main

214 Main
753 1543

Hiters4c. 444
K
1911.
436-5586
Hamlin, Ky.

Dees Bank
Of Hazel

Michelson
Jewelers

''Poo Office in op•retion
—

-The Country Hank'. .

Jewelers for over 75 years.
Sixth year in Murray. Looking forward to many more.

36Y

9th a Sveitmote St

-

Murray.
Auto
4220
Parts
AIM

• "Your NAPA Joner
- thR right Oaceth go",
605 Maple St.

mitett

Ready Mix
Fast Maill 75i-3,W
Ready Mix.Concrete
And Buildhig Blocks
Bag cement & Mona-tlso
I.,. 1,1-s.s'onersgesie

28Y

In Autos
Busk

Cain AN
In

1400 N
753-f

26Y

Mtn
Mem
Gar(
with (hope

WilsOn 11, Cul
641•N

Plea,

25Y

Ballet, Tap
Grier
Mode

Lyndia
Dana

,, - 1,B,7

ar&dr

1•011151V Atil

35 Years

36 Years 35 Years 35 Years
In West Kentucky
Entering Its

• 1st Year in Murray

Starks Hardware
& Kountry Kitchen

1 1 We
ll,htIS

SHOE"

VILLAGE-

753-1227

See Joe Todd
NorLarry Hale

-

lades Ready 10
Wear
Men's Work
Clothes. Shoes
11 Boots
Doorhtown-Murroy

Scott Drug

402 N. 12th
753-1845

Owner,Katherine Lax
Operators,
Iva C,arson
Wanda Nolar,
Aleta Beane

Beauty Shop

5075, 12th St.
I_

32 Years 31 Years
Ezell
Beauty
School .

EURI N

..,......„,,_. _ .....:

31 Years

31 Years

522 Main

753-5842

31 Years 31 Years
•v

,

NTER101115

Chucks
Music
,-,- Center
Phone 753-3682
1411 Mom St -Murray. kV •

28 Years 27 Years
In Automotive
Business

30 Years
Friendly, Honest
Service Since 1951

Cain AMC-Jeep
Inc.
1400 N. 641
753-6448

RC/I

26 Years 26 Years
Murray
Memorial
Gardens

Authorized
Tappan Dealer

Steele IL
Allbritten

with Chapel Mausoleum

wi_istio II. Culver. Manager
Phone 753-2651

plumbuig I, ilec.o..i, co
207 S. 3rd.

753 5311

25 Years
Hale
Lock
Lyndia Cochran. .
Co.
Dance Studio_

25 Years

607 Maple

23Years

Studios in `.!tirra
and Fulton

Ballet, Top, Acrobatics,
Gymnastics,
.. Modern Utz

,,.4449 4..

-

900 Co ii:lw ate:.Rd_ - .
5990•
75.3,

753-4335

Union 76 Jobber

Formerly Tiriwell.Praint

Carrico
Paint

Roberts
Realty Co.

We Will Fill
Your Sand Needs '
.

Murray Silica
- Sand,inc.-

Fire. Casualty
Auto and Bonds

1 Si

.

Midway-Hazel, Ky.

120 N. Mom753-3080

U. S. 641 S. 4921885

25 Years 25 Years

Honest and Fair
Dealing
Mr. & Mrs.' ratTaiiay,
Janice & Terresse want to
your
you for
thank

patronage & look foirward
''
to seeing yOu in Trrt

Maestri& Rood

Furniture '
'

753-7194
,

105 Werth 34. 753-151:12 .

Industrial Supphes

J. T. Todd
Used Cars, Inc.

Jones_ Iron
& Metal Co.

Intersection of
locust Grovel Hwy . 121
753 1935

Drain Pipe Plastic, .
Metal and Overhead Door-

4461

',

I- r Dependable'

Steel
..._ BarStructural
Joist 16,41*a',

23 Years

..Carraway,

Gould Oil
Company, Inc.

.Welding Supplies &

Purdom &
Thurman -Insurance 8
Real Estate
407 M aple

753-4566

26 Years 26 Years

HOYT or RAY
ROBERTS
M.L.S.
Ronnie- Pea, Marge
Armbruster, Edna
Knight, Patsy Fain
Anna Requarth

25 Years

Murray
Fabrics, Inc.

. Hwy. 641 N.

Lynn Grove, Ky.
435-4415

26 Years
gloves

Wiggins
Furniture
Co.

Hwy 641 North
753-5602

12th A Sycamore 753-1651

Quality knitters of industrial tubing and
stockinettes, distnbutors of industrial work

I

510 Mein

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Company

-

708 East Main
753.3361

753-1713

. Family Shoe
Store

28 Years

Were agnculturet
leading.lending hcmd

26 Years

Murray Supply
Co., Inc.

Serving West Kentucky
In Quality Shoes At . .
Popular Prices

29 Years

Jackson
Purchase PCA

26 Years

Ward-Elkins
411 Maple

30 Years

- CO. Lett talk'

West Kentucky's
Bargain Center

753-5924

Dixieland
Shopping Center
753.5191

Low Proces and., client Selection of
Merchandise
Northside Shopping Ctr.
753-2571

a Maytag

1075. 4th

Bob's
TV Service

Lindsey's
Jewelers

..

Ryans Shoe
Store

We sell Business &
Industrial Radios

West Kentucky's Leadinc
Jeweler For 66 Years

114 5. 5th 753-1640

Murray True
Value Home L
Auto Store
•

Chestnut Street
753-1474

753-3914

Dedicated To Style.
Fit and Quality

31 Years 31 Years

Ka S. 13t6 St.

306 N. 4th St.
753-4723

753-1227

32 Years

%swell Rd.
753-5151

--

Kelley's Termite
L Pest
Control

Galloway
Real Estate

-

Ellis
Popcorn
Company

StMf A SOS 7"ll,

For Appointment
Phone 753-3112

753-2811

g

Construction Company,Inc.

Murray
Chestnut Street

1205 Chestnut — 753-2517
400 Main -- 753-7901

122 S. 12th-Murray

33 Years 33 Years 33 Years

Helen Jones

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

-4"."4---

Starks
Hardware

CI6thing

Wells
Electric

205 N. 4th St
753-5802

"Since 1947"

II

Jeffrey's

-Commercial

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing L
Electric Co.

12th Poplar St.

34 Years 34 Years

641.N

35 Years 35 Years

—Residential

'

.

1

23 Years 23 Years
xjark,

NOW

Gerrald Boyd,Owner
Your Total Auto
Repair Service . i
In'Tlitch

Lovett Bros.
Gulf
r

Boyd
Auto Repair

.,G u If

4th 1 Ilm

PRINT

753 5081

'209 S.1th 75341751
,

17-121tar
t 22 Years
f-ine
Ft:maim('At. Discount Pri,',.

Farm
Bureau
Insurance
Co.

DunnFurniture
Warehouse

l'ilur One-St..p
Se•aing Center'

'

,
'
Singer Sewing
Machine Shop

•-•2

Owen's .Food Market
If.It's
' Owen's Best
It Has To Re Good

Ray T. Brooch Terri B-:•ach

Whirlpool
Hwy.641 North

3095. 5th

753037

Belaire Shopping Center
753-5323

753-4703

21 Years 21 Years
Black's
Decorating
Center Inc.

.
22Years

22 Years

20 Years

..
Rose's Wheel
Alignment

-

Carlos Black Jr..Owner
Wilmot.P.4tiattag
R,siaerMat-Corrunercial-'
Industrtal FREE ESTIMATE
753-Ott i-9 ---* '21'4- 3rd ziis;;-lii*-135'

u.

Southside-Swy. 641‘.
Northside-Chestnur S•

20 Years 19 Years
24-Hour Wrecker Service
YOU CALL—WE TOW

19 Years

Service For
Oldsmobiles—CadillabS
Pontiacs

.

McClard's Shell &
Wrecker Service

.o

20 Years

•0

18 Years
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home

"Eating At Jerry's

Call Us Day Or Night When
In Need Of Our Services

is A Family Affair.'

E1

305 Maple
75'3-5572

713 South4th
• 753-6800

south 12th 5t.. 253-3226 ,

17 Years . 1.7. Years 16 Years
MERtE noRMAII

.o
FZilailaq
actoncummuma
....ay 753-5397

Interstate
Batteries

,-1

Beauty 15
. ULU' Bu...ime.

•

1.:

753-5209

403S. 12th
753-6926

102 N. 4th St.

16 Years 16 Years -16 Years
HONDA
comc rreovic! ida-, /

Hooks Wheel
-...,
-- Alignment, Inc.

,,,,,„,,,.., :

' Over6y Honda
801S. 4th St
253-4092

408 North 4th
753-6779

Far Lands
Travel Agency
---:-:
Call us for your travel ,
I_ Reservation. No c.barges
for our services

Phone 753-GOGO

15 Years

-15 Years

e J i ace

641 Super
Shell

Southside Shopping Manor
753,5678
.

Hwy. 641 South
753-9131

i
'
.6

Service Is
Our Business

.1: t t .!..; ' ti.;.- Business
1105 Pogue 753-1489
'2 Block Off S. 12th

DEAN TIRES
Whoesa
lle St Ret • .

We Process
rop quality Seed '

KKentucky
Fried
•
Chicicen
1 1 1 3 Sycamore
753-710i

•
111 S. Atil

753-3332

Cc

4 miles West On Hwy. 94
753-5742

16 Yeats' 16 Years
r

Holiday
Inn

t

,. .
Most.Accurnodating
People In THE World
South 12th St. 753-5986

Complete
Auto
Repair
•'

1

.,

f!...•:•

' ,,l

The Shop For Smart
Young Women

1

• ......,._____.

Donald E.
Henry
State Farm
Insurance Agency

Mademois
Mademoiselee
llle
Shop

753-1662

Taylor Seed
Company

'

15 Years 15 Years

E Main St

Cain 76

15 Years 15 Years

104 N. 4th S.
t
753-9935
753-1540
,

1

Ynii Can Spend Msrt•
Hoyou
t
('ant Hu,

17 Years 17 Years

MultiMile

- - Shady Oaks
=
Mobile Home ' - Iiii
- i'-' P"Iml
Carroll .
Courts
Service
Tire
Mayfield Hwy. 121

COSMETIC
STUDIO

Mr h..,
1 1r,.' ,,,:11A11 . -.
1 •,
,F,:' Iriia:.:14.;.S.i14 .1'..104

16
rVmr Years

Hwy. 641 - Midway
753-2933

Lad & Lassie ,
Children's Shop-

Corner of 6th and Main
,,
.2-____,
_—...
7$.148.6

'Set
St

Good Clean Used
Cars & Marketeer
Golf Carts

20 Years

-.
ort

. Midway Motors, Inc.

20 Years

. Center
_. . ,
"We Truly Appreciate
Murray's
your Business"
&West& Largest
Hope To Serve You
Children's
Shop
tome Future
A Working Man's
'
- t'S.4W-41,14de Shopping Center
Best Pi-lends'
: - 753-3456
12th in rear 753-5865

Jerry's
Restaurant

PURDOM .

1406 Main
753-5315

701 Main 753-9132

/Ell

Credit Bureau
of Murray,
Inc.

753-4482

1407 Main

JIM ADAMS - World of Sound
, I. ormerly .T\ Service

—Wheel Aligiunent
—Tire Balancing
Mufflers—Brakes
-,7Shocks--Ilres .

22 Years - 21 Years

101 Nnrth 7th
753 - d868

14 Years
Moore
Antiques
Mavis Moore
Owner
Hwy. 121 N.
7S3-7762

Rickrnan &
Norsworthy ,"
Building .
Supplies Inc.
500 S. 4th

753-6450
.,

15 Years
Leta's
Beauty Salon •
7 Operators
Full Time Manicurist
Leta Taylor,Ovmer
- —1VIember—FCY. Hair
Fashions Committee
1600 Dodson 753-8282

14 Years
The Shoe
Tree
Jane Lovett
Owner
Southside Shopping
Center
7518339

*

14 Years 14 Years
, Motor Paris
& Bearings

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

14 Years
Carroll
Volkswagen
V
Audi

For All Your
Delicious _
Pw-dom Lovett,-•'
Mazda
.Baking Needs!
Bill Roberts, Owners
1109(Beehive
100 Chestnut
7t1-5434
1S3-$311
753 1850
Chest nut St.

13 Years
Randy Thornton
Heating And
Air Conditioning

13 Years

Years
lit(tinigbain
130:
Lap, Itb•

Heatin9

'Mr CondOttening
Re sidefftist V
Commercial Refngoestion
753-3181
Chestnut

utt.

MEMO
---- -753-8040
Di i itlarth
(rout

Easy Credit
Terms
8e1 Aire Shopping Center
753 1391

Mrc

I

13 Years 12 Years
'Service Is Our Business"
Standard Oil Products

Richard Orr
Distributing
Pogue Aye
7534652

See the boating
Professionals
The Mc(lures at

Happy Holiday
- Travel, Inc.
Grayson & Don
McClure
Panorama Shores

436 5483

12 Years 12 Years
Lyons Electric
35 Tears hp

Owners
W A & Donnie
Lyons
616 So. 4th
753-4912

11 Years
Murray
Cash & Carry
206 PI 4th

SEREAL
ANTYN
ASSOCIATES
753-7724
t,-4496,'W,4,delen Seim' ""

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

•All Types 04 Moothrornmg
Ogee lechen Cainnei lops
*WNW kordwore

753-5W1

5849 — 121.7 Moen

10- Years 10 Years
P4crtlipic

753-8073.

12 Years 12 Years
- H ate pkinsvillel2r
11* Federal

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St
753,1214

..•

MORRO
DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
71h end Morn
753 7921

For the finest
in Steaks, Seatorris

O'IrearsWe sure thank you for 8
continuousyears
of
business

91/2 Years 9 Years
Ceramic Supplies & Greenware, Custom Firing Si
Finishing, Certified Duncan Teacher

Belcher
Oil Co.

Mar-Lane.
--Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Kt. 1 Box 63

753_250

9 Years
R

4835. —
L P. Mee
753.0212

oss

9 Years
"The Store For Men"

314 Main
753-0123

9 Years
Clothes
Closet
Southside Shopping
Manor
753-9882

9 Years

Insurance
Company

Kings
Den

Peelers
Pizza

lames Ronnie
and Donny Ross
210 E. Main
753-0489

Billy Brandon. Owner

We Have
speedy deliver)

8 Years

8 Years

Don
Faughn
Enterrt4es

Joe Smith's
Carpet
Center

Andrus Ave

gel Air Shopping
Center
753-0550

Serving Murray &
Surrounding Area
With Quality carpet
for less
South 4th St.
7534660

Division of
Murray-Supply Co: MC: -

„

Why Pay Retail
When You Can
Buy Wholesale
206, E. Main
753-4194

8 Years
/he
• ti....$44,,rs -lea .14114,
Just A Bit Above
The OrdIsart

Hwy.641 N.

753 0910

Kingswood
Beauty Solon
Kingswood Subdivision
753-5587

12 Years 12 Years
Uncle Jeff's
Safe-TDiscount
Pharmacy

Behind Jim Adams IGA

Bet-Air Shopping
Center
753-8322

originated the iirst
discount prescription
Service in Murray
So. 12th St. —753-4l7

753-9204

11 Years 11 Years 10 Years
m 'MAY Patty Ann's
David Morris
Electric

Par All Your
Electric Needs
24 Hour Service
108So.4Th SE 753-7205

& Automotive
Center
201 S. 7th

751-9949.

Beauty
Salon
2063. 6th

ton fin

10 Years 10 Years; .10_Years-Vanderbilt
Chemical
Corp.

We re No. 1 be( a u.‘e
Our Customers
Come Fast

Penny Road
753-4926

9 Years

Your Zenith Dealer

Long John
Silvers

Tucker's TV
Sales & Service

711 South 12th
753-5267

1914 Coldwatei
753 2900

9 Years

Rd

9 Years

Fern Terrace
Lodge
Murray
Appliance
212 Main

753 1586

9 Years
Morris
Refrigeration

Horne of Distinction For'
the Seritnr t'tti7ens

-KE Y KARS,INC

1505 Stadium View Dr
753-7109

9 Years
Lee's Carpet
Cleaning

24 Years
Experience

753-297S
West Main

Steel;, 4 'wrier

Electric

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Hwy.641 North
-113-4141

12 Years 12 Years
Wholesale

H & R Block
Tax Service

Seven Seas
Restaurant

lit;s been our
pleasure serving
you for 10 years.

407 Popla r
753-6100

-

Savings & Loan Assn.

Florist

Mon -Sat
12-7 Sundal.
-Certiitil Shopping Center
753 4025

Full Time
Open Mon.- Fn.
Sat.- 12
Hwy. 732

Hwy. 641 So
753-2617

Twin Lakes
Office Products

'.4-9

Paul's
Taxidermy

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

11 Years 11 Years

OERRY'S

12 Years

S ou Ir
Car, and (1\1 part!!

81
/
2 Years
Man's
'World
Bill Redick
Bill Melon
Rick McConnel!

753-0511
506 So. 4th St. 753-7205

8 Years
Carter
Studio

S. N.. re ow 0.0.• Itleto• W4.1,
Not, Wonn note.es

304 Main
753-4298

COLORE:13

900 Colclwater Rd
M.,41C1Y

8 Years
Boyd Majors
Real
Estate
Ready

to help you
with your real estate
needs whether you're
ready to buy or sell
We have6 qualified
sale.smeri anxious
yot a to
serve
10S N 12th
753 5058

PRINT

8 Years
Jane Pont, Owner
Court Square
753-6043

rs
7½ Years 7 Yea
ty Service

8 Years

Rialto

Quali
Company

Cob

Owned & Operated by
Agnew - C. and Mrytle
Wenerech

,
'
—wrPm e-to

7 Years

7 Years

Unique Gifts,
Complete Bridal Shop

24-hourlive
Answering Service

Answering

t
,
af

Dennison-Hunt

Shon)case

Sporting Goods

753-5351
Service of
A Division of
TVA Certified Heat Pump
Sh
h,
eySmit
The Quaker OatsCo.S
rl
hi
or
s"
Installer
Owner
y
Murra
402Sunbury' Circle
121 By-Pass 753-4541
753-5352
753-3315
5th
N.
209
Penny Rd. 753-0450
753-9290

6 Years

6 Years

_

P.N. Hirsch
& Co.

I

An Interco Co.

milt

o;

. LO 6-nli

51/2 Years 5½ Years
CREATIVE
PRINTERS

Department Stores

Murrav's Nearly New Shop
See Our
Maternity line
2 Maple
/
5021

Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plata
753-9779

5 Years

5 Years

For Those Who like
To Cook & Those
Who Like To Igt

siD
i ikilL%ill
Zt

-7-'
7531222

Child Care

5 Years

5 Years

The Largest & Most
Complete Children's
Store In Murray

_

Th0

We'd like to thank
our customers for
their support during
these last 5'2 years
1611 121-ByPoss
Murray, 753-2285

' 7he
.li

R-Inhondier fr-'
: _ Step
.4

—
Ilif
Current Real
Estate Knowledge
and good-old '
fashioned service
753-1222
711 Main

-•*

Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
753.5679

...eadder

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1755

Center

753-So99. 14th
107
22

Drive-up Window Service.
Fast Film Developing. All
Camera Supplies Available
Including Kodak Film

753-1966
Uncle Jeffs
Shopping Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

The Film

107 N. 4th
753-4937

' 't.fIL_
-,1 green door'ie.'.
'
.
Imported Gifts
Linen & Accessorie for
tall and bath..
Dixieland Center 753-7972

4 Years

4 Years

Insurance
Agency

Large Selection
Of New Types Wicker
Arriving Soon

Electric
„.For all your plumbing &
electrical needs.
901 Arcadia

753-6822

Sirloin
Stockade
Manager Ray
weighrough
Bel -Air Shopping Ct r
753-0440

Division of Murray Supply
Co., Inc.
AM E. Main
753-3361

2 Years 3 Years
1
3½ Years 3/
_,_
E
'FIREPLAC

*Ale

SHOPPE

41 •
1 STEAK NOUSE
&PIZZA

Serving Murray
Lowest Shelf Prices in
Murray

Barn

JOHN

806 Chestnut
753-6068

So. 12th

Clem

Thousands of
Used Paperbacks
Also
Western Union
Gail Edwarcis, Owner

20 Y, 7til

,• -

,-1

3 Years

Olympic Plaza
Murray

Behind Big Johns

753-4150

3 Years

3 Years

In Moray

r
,_....-,

Quality Appliances
At Discount Prices

1 6 Tows

Of Serving fou
.
0

•,

West Ky.
Appliance Center
641 N. i53-4478

71

4

Ay

Chom

The Ultimate 41 rjousE
/
'1
in Hair or Skin Care '
Olympic Nora 75 3-2339

-753-9998

I

Shroat 8
Waldrop

At

C

f

0 1—
42 Months In Murray
10 Years Serving The
Purchase Area
In Paducah
753.1H'
Court Square

3 Years

Let Us Help You
Find A Home.

A Great Little
Seafood Place
12th & Olive 753-9383

Ueda Jeff's libgggisp Can..
759-1707

3 Years

3 Years

4440111140

J P

Hoffman,

s

oi
GiNfts-eA c ce bss r1stW ic ke r
759-4512

.

-

Allan Raidt
Owner
I

3 Years

Shoe Shack
Family
Nationally Advertised
Brands, Ladies
& Children's Shoes'
•
30 to 60 Percent

SiwIngs
. Court Sayan
759-4795

—

Realtors

Captain D's,

3 Years

Hwy. 641 N.'
759-4588

3 Years
,. A

s
Joe
'

-f-f-crt_piy-LFLU

Security Federal
Savings & Loan

-

r

Book Rack
•

M.
9-

-

4 Years

4 Years

illot Ae‘
f+UCKS

Lin=

Acros.s fro m the S,-or gosbord

4

CENTER

1914 Coldwater Road
753-0317

Arc
Hwy 64 1
soh.

2 Years
/
2 Years 31
1
2 Years 3/
/
4 Years 31

RENTAL4SALES

Garden

1300 Johnson Blvd
.
ifj 759-1234 I '-

753-6435
Hwy. 641 N.

CWILLVe

Bamboo

Try Our Specials
North 12th Street
759-1114 „

XerH

Fc

still taking care of
all your professional
hair core needs

BIG

Bob

-- ,
....,
„.

Reflections

Montgomery
Ward

!2 Years top

., ,

G
Glass Co;

2 Years
/
2 Years 41
/
41

2 Years 4 Years
/
2 Years 41
/
2 Years 41
/
41
.,.•H
991
223
in, OTrY41)..-_.,
Pickens
Nanney

21/

5 Years

816 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. Ky.
753-01 80

Sr

1 203 Chestnut
753-8844

5 Years
11 &
Complete

Jock & Jill

Un

Everything for that Sx4t in your life

'The

- Telephone

21/

2 Years 1
/
61

•
RoHo Service

Restaurant

Ow 7 Nights
- A Week tit 9P.M.
Coldwater
759-1 864
.
Rood

Center

11!IYMNPATTICI

,it
.,i',.,1, t,

CENTER

W(

_
Years
2
1
/
2
Years
2
1
/
2
2 Years 2/
1
2/
2 Years
1
2 Years 2/
1
2/
2 Years
1
Blacktord
Home
Center Inc

Uncle Lee's
Sporting
Goods

Quality Carpet
At Bargain Pri..ces
. The Village"

Namebrand'
Sporting Goods
At Discount
Prices
759-4492
oly mpic Plaza

Prime Rib, Steak
and lobster

759-4455

75:1-0707

Archway
Quick Stop
Food Shoppe
&
New Beat
Archway Audio

"Murray's Eselwio
Tobacco Shop"
6Iympkilezi
7 5 3 3 1 74

753-1673

Author,ied Buck knife Denier

1Year

Feed & Grain
Restaurant

Chestnut St

641 N

2 Years 2 Years
1
2/

Hwy 641 N

. Dakota_7._

2 Years

Barnett's
Auto Body
Shop

House
Gallery
!Formerly
iniLierY
Unlimited )
_Framing
Custom
1— Prints &
2—Gifts For All Occasions
3- --Boutique Clothing
Div ielond Shopping
Center
753.8301

ge-A

Insurance Estimatc.
Welcome
.

2 Years

2 Years

Sen. Tic l's.jut ar
Sm. 1876
'Mike Stone - %lariat.

_

So. 4th — 759-1501

Hickory Hut
- Pit -BaiiieCue

Danny M. Dunn's
.
Electric

The Best Barbecue

Call 436-2372

SIOAlf -LANG CO

•

206 5 4th
753-8055

2 Years
Murray
Karate
Center
Diueland
Shopping Center.

753-6317

l'hectnut 734.170

19 Months 18 Months 18 Months 15 Months 14 Months

Medical Arts
Pharmacy

Quality
t unstruction
121 Bypass •P•

300 S 8th St
[Medical Arts 8114

9-6 Mon.-Fri.,
9-2 Sat.
759-4527 ,

1Year

1890's
Ice
Cream
Parlor

Ozark
Log
Homes

D &T
Warehouse
Foods

Behind Jerry's Rest.
753-4567
I J.

753-6774

11 Months 7 Months
(MIA 8 tenet
trr Moray',

Glendehenmere
Kennels

Landolt
Ltd.

R: 2 Box 54
Hazel t.

Perfection
today-a future
for tomorrow
1111W

436-2858
Johnny Williams
Agent
522W, Main
753-0445

Champion SchM. UDT
German 51,1teres Anott•e4eo Cetlet
Initbrogilla•Moce
•
Moron Immoral,

2 Months

Fast. Free Delivery
810 Chattnut
Phone 753-9844

7 Months

Hair
Designing
Studio

2 Months

.Granny's
Porch

Four

309 N. 160

4 Months

3 Months

Mexican
Restaurant

111 Auto
Repair

Southside S.hop, Ctr,
759-1616

Hwy 124 P4
753-0233

HEAD
LINES

2 Months

•RmC

We're Proud of
our Town...

Happiness
--Place

2 Months
/
11

-Seasons
Where our
Most Extras agent
Dreams Come True

Fashion

- DIXIELAND CENTER
759-1212

1205 Main-753-6 7
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We're Proud of our
Businesses and Industries
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Murray; Kentucky
is a

•

Complete Town
Small enough to be
easy to live in
Large enough to provide
many needed services
• Lucrative Business Climate
• Surrounded .bya top-dollar
agricultur industry
• Abovelverag aborimarket.
• Fine educational community
• Desirable, hospital facilities

Murray

has been
good
to
US.

M
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Four-Lane
Section Of
U.S. 641
Now Open
The new four-lane section of U.S. 641, between Murray
and Benton, was opened
following a ceremony Monday at the Calloway-Marshall County
line. The 11-mile section

had been under construction since March
1977.

Transportation secretary Frank Metts is juterviewed by media
representatis es following the ceremony.

Speakers at the dedication included (from top left, clockwise
) Mike
Miler, Marshall County Judge-Executive; Frank Metts,
Kentucky
Department of Transportation Secretary; Robert 0. Miller, Calloway

County Judge-Executive; and Bill Whittaker, pastor of the Murray First
Baptist Church.

(From left) Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County ludge-Executive;
Hatler Morgan, of the Bank of Marshall County and Dan Brazen,
Calloway County magistrate; were among those at the ceremony.

Transportation secretary Frank Mitts stated that tax dollars should be utilized. He added that he
would push to complete as many projects as possible. He also cor4limented the road personnel
for completing to road so its opening could be in January.

• •.0.4+,
-1 •

.• •
An excellent turnout r onserting of state and localloiticials, highway representatives,
media and
community and civic leaders were present at the ceremony prior to the opening
of the road.
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Laker Zone Forces Farmington Into Key Mistakes

Calloway County Pulls Away
To Second Straight Win,84-66
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
FARMINGTON, Ky. Calloway County grabbed its
second straight win last night,
thumping Farmington 84-66.
The Lakers upped their season
mark to 3-8 with the win while
Farmington dropped to 5-9.
"Like the game against
Lowes, it was once again a
total team effort." Calloway
head coach Chic Nute said.
-Everybody on the team contributed."
Before they could pull away
to the final score, the Lakers
took three periods to shed

themselves of their pesky
hosts.
With two minutes left in the
third quarter, Calloway held a
shaky 49-45 lead. The scrappy
Wildcats were refusing to fold,
trading baskets with their
taller visitors and generally
making a nuisance of
themselves.
Nate called a Umeout late in
the period and inserted a 3-2
half-court zone defense in an
attempt to stymie the Farmington offense. Nute's decision
paid off in spades.
The Laker press forced.
three turnovers over the next
two minutes, enabling

Calloway to grab a 55-45 lead
at the end of the third quarter.
Dan Key's 30-footer at the
buzzer staked Calloway to the
30-point lead heading into the
final period.
"The 3-2 zone worked well
for us," Nute said. It really
got us going. We played excellent team defense. Ricky
Houston came off the bench to
give us a real good defensive
effort."
Keith Lovett personally
buried the Wildcats in the first
two minutes of the fourth
quarter. The sophothore forward hit the first eight Laker
points of the quarter to stretch

Sleets Earns OVC Player
Of Week With 36-Points,
Western Game-Winners
NASH% 11.1.E, IN. - For
the second time in the two
years be has been at Murray
State and for the first time this

season, sophomore guard Lamont Sleets has been named
the Ohio Valley Conference
player of the week.

Hall Has To Think
Back Three Seasons
To Find Last Slump
By The Associated Press
Joe Hall has to think back
three seasons to remember
thelesttime that his Kentucky
Wildcats lost two games in a
row.

Supersub Willie Sims scored
eight of his 22 points in the last
eight minutes of the first half
to help MU blow open a close
game. Sims entered the game
with 12 minutes to play in the
•'We're obviously in a terri- first half and LSU trailing 16ble slump," says the Kentucky 14. He proceeded to score 10
basketball coach. -For the quick points as the Tigers took
past several games, we have a 38-25 lead at the half.
Center Greg Cook held Kennot executed well."
That included Monday tucky's Sam Bowie to just four
night's game, an 81-67 loss to first-half points, limiting him
Louisiana State in a battle of to two field goals on nine atTop Ten teams. ISU is No. Sin tempts. Bowie finished with 22
the country and Kentucky is points, hitting six of eight
from the field in the second
No. 6.
half.
"Tonight, we couldn't get
It was the 13th time this
anything going offensively in
season that LSU has held an
the first half and we allowed
opponent to less than 70 points.
them to outscore us 16-3 late in
• Ralph Sampson ignited a
the half," said Hall, whose
pair of second-half spurts that
Wildcats were also beaten by
carried Virginia over ClemAlabama over the weekend.
son, extending the nation's
The ISL: 'in-your-face•'
longest winning string to 19
defense had something to do
games.
with the Wildcats' rough
The Cavaliers, 14-0 this
night.
season, were unable to shake
"I think that our switching the Tigers until they put
defense was the key,- said together eight straight points
1SC Coach Dale Brown said. to snap a 51-51 tie with eight
•'We planned to play three dif- minutes to play. Sampson had
ferent defenses - kind of two points in that streak and a
disguise our zone."
steal under Clemson's basket
ISU held Kentucky without that Virginia, guard Ricky
- a field goal for a 9:36 stretch Stokes 'converted into an easy
Overlapping the halftime in- layup.
termission. In that time, MU
"It was a four-or five-point
soared from a two-point game until they had to start
deficit to a 17-point lead.
fouling in the last three
In other games involving minutes i," '' said Virginia
ranked teams, No. 2 Virginia Coach Terry Holland. 'I'm
beat No. 19 Clemson 74-59 and pleased that we're playing
13th-rated Notre Dame stop- hard at this time of year,
we're just playing to survive."
ped Fordham 67-61.

ARE YOU SICK?
(of the high cest of year hospital insereace)

TAKE 2 ASPIRIN AND CALL US
IN THE MORNING

BENNETT
ASSOCIATES
753-7273
During the month of January and February, Bennett 8. Associates will put special emphasis on
writing
Hospital Insurance for individuals...Bennett 8. Associates specializes in
Group Insurance. Listed below are a few employers who insure their employees through
Bennett 8. Associates:
City of Murray
Cain's AMC-Jeep
Crass Furniture

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
P.S.R. Computer Services
WSJP Radio Station

Call Iletstsett & Associates fee rotes ea aso hedivideetpelky Owe 'reap).

Sleets finished this past
week, which included wins for
the Racers over Western Kentucky in overtime, 59-57, and
Middle Tennessee State, 74-70,
with 36 points, seven assists
and three steals.
Sleets hit 12 of his 13 free
throw attempts, including the
two that defeated Western
with only one second left in the
overtime, to lift his season
percentage to 79.1, fourth in
the conference.
"I think this is a sign that
the team is getting some
recognition," Sleets said
about the timing of the honor.
"At only have I been playing

the Calloway lead to 63-45.
kind of a shooting night he was
Key, who enjoyed one of his going to have early. The junior
finer shooting nights as he hit guard nailed the first six
10 of 14 shots from the field to Calloway points on the way to
lead Calloway with 20 points, hitting seven of his (jrst eight
popped in the next two Laker shots.
shots to complete a 12-0
The ',alters jumped off to a
Calloway spurt that propelled 10-2 lead before their hosts
the lead into an insurmoun- could find the range.
table 67-45 bulge.
The Wildcats 11 of the
The Calloway reserves kept game's next 13 points to edge
the heat on throughout the into a 13-12 lead with 1:32 left
final period to maintain the in the opening period.
final 18-point margin.
McCuiston then hit a layup
"Dan Key hit early, then to give Calloway the lead for
Marty McCuiston and Keith good and help it to an 18-17
Lovett got hot for us late," lead at the end of the first
Nute explained. "Our break period.
started working for us there
Key poured in eight points in
toward the end. We hit 60 per- the second period and Craig
cent of our shots. Of course, a Darnell came off the bench to
lot of those were layups."
add four as the Lakers exFor the second game in a panded their lead to 39-33 at
row, it was the Calloway fast the half.
break that tore open the game
McCuiston hit six points and
for the Lakers. The' ability of Lovett and Jeff Garrison addMcCuiston and Lovett to get ed four apiece to pace
themselves open at the end of Calloway through the third
the break, combined with the period.
fine dribbling and passing of
Besides Key, two other
the Laker guard corps, Lakers made double figures.
translated into a fistful of easy Lovett finished up with 16
lay ups for Calloway.
points and McCuiston added
McCuiston again showed his 15.
expertise at slipping behind
Calloway faces the region's
the opposing defense'with 15 number-one ranked squad,
points as the fakers ran Marshall County, at home
throughout the Farmington tonight.
pressure at will.
Calloway County 1114) — Dan Key 100"It is just a matter of hitting 0 20, Keith Lovett 8 0-0 16. Jeff Garrison
4
0-08;
Brad Miller 1 1-2 3. Marty Mcthe open man," Nute said
Cuiston 63-5 15. Bryan Tebbells 3 0-0 6:
about the potent Calloway fast Craig Darnell 1 2-3 4, Ricky Houston 30-0
break. "We are trying to get 6. Jeff Butterworth 1 2-2 4, Darnell
Tharpe 0 2-2 2, Don Hargrove 0 0-0 0 37
the ball to the man in the mid- 1614
GI
dle and then let him hit the
Farmingloo 66 — Rusty Rigg 810-01
26.
Stacey
Smith] 1-37; Al Colley 42-3
man who is open. We are doing
10 Todd Smith 4 1-2 9, Jeff Riley 1 2-2 4,
a good job of keeping our head Shaun Demngton 1 2-2 1, Ronnie
Colup and looking for the open eman 2 61 4, Tim AdJunson I 0-0 2 24 182466
man."
Calloway Count!,
18 21 16 29 — 84
Key displayed just what Farmington
17 16 12 21 — 66
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SCORCHING THE NETS - Calloway County guard Dan Key (23) went on his hot
shooting streaks as he hit 10 of his 14 field goal attempts to lead the takers' 84-66 win
at Farmington with 20 points.'

Staff Photo-. 8. Stese Bet ker

Lady LI*ers Still Looking For 2nd
After 56-46 Loss To Farmington
you can prepare for the flu."
By STEVE BECKER
Playing with several girls
Sports Writer
who had seen limited action
FARMINGTON,Ky.- With
both Calloway County' and thus far this season, Calloway
Farmington looking for their could muster just two points in
second win of the season last the first quarter, on the way to
night, it was the Lady Laker trailing at the break, 10-2.
Having missed all ten of
basketball team that was still
looking after losing to Farm- their floor shots in the first
quarter, a free throw apiece
ington, 56-46.
The Lakers, lacking the ser- by Rachael Lamb and Mimi
vices of starters Patty Doyle 'Todd Were the only points for
and Marcy Miller due to bouts the Lakers during the period.
"They were hitting shots
with the flu, dropped to 1-6 for
that I am not sure they could
the year.
"No matter how good you hit again," Elliott said. "Our
are, you cannot change your shots just weren't dropping."
Calloway showed signs of
starting lineup without practicing," Calloway head coach coming alive in the second
period. Led by Ladona
David Elliott said. "We were
feeling good about this game, (h'Terby's seven points off the
bench, the Lakers cut the
but when we came to school
this morning, Patty and Mar- Wildcat lead to six, 24-18, at
the half.
cy were sick.
.
The Lakers hit six of seven
"Since Christmas, we had
what we thought was a set field goals in the second
lineup. There is no way that quarter to draw within six

MIMI TODD (22) fires an outside shot for
the Calloway County girls in their 56-46
loss at Farmington. Todd's free throw was
one of only two Lady Laker points in the first quarter.
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points of the hosts.
Lamb began to find the
range in the second half for
Calloway, as the Lakers cut
the Farmington lead to three
heading into the final period:
The senior center threw in 10
third period points to pull
Calloway within 3!-34.
The Lakers stayed close
throughout most of the final
period, trailing 43-40 with 3:13
remaining in the contest.
Calloway discovered in the
final three minutes that fouling the Farmington players
was,,. not the answer. The
Wildcats hit 13 of 19 fourth
period free throws, including
eight in a row by freshman
forward Julie Harrison, to put
the Lakers away.
,The hosts hit 20 of 31 free
throws for the game while
Calloway could convert on just
16 of its 32 charity attempts.
"We missed 14 front ends of

the bonus," Elliott said. "I
know you can't do that. You
can't give up 28 potential
points and beat anybody.
"I don't' want to take
anything away from their
girls, they really played well.
They'simply outplayed us.
"Flu or no flu, I don't know
if we could have handled them
tonight. They just beat us."
Lamb led the Laker scoring
with 17 points. Overby added
nine points and Jena Hoke
seven.
Calloway returns to action
Thursday night, entertaining
Paducah St. Mary..
Calloway County i451— Dana Hoke 1
5-22. Jena Hoke 3 1.5 7; Harikari lamb
5-7017. Beth Hooks 0 2-72. Angie Futrell
1 0-0 2: Mimi Todd 1 2-4 4, Vicki
Haughton 1 I-I 3, Donna Coles I 04) 2.
ladand Overby 2 5-6 9. 15 16-32 46.
Farmiatioa I Sti — Ken West 3 0-2 6,
G
Harntlfop 00-0 0; Lisa Hall 3611 la.
Sandy Smith 3 1-2 7; Julie Harrison 6 1014 V. I.isa Armstrong 0 1-2 I; Melissa
Hamilton 1 0-0 2 1620-3156
Calloway County
2 16 16 12 et
Farmingtnni
10 14 13 19 Ggi.

MURRAY STATE RACERS/AUSTIN PEAY GOVERNORS
THURSDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
LADY RACERS/LADY GOVSIS:IS P.M.
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New Orleans Begins Job
Hosting 1981 Super Bowl
NEW ORLEANS ( AP i This Mardi Gras city on the
banks of the Mississippi River
begins hosting America's tstggest party today - the 1981
Super Bowl.
The Philadelphia Eagles
and Oakland Raiders, champions of the National and
American Football Conferences, arrived in town Monday to begin serious preparations for the final game in
what has been a gruelling
season.
Sunday's Super Bowl will be
the 23rd game since July for
the Eagles and No.24 for the
Raiders, forced to play one extra in the playoffs because of
their wild-card status.
The bulbous Superdome,
which dominates Me
downtown landscape of this city, will be sold out with more
than 75,006 fans watchiqs the
chmax of the 19110-81 "NFL
season.

Tickets to' the game are
about as scarce as hotel space
here with precious few of
either commodity available.
Restaurants are already
jammed and business will
grow as Game Day nears.
This is the fifth time New
Orleans has hosted the Super
Bowl and the Tourist and Convention Commission figures
the economic impact in terms
of some $40 million.
As far as the Raiders and
Eagles are concerned, they'd
be happy to play this game on
a local sandlot. That's because
neither team really expected
to still be playing at this stage
in the season.
That's not where the
s
rities end.
,Bölh play with four
linebackers on defense, making this the first Super Bowl in
which a pair of 3-4 teams have
faced each other.

Ill

Tickets $4 and $3

Calf 762-6184 for Information
MURRAY'S FMST BRUT CAKE BAKE
A special promotion- Merrey's First Great Calks lake-is plencoed for Thursday's
MSIII nod Asset. Piney deableheader, in simple terms, the promotion is minted at
deteradag Merray's best cake baker, feeding fens whe attend the destbleheeder
sad eilsilag nowise I. Hoe MSIII women's basketball and track programs Murray
residents wad Mill staileets are inked I. bake cakes TInersday and enter them in
two divides, ef conspotitlese-Isest tasting cede and but decorated calm. Fifty
dollars In cash will be glum the willows' and a inlahowee of 1,500 free pieces of
ebbe will be *Herod fens of helfthose end lissanullettsly following the Racers' team
There Is a $5 entry fee le floe baking coatittitifiiin with preceeds going te the MS1i
ereenea's besketbell and track pregreses. Call this MSII Athletic Promotions Offic•
(762411100)for ewe ieforusetiese. Illebets hod A Arnie Is speeserieg the preasenee.,
'
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Tigers Get Boll Inside For 44 Points
aim

Murray Avoids Letdown,
Holds Off Wingo, 72-67
By KEN WALKER
Sports Writer
The Murray Tigers could
have been excused if they had
suffered a letdown last night
after their tight 70-69 win at
Mayfield Fnday night.
Instead, they ran their winning streak to three games by
holding on in the final minutes
to down a tough Wingo team,
72-67. The win raised the
Tigers' record to 8-4 while
Wingo dropped to 9-4.
The Tigers' win was not a
masterpiece, however, according to head coach Cary
Miller.
"It was a W win), but that's
about all," Miller said of his
team's triumph. " We were
slow-footed and let them shoot
a lot of free throws, and
overall, we just didn't play
well.
"I don't know if we were still
too excited about the Mayfield
game or what. I do know
Wingo's a good club, though,
and that had a lot to do with
it."
Murray led by as many as 14
points in the first half, grabbing that margin when Stuart
Alexander hit a free throw to
make it 26-12 with 5:46 left in
(ne second quarter. The
Tigers maintained a
substantial lead through the
rest of the half, carrying a 4028 margin into the locker room
at halftime.
The Tigers were able to take.
such a big lead in the first half
by getting the ball inside to
their big men, Alexander,
Robin Roberts, and Jimmy
West.
In the first half, Alexander
scored 10 of his game-high 16

points; Roberts popped in 10 of
Al that point, Miller wa. and dishing out several sharp
his 12 points, and West got six telling the Tigers
to change passes. Roberts added 12, with
of his 16, as the Tigers took ad- defenses and
try to get Wingo 10 coming in the first half
vantage of the smaller Wingo to force up an
Skaggs, Graves and
outside shot.
team.
"We also wanted to hold the Stephens were the only
However, Murray ran into ball on offense
and use the Tribesmen in double figures.
foul problems tn the second clock,"
Miller said.
Each had 16.
half, and by the time Roberts
Crittenden sank both of
Murray will get no rest to
picked up his fouith foul with those free
tosses, giving Mur- reciter from the flu. The
7:22 left in the contest, the In- ray
a 68-65 margin. In the last Tigers travel to Farmington
dians had scalped the Tiger minute of
play, Alexander tonight.
lead in half. Wingo guard Jeff scored on
an inside shot and siorray
17 23 17 15 — 72
Skaggs' layup made the score Bradshaw
10 18 20 19 — 67
sank another Wutgo
Miwray 1721 —Gary Sinn 00-1 0, Todd
57-50 just before the foul by jumper, giving
the Tigers an Bradshaw 464 14. Howie Crittenden 3 0Roberts.
0 6, Robin Roberts 6 041 12, Jimmy West
insurmountable lead.
The smaller Indians scrat16, Stuart Alexander 72-4 16, David
But while Murray allowed 64-6
McMillen 3 0-06, Ronme Pace 1 0-1 2
ched and clawed and finally Wingo to
turn the game into a
513260 1171 — Shane Wade 2 2-2 6,
wrestled the lead away from near collapseey
there was a Bnan Graves 5 64116, Mark Mulbiss 3 J.1
7; Jeff Skaggs 6 4-7 16, Jeff Watkins 2 2-6
Murray when Brian Graves, good reason.
6. Greg Stephens 6 4-4 16, Chet Duke 00-6
who, along with Skaggs and
"I don't want to make ex- 0
Greg Stephens,led Wingo with cuses, but most
of our team
In a fast-paced junior varsi16 points, scored on a strong has been sick
recently," ty game last night,
Murray's
drive to the hoop with 3:14 re- Miller said. "Just
about Tigers downed Wingo,
55-43,
maining to put the Tribe on everybody except Bradshaw
getting 18 points from David
top,64-62.
has had the flu, and we just
McCuiston as they improved
"Wingo's got a real quick weren't feeling very well.
their record to 6-4.
ball club," Miller noted. "In
"I tried to rotate the players
The junior Tigers outscored
the fourth quarter, they just a little bit more, and
tried to Wingo, 27-15, in
the second
beat us down the floor. They give them some rest.
Also, the half to clinch the
victory. In
just zipped by us."
foul trouble we were in forced
addition
to McCuiston's 18That speed, as it turned out, us to use even more
different point outburst, John
Billington
wasn't enough for Wingo. combinations.
So, we had to and David
McMillan each
West followed up a missed change a lot
of things during scored eight
for Murray.
Tiger shot with an inside the game.
"Defensively, we didn't play
bucket to tie the game at 64-64.
"If we did not have the good with
the same desire or the
Then, after a Skaggs free bench that we
have, we same intensity that
we have at
throw put the Indians back on wouldn't have
done nearly as other times," Murray
coach
top at the 1:44 mark, the well as we did."
Dave Gallagher said. "OffenTigers regained the lead for
Despite the flu bug and the sively,
we were getting the
good when Todd Bradshaw foul difficulties,
the Tigers ball inside. We played
a lot
swished a downtown jumper, managed to shoot
a sizzling 59 better in the second half
than
giving Murray a 66-65 lead percent from the floor,
mainly in the first."
with 1:29 left.
because of their numerous
Murray
With 59 seconds left, Howie easy inside shots in the
1010 15 12 — 55
first Wingo
11 14 8 10 — 43
Crittenden drew a charging half. Meanwhile, the
Mumty 1551 — John Mark Killington 8.
Indians
foul from Wirigo's Shane were shooting a lowly
David McMillen 8, Al Wells 6, Stuart
33 per- Alexander 7,
David McCuiston 18,
Wade, and was sent to the line cent.
Walter Payne 0, Phil Houston 2, Mark
for a one-and-one free throw
Bradshaw was close behind Mayfield O. Darren Hooper 6.
W066pie
opportunity with his team Alexander and West for scor— Graves 6. Adair 6,
Puckett 4, Duke 19, Raley 2, Guthrie 2,
ahead by one.
ing honors, tossing in 14 points Taylor 2.Stephenson 2.
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By The Associated Press
Many college basketball
coaches dread being ranked in
the Top 10, but Arizona State's
Ned Walk isn't one of them.
The Sun Devils jumped from
No.12 to seventh in The
Associated Press college
basketball poll Monday as
Oregon State and Virginia
maintained to top two positions, re_spectively, and Wake
Forest and DePaul shared the
No.3 slot.
"It's ridiculous to say you're
not interested in the poll,"
Wulk said Monday night. "It's
a motivator for your team.
The kids and fans.really take
it seriously."
So do the Sun Devils opponents.
"Once you get up there,
everybody is shooting for you.
So I just keep telling my
players they're just as good as
the night before," Wulk said.
The Sun Devils were very

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores

good last week, beating then
No.8 UCLA 78-74 in triple overtime on Friday and whipping
Southern Cal 69-55 the next
night.
"One of our goals this year
is to go to Philadelphia," said
Wulk, referring to the site of
the NCAA finals in late March.
And the way the Sun Devils
are playing, they may want to
book the reservations now.
Oregon State, 13-0, collected
40 first-place votes and 1,217
points of a possible 1,240 in the
balloting by a nationwide
panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters. Virginia, 14-0,
was tabbed on 19 first-place
ballots and garnered 1,186
points.
DePaul and Wake Forest
each received 1,065 points.
The Blue Demons, who were
No.4 last week, got two firstplace votes, while Wake
Forest, No.5 a week ago,
garnered the final No.1 vote.

By The Associated Press
EAST
American U 69, Rider 59
Boston U. 62, Fairfield 59
Colgate 102, Union 66
Columbia 63,Seton Hall 61
Drexel 56, Bucknell 55
Howard U.66. Baptist 43
La Salle 90, W.Chester St. 73
Navy 80, Millersinlle Si. 56
Penn St. 63, Army 52
Providence 61, Georgetown 58
St.Francis, Pa 80, George Washington
78
Villanova &I, Towson St. 64
William & Mary 36, Catholic U 20
SOUlli
Alabama St 77, Athens St. 71
Akorn St. Ill, Texas Southern 77
Duke 60, George Mason 51
E Tennessee St. 68, V511 67
Grambling 115. Prairie View 72
JacksonvOle Si. 77, Delta St. 60
Louisiana St. 81, Kentucky 67
Louisiana Tech 63, Centenary 52
Marshall 96,Furman 80
Memphis St. 91, Tulane 79
Miss. Valley 69, Jackson Si. 66
New Orleans 76, SW Louisiana 73
NE Louisiana 88, McNeese St. 81

By The Associated Press

1 0-2 6;
8-11 11.
in 6 10'1

Girls
Adair Co 54, Campbellsville 52
Bardstown Bethlehem 0,Evangel 21
Bath Co 46, Montgomery Co 41
Belfry IS, Phelps 50
Bellevue 64, Newport Providence 58
Clark Co 60. Bourbon Co 32
Covington Scott 50, Bracken Co 35
Deming 54, Williamstown 35
Elizabethtown 46, Bullitt Central 42
Feds Creek 56, Millard 52
Fleming Neon 61. Lynch 20
Frankfort Western Hills 62, Frankfort

1

•

The Best Pizza In Town.' Honest.

Mr. Gall's
announces

"The Great Gall's"
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti Special
Just right pasta with delicious meat sauce
served with Pepperidge Farm garlic
bread.
(With Dinner
Salad $1.69)

Tuesday Night
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

MIDWEST
Bradley 70, Tulsa 63
Cleveland St 64, Robert Morris 48
Drake 71. Creighton 70
Illinois St 72, Valparaiso 56
loyola, Ill. 73, Xavier,Ohio 63
Notre Dame 67, Fordham 61
St Louis 61,Iowa St 59
SOLTHW EST
Houston 57, Arkansas 54
Lamar 65. Southern U 67
McMurry 79,Sul Ross& 67
N Texas St. 75, Texas 74
Oklahoma City 83, Evansville 66
Texas-Arlington 103. Texa. Wesley an
86
W Texas St 101.5 Illinois 82

Murray Girls Wake Up
In Fourth For 73-51 Win
MAYFIEID, Ky. — For came out in the fourth quarter
three quarters last night, the and got the ball in to Monica,"
Murray girls team continued Fisher said. "Monica became
to drag its heels as it was lock- more aggressive for us in the
ed in a 46-46 tie with Mayfield. fourth quarter,
But spurred by an ag"When we come out like we
gressive zone defense, the did in the fourth quarter; we
Lady Tigers awoke in the final can play with anybody. But we
stanza to outscore Mayfield, are standing around and
27-5, for a 73-51 win, their sixth waiting for somebody
else to
of the season against four do something.
losses.
"The key to our success will
"The fourth was the only be coming out at the start and
quarter when we 'really establishing ourselves. Until
started playing," Murray then, we are going to have
coach Rick Fisher said. "We trouble,"
came out real strong and got
Alexander, who was also the
after them on defense to force leading rebounder with nine,
a lot of turnovers.
hit 11 of her 19 field goal at"We struggled though the tempts, as the Tigers finished
first half, and in the third
the game at 42.6 percent, hitquarter we looked a little bet- ting 26 of 61 shots.
ter. At halftime, we woke up
Mayfield was able to hit only
our girls a little bit and got 26.7 percent of its field goals
their attention."
while being outrebounded by
Fisher attributed Murray's Murray,40-30.
ability to blow the game open
Both teams hit over 80 perto the defensive pressure ap- cent from the free throw line
plied by guards Natalie Gar- as Murray connected on 21 of
field, Velvet Jones and Candy 26 attempts for an 80.8 mark
Jackson and to center Monica while Mayfield hit 27 of its 32
Greene's getting inside for all 'tries for 84.4.
eight of her points in the last
Garfield hit four Straight
quarter.
free throws in the final
-Alexander (forward quarter to help Murray ice the
Tonya, who was the Tigers' win,according to Fisher.
leading scorer with 27 points I
. Fisher said his team may

.c.

31
Franklm Co 50,Shelby Co 48
Gallatin Co. 56, Owen Co 56
Grant Co 33. Scott Co 31
Gra yson Co 62, Cloverport 41
Hancock Co 52, Forctsville 49
Harrison Co 55, Pendleton Co 54
Jenkins 65. McDowell 35
Johnson Central 72, Morgan Co 42
Ky Country Day 35, Lou Ninth 6,0 34
Len Henry Clay 57, Jessamine Co 26
let Tates Creek 37.1,ex L.afayette 13
Lincoln Co 69, Harrodsburg 32
Lou Angela Menet 43. Lou Atherton
35
Lou Doss 48, Lou Holy Rosary 35

Top Twenty
By Tlw AwielWed Prete
The Trip Twenty terns in The Almaated Press college bwketbal pi& with
Brats:Mee votes w menthes, ME saw
ion's records ani total points Prints
based on 331011317-141614-134111-104 4
7464441
1 Oregon
St
,Ph
1.3.0
1,D7
2 Virginia f 19/
134
LIM
3 DePaul ,2
151
1,015
De Wake Farrel 1 1 ,
14.0
1,005
5 losidans a
141
We
6 Kentuclp
11-2
1146
7 Artemis SI
112
731
8 Terries"
13-2
673
9 Iowa
ge
11-2
10 Maryland
gig
13-3
11 S Alsbwna
15-1
513
T 419
12, 1./CLA
‘G
11 Notre Dwys
94
406
H. Utah
151
IS
45 Minsk
11-2
40
16 Milton
11-2
396
17 Rath Carobs
134
WI
Ill Beighwn Yang
134
IC
19 Clown
/13
*Quit
ISI
112

um

G,irls Top Ten
DATABLE. Ky'Al'.
Here an.
the tap 10 leans in The Associated Press
girls, high school Essliettell peil. Intl, Or
number al firstpiwe voles in parentheses Warn records wid trial warts I
IOU Merry I Ii
140 V
2 Warren Central I
110 *
1 (lark Co
02 S)
PWaski Co
133 48
o
3 r
14,
0.2
I Lou FlulkerCn
7 Weatern Hills
114 20
Oseenabiro
IS
9 J ou Aseirription
IS
•
10 Whitley On
134
8134
1-1 14

ii :
Mayfield
Murray 173i —
•
Velvet loneb
Glenda Fox 0. Donna
9. Natal,.
rheld 8. Monica I ;reetit. 8. Km.
'I harps, 1, Laurie Morgan O. Jan,
Washer it
May fold 151 — Cathy Morn,, 17
17, Stacy Valentine
,,,thia ilmit 2. tiny:
4

Girls Stay Unbeaten

Laker Seventh Graders
Sweep South Marshall
In a pair of seventh grade
The Laker girls stayed
games last Friday. the unbeaten as Rhonda
Lee
Calloway County boys and scored eight points
and grabbgirls teams swept South Mar- ed five rebounds while
Sham
shall by scores of 47-26 and 36- Gallimore scored five
points
15, respectively.
and had three steals and
The Laker boys team im- Camita Hill had five steals'
proved its record to 3-2 by and two rebounds.
outrebounding South MarLeanne Lockhart had five
shall, 29-21, with Tim rebounds and six
points while
Weatherford grabbing 10 of Debbie Key totaled
six points,
the rebounds.
four rebounds and two steals.
Calloway hit 54 percent of its
"This was a good win for
shots while South Marshall hit us," Laker coach
Peter
27 percent.
O'Rourke said. "They were
The Laker defense was led big and physical but
a super
by Scott Nix and Mickey Gar- effort on our part
pulled it
rison with two steals apiece.
together for the win."

happiness is
SHOPPING OUR
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES!
Prairie Farm

Maxwell House

Yogurt

I(

Coffee Wittli
$229
1 lb Can

Assorted Flavors

3/994
8 on

Field

q1
°
—

Hot
Dogs

994

Prep Top 15
LEXINGTON, Ky. Al"1
-- Here are
the 15 ranked teems in Kentucky bovs
high mined biliftetball, with hrstui....
votes in parentheses., neninis and is,.
points
1.1ex Bryan Elation 191
17-1 148
new Moore
13-2 IW
3.1au (9ntral
(169124 ID
ties Herr,
10.3 98
5 Vow
12-2 96
Iles Tates (leek
11-4 46
7 North Hartlin
9:1 86
Pad Tilghman
11-2 f6
SiDariolle
104 EC
10.Lairel Co
134 51
all-Shelby Co
12.Breattet Co
14
1 141 46
39
13Yrwidort
104 36
14.0wensbiro Apollo
134 35
15.Clay Co .1 ,
150 As

have been dulled by taking off
three days after last week's
loss at Marshall County.
-We took three days off
right after the Marshall Coon. loss without even touching a
ball,'' he said. That might
have caused our lackluster
performance.-

Marty Save-Mart says

FAR WEST
Oregon Tech 91,0 Oregon 79
Pacific Lutheran 96, Pacific, Ore 67
Portland St 55. Westmont 54
Puget Sound 63. Seattle 64
Southern Cal 67, Arizona 63

lou Jetfersontown 57, Lou Waggener
26
Lou Male 67. Collegiate 27
Madison Central 5I. Les Bryan Sta tion 43
Marion Co M.Casey Co 45
Mason Co 59, teL Cathobc 39
MC Napier 10, Hazard 45
Monticello 46. Eubank 18
North Hardin 50, East Hardin 46
Oneida Baptist 52, Lynn Camp 51
Paris 65, Nicholas Co. 17
Powell Co 53, Owsley Co. 44
Rowan Co 99, Lewis Co, 32
Russell Co 52, Boyle Co. 32
Sheldon Clark 91. Flo nisy die 35
South Hopkins 73, Central City 45
Spencer Co 66. Nelson Co SOOT
Warren Centra166. Metcalf Co Si
Washington Co. 71, Bardstown 64
West Carter 60. University
Breclunridge 33
Whitesville Trinity 17, Graham 31
Woodford Co 44, Richmond Madison
32

ld

SHARING SCORING HONORS FOR THE FIRST TIME —
Murray forwards Stuart Alexander (25) and jimmy West (41), pictured in the Tigers'
win at Mayfield, had 16 points
apiece in last night's win over Wingo, 72-67.

High School Basketball Scores
Boys
Cawood 78, Middlesboro 75
Denting 63, Williamstown 40
Green Co 64, LaRue Co 62
Marion Co 56, Ky Deaf School 15
Warren Central 10, Metcalfe Co 72

Good News!

NW louisiana 90, SE Louisiana 71
Samford 83. Stetson 75
Tenn -Chattanooga IS. Citadel 76
Virginia 74, Clemson 59
W Carolina 82,Davidson 78
Xavier, La 91,Southern. Co 72

•

12 Or

Fr sk es
Wonder
Bread

Dog
Food

2/894 6 3/89'
801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
Store Hours:
Monday-Thursday 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday 6 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.

tr.Z.
LA
15,2 oz.
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HEALTH

States May Get Right To Set Own Speeds

Legislators Looks At 55 Limit

Reduce fat in diet
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

P-7'

DEAR DR LAMB - My gram of fat contains ruse
t7-year -old daughter is 5 feet calories while a gram of car2 and weighs 136 pounds She bohydrate only contains four
). en, solidls, built She LS the Beyond that, the biggest facails member of the family tor affecting the calories in
S 10 is 0% erveright
I have food is the water and fiber
to-entr mg to help her diet content Many carbohydrate
w about nagging., for the last foods are low calorie foods
. months I took her to a because they contain lots of
k•tor and she has no health water and bulk Most vegeta• oblerns 1 was very chsap- bles are in this category and
konted in his advice All he certainly most salads old her was to cut down on unless you add a fat-containi•arbohydrates Would you ing salad dressing
p;e.ist. send me your Health
Your doctor should have
Letter Weight Losing Diet" advised your daughter to
1Viil she lose weight,on it if eliminate the fat in her food
slit, tollows it Paithfully" She wherever possible You can
w ill exercise for a short time help in this by preparing foods
:rid then give it up I think if without significant amounts
- c would get more exercise of fat
;his would help She has too
Of course, sweets and conmuch weight on her stomach centrated starches should be
and legs
avoided. Why' Because they
DEAR READER - There contain very little water or
seems to be a national kick on bulk and that causes them to
cutting down on carbohybe high calorie foods
drates It is often a misguided
Your daughter will lose
effort The most calories in weight if she follows the diet
most American diets are from-in The Health Letter number
tat
not carbohydrates A 4-7, Weight Losing Diet, which

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

ACROSS
5 Artificial lan1 Time period
guage
0 Blackbirds 6 Unusual
9 Steal
7 Existed
12 Catch
8 Consommes
13 Roundup
9 Edge
14 Mountain on 10 Poem
- • Crete
11 Prohibit
/5 Gravestone 16 Defeat
17 Percussionist 18 Clement
19 Mine vein
20 Redacts
21 Slender finial 22 Shellfish
22 Moderate 23 Plaited
25 Indolence
trimming
29 Ruthenium 24 Mistake
symbol
26 Shade tree
IC Mixes
27 Handle
32 Challenge 28 Cures
33 Perform
31 Fathers
35 Denude
34 Label
37 New Zealand 36 Flower
parrot
39 Distant Pre38 Pronoun
fix
.40 Painful spots 41 Rail
42 Man's nick2
name
43 Israeli desert
45 Sharp replies
IS
47 Brim
49 Certain
15
50 Tree genus
5-4 Designates
57 Mature
50
50
58 Veranda
80 Anger
33
61 Small child
62 Girli name 50
63 Beverage

Answer to Msaday's Puzzle
o

1 APRIL PAW1
SAT LODE
RE DO 0AGOEN
SELL
RS LO
ETA
SCATTERED,
AA
A
SPATTERED
T r EMT OT0 0ECM0
T •O EC
LT
i CARROT HAWSER
!OREIPOWE
R OPA
mil
ii

Tin 0 0

1 Abstract
being
2 Rodent
3 White poplar
Ascribes

IWED

SWEDE WIT

44 Pancho 46 Forgive
48 Scheme
50 Household
pet
51 Time gone by

4.7

52 Same
53 Southern
blackbird
55 Before
56 Ocean
59 Near

7

10

11
25

01
25
33
37

40
45
40

50 51

tin

P

Inii

43

DOWN

ilk°

54

11.512

71-fiNK 00f,- AND
E\IL- ARE VERY HARD
TO DEFINE...

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Many ledger & limes by
530 p.rn Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
aW 6 p.m., Mwday &mil Friday, w
3:30 p.m. oW 4 p.m. Salinlays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 66.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guorontee
delivety.
The regular business office
hours of The Menai lodger & listsit lo 5 6.0., Monday
ore
through Friday and S IS, to loos.
Saturdays

FOR INSTANCE, WHEN I'M
WALKING DUN THE STREET
I ALWAYS TRY TO AVOID
STEPPING ON A E11/6...

THAT'S HER

IS YOUR DOG
REALLY AS
SMART AS YOU
SAY SHE IS ?

1 am sending you Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me. in care of this newspaper. P0 Box 1551. Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019
She should not try to lose too
fast and should be content
with about a pound a week.
I am a great supporter of
exercise but unless a person is
able to do a great deal of
exercise, losing weight that
way is a slow process A sensible goal is to plan to increase
the level of exercise enough to
use an additional 250 calories
a day while decreasing the
diet calories about 250 calories a day On such a sane program a person can lose about
a pound a week Walking.
swimming, jogging, tennis and
sports one enjoys are the best
ways to increase calorie use
DEAR DR. LAMB - Can a
woman's body suffer from the
cessation of the injection of
sperm following the death of
her husband, especially when
that injection has been
frequent? If so, is there medication that can assist in providing the nourishment that
possibly came from the
sperm?
DEAR READER - No, A
woman derives no nourishment benefits from sperm
cells. There have been some
research studies that have
suggested that semen contains
some chemicals that protect
against infection or improve
body defenses. If you should
have an infection, of course, it
can be treated. The nourishment that is lost is emotional
nourishment and that can be
quite important to a person's
emotional health.

NOW

WHY IS SHE
SCRATCHING
ON THE

By DENNIS E.CURRAN
Associated Press Writer
CHEYENNE, Wyo. ( API Encouraged by outspoken
Republican support for repeal
of the 55 mph speed limit and
the right of states to set their
own lunds, legislators around
the country are filing bills to
abolish the 6-year-old "double
nickel" barrier.
Most of the states moving
against the federally nit.adated speed limit are in the
West, where wide open spaces
make the limit "about as
popular as having mumps,"
according to one Wyoming
legislator.
Anti-55 sentiment has also
surfaced in other regions.
States with repeal bills on file
include Connecticut, Indiana,
Nebraska, Colorado, New
Mexico and Wyoming.
Arizona legislators plan to introduce such a bill before the
sununer.
Wyoming state Sen. Cal
Taggart, who two years ago
led a speed limit revolt that
was suffocated by the Iranian
political crisis and resultant
oil holdups, last week introduced a bill even before the
Legislature convened.
His Senate Transportation
and Highways Committee
recommended passage only

If It's Time To Purchase
Glasses, Shopping
Around Is Your Best Bet
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Do the listings in the
telephone book seem to be getting smaller? Do you find
yourself squinting when you
try to read a sign? Does the
print in the newspaper seem
blurry?
You may need glasses. And
it may pay to shop around for
help.
The staff of the Federal
Trade Commission studied optometrists' fees in a dozen
cities last year and said that
consumers pay less in places
where eye specialists are
allowed to advertise.
The report divided the cities
studied according to the
number of restrictions they

HURRAY!
('
HURRA,
CLAP CLAP
CLAP CLAP
CLAP!

SHE'S SHOWING ME
HER FEET AREN'T
MUDDY

_WIN DOW
INSTEAD OF
THE DOOR

THE AMERICAN SOLDIER
2IFFERENT FROM SOLDIERS
OF OTHER COUNTRIES

IF YOU WANT H M
TO DO SOMETHING,
YOU GOTTA TELL

YEAH, HE LIKES
TO KNOW WHY I-4ES
NOT DOING IT

THE REASON

POW
(al YEP

"PHANTOM MOVES FA5TER THAN
LIGHTNING FLASH" CO JUNGLE
SAYIN&

Key FI•0011. Srvbc.s..• wand

hours after the session
started.
never would have introduced the bill again if it
hadn't been for the
Republican platform," Taggart said. "They woulsl have
shot me down right away."
Taggart, who said Thursday
that he was stopped "a couple
of years ago" and fined $48 for
driving 102 mph, added, ''I
think under the Reagan administration the law will be
repealed, and the states will
be able to set their own speed
limits."
The GOP platform has a
plank calling for repeal of the
55 mph mandate. And Drew
Lewis, Ronald Reagan's
choice for transportation
secretary, said in his confirmation hearings last week, "I
believe the states should set
their own speed limits."
Al Lauersdorf of the National Safety Council's Traffic
Department says his
organization considers the
Wyoming bill "quite serious,
because if one state takes the
plunge, others will follow."
The council estimates that
through last year, 40,000 lives
have been saved because of
the lower speed limit.
"I can't say it's unexpected
at all, but still our purpose is

placed on advertising. The
researchers found that the
average price of an eye examination and glasses in the
cities with the fewest restrictions was $71.91. The average
cost for the same type of service in the cities with the most
restrictions was $94.58.
More than half of all
Americans already wear
eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Almost everyone needs
glasses for reading after age
40 because of a condition called presbyopia, which affects
the eve's ability to focus on objects that are nearby.
There are three groups of
people who provide eye care:
ophthalmologists, optometrists and opticians.
Ophthalmologists are medical
doctors who specialize in eye
problems, including surgery,
and also prescribe, and
sometimes sell, lenses. Optometrists are specialists who
examine eyes to check vision
and who prescribe and
dispense lenses. Opticians
generally are limited to filling
prescriptions. You do not
necessarily have to have your
prescription filled by the same
person who writes it.
Discuss costs in advance.
The price may vary according
to the number and type of
specialized tests you need, but
you should be able to find out
the charge for the basic examination. After the exam,
ask for an itemized bill so you
know exactly where your
money is going:
The cost of the examination
does not include the prices of
the lenses. Several factors affect the amount you will pay
for the eyeglasses themselves.
Large lenses, for -- example.
generally cost more than
small lenses.
The American Association
of Ophthalmology also says
large lenses are not suitable,
for every eye problem. Patients who need strong
prescriptions to correct
severe astigmatism, nearsightedness or farsightedness
may be better off with small
lenses which can be more accurately ground, the assnciation Says.
The material you- choose
also is important. Plastic
lenses usually cost more than
glass ones; they tend to
scratch more easily than glass
lenses, but they also are unbreakable. Tinted lenses are
more expensive than clear
ones and special lenses like
"invisible bifocals" have a
higher price than standard
ones. Designer frames, with
fashionable signatures, can
add substantially to the total
bill.
Take care of your glasses
when you get them home.
Pulling them off with one
hand, for example,' can
destroy the alignment of the
frames. Store your glasses in
a case with a soft lining and
make sure the case is large
enough; a too-small case can
squeeze plastic frames out of

shape.

to save lives and we intend to
generate as much energy as
we can to combat it,"
leuersdorf said of the move to
repeal the 55 mph limit.
Taggart's bill would increase the speed limit to 65
mph except in posted areas
and cities and towns.
The 55 mph limn is "the biggest farce ever perpetrated on
the people by the federal
government," Taggart said,
"and this is the most popular
bill that's ever been introduced - a people's bill."
Not all of his colleagues
agree; state Senate leaders
have slowed his drive by
delaying debate on his bill.
But the 55 mph limit is unquestionably unpopular in
sparsely populated Western
states, where distances
between towns range up to 50
miles or more and where
public transportation is
limited at best.
When Congress imposed the
55 mph limit in 1975 - with the
onus on the states to enforce it
or lose their federal highway
funds - the reasoning was
that it would save fuel and
save lives. But a growing
number of people say they
think it saves neither.
"I believe that the original
limit was a hoax," said
Nebraska state Sen. Ernest
Chambers. "...It was part of
an overall plan to generate
public acceptance of an 'oil
shortage' so that price gouging at the gas pump could occur without much public outcry."
Chambers,
who
acknowledges being cited half
a dozen times for speeding in
recent years, introduced a bill
last week to raise Nebraska's
speed limit to 65 mph.
Steve Collins, a Republican
legislator who for the third

straight year has proposed
raising Indiana's limit to 65,
said he plans to show that the
number of highway fatalities
.
Is the same per mile no niatter
what the speed.
"They talk about energy,
but think about the human
energy wasted in Wyoming
Just getting from place to
place," Taggart said. "We
drive 500 miles in a day and
never think a thing about it
People back East waste more
gasoline stopping at stop
lights."
When the Wyoming
Legislature voted in favor of
repeal by a 2-1 margin two
years ago, Gov. Ed Herschler
resisted because of fears the
state would lose $52 million in
highway aid.
Herschler said he is still
reluctant to risk highway
money, which would now
amount to $60 million a year,
but adds that if the Reagan administration can assure him
funds won't be cut, "then I'm
going to be leading the
charge."
While the Wyoming
Highway Patrol still preaches
that speed and alcohol kill,
some state safety experts
speculate the 55 mph limit
may actually' be a danger in
Wyoming's vast spaces.
Highway statistics indicate
the largest single cause of
death in Wyoming is the
single-vehicle rollover, usually at night when drivers can be
lulled to sleep by what
highway safety experts call
the "monotony and fatigue"
factor.
Wyoming's highway death
toll has actually climbed each
year since the limit was imposed, and its record of 260
deaths was set in 1976, the
year after speeds dropped to
55.

By Abigail Van Buren

If Housewives Were Paid,
They'd All Hire Maids

CLASSIFIEDS
2-.TtitiCe

67Fie4

Apple bee School quality
child care with educatior
piogram, 1503 Stadium Vie.
753-9356 753-1566
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600

Paduce
infest
SOO to
rennet
in Mot
Please
P
If 42
1461 11

BIBLE CALL
For Teens: Making the
most of your life - 759
4444; Children's Story
759-4445.

Designer I
ed in met
cellent 5
Send res
Box 1479

WANT Al)
CLASSIFICATIONS
' listed here i, a ready reference
that will quickiy help you locate
the classification you am looking
tor
I. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9, Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity .
11. lostructIons
12. Insurance
13. For Salesr Trade
14. Want To But
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
IS. Farm Equipment
It Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Eiterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
1I Radio
.
27. Mobile some Sales
II. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Oi Lease
37. Livestock Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
10. Produce
41. Public Sale
42, Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots ffil Sale
45. farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
18, Auto Services
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53, Services Offered
54, For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Experienci
telephone
views onl
Grain
•mn

Accopti
for ex
and dyi
diciest'
plated a
5 yearS
setting.

Artentk
Personn
4101.1
Herrin,
(618)9

Equal Op

daytime
son ints
salad ha
M pert

Queen.
smeimmo

Part time
month old
reliable, ex
references.
5 pm.

7. Storm

Custom
buildings. C

FOR SALE
1969 Comoro, 1970
Chrysler Newport. Call
after 6:30 p.m. 7530193.

DEAR ABBY: ANONYMOUS MOM needs to learn a few
things. She scolded her son for leaving his bike in the, Looking for a Bargain Try
middle of the street, saying,"If it gets stolen, I'm not buying- T
Mama's Curiosity Shop in Haryou another one.- Then her smart-mouthed kid shot back,
dfn. Open Thursday. friday and
, Sattgday 9 5
"You didn't buy me the first one -Daddy did"' ,
She said that made her realize that because she wasn't a '
Wanted Ride to Detroit area
wage earner, she had not contributed much to the housesoon Will pay reasonable fee.
hold.
Please call 753-3706.
_ Well, according to Family Circle magazine, the value of
the average full-time homemaker's work is $793.79 a week or $41,000 a year!
•i We are located in the Down
The magazine stated that the average homemaker
• town Shoppong Center Open;
performs at least 22 separate functions with child care being
9-5 Mon in and 9-Noon oni
the function that takes the most time- 186 hours a week on
• SW
the average.(At a token $1 an hour, this would amount to
• CARTER STUDIO
over $9,000 a year.)
The seven or more hours a woman spends cleaning house,
113 820e
304 Ma,
at a minimum $3.21 an hour, adds up to at least $22a week:
13 hours as a cook at $4.75 an hour is another $62 a week.
The three hours a week (average) that a wife spends acting
5. Lost and Found
as a maid or hostess for her husband, at $20 an hour, adds
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
another $60 to her 'wage bill," notes the magazine.
Road. a Hawk. Wearing a bell
How about that?
ELIZABETH S.
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet. If seen
DEAR ELIZABETB.: Thanks. And if the magazine
or found call 753-0736.
didn't figure in the other duties performed by mother,
$100 Reward for small brown
such as nurse, chauffeur, seamstress, tutor, referee,
mixed Terrier, "Sam", lost in
it should
hand-holder, confidante and counselor
Route 6. Kentucky 'Lake area.
have. Now for a kid's-eye view:
Call 436-2591.
DEAR ABBY: That kid who sassed his mother when she
Reward! 12 month old Dobertold him to take his bike out of the street, or she wouldn't
man male, black and tan gold
buy him another one, needs a whipping. That's what I
nylon collar with LI) Last seen
would get, and I wouldn't be allowed to ride my bike for a
in vicinity of Fairgrounds. May
week. I know, because it happened to me.
be injured. Child's pet. 153PAUL J. (AGE 11)
5620.
DEAR ABBY: You were right in advising GETS LOST A
6. Help Wanted
LOT not to be ashamed, that some of our brainiest people
get lost a lot. I wonder, however, if you are aware that those
of us who have difficulty in remembering directions could be
WANTED
victims of "dyslexia"-a condition which has nothing to do
Person (prefer lady) to
with intelligence.
work in stereo 8 record
In addition to losing our way, we have difficulties
store. 3 Days a week and
learning to read, to spell and to do the simplest problems in
Possibly full-time later
math. Einstein, Edison and Nelson Rockefeller were
Must be pleasant and
dyslexic. There is no known cure, although early diagnosis
able 10 work wall public
is helpful in giving a child special training so he can learn to
cope with his condition.
I understand this runs in families.
ALSO GETS LOST A LOT
222 5 12th
DEAR ALSO: My twin and I were not dyslexic, but
apply in person 01*)
we got loot more than any two people we knew. Why?
Because when directions were being given, we were
always talking instead of listening.
Earn extra money Ideal for
DEAR ABBY: The quandary of LOVERS FOR SURE
homemakers Local residents
calls for a word of encouragement.
needed to conduct survey to
Having married my own cousin, I concluded after 27 years
update Murray communtty
of domestic bliss and six perfectly normal children that
directory Absolutely no selling
cousins in fact bring a commonality of background and
All work will be done at home
outlook to a marriage that contributes to an early strengthby telephone Generous corn
ening of the conjugal bond, and remains a permanent
pensation Must be able to
uniting influence.
work 5 hours per day during
As for the genetic lottery, it's not only for relatives;
the week between the hours of
everybody is in it!
3 through 930 pm and up to 6
UNREPENTING COUSIN
hours per day on weekends
DEAR UN REPENTING: Granted, everybody is
Must havelerephone and neat
indeed in it, but the risk of hereditary diseases and
handwriting Apply in your own
tendencies toward them are greatly increased when
handwriting giving name ad
cousins marry.
dress and phone number to
I repeak genetic counseling is good insurance.
Johnson Publishing Co. P 0
Everyone may not be as lucky as you.
Box 1040 F
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Paducah firm seeking
aggressile, ambitious per
son to sell nationally advertised office equipment
in Murray-Maylield area.
Please send resume to
P.o. Boy 1110 Padicalt,
KY 41001 or call 4438461 tor appointment.

9. Situation Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Special Ed major seeks work in
babysitting or tutoring for Ex
ceptional children Experienc
ed 1536)43
Will do housekeeping in town
while you work Have good
references 1531694
We will do housecleaning, have
references Call 753-8209 or
153-7187

Honda Express II, ping pong '
41446,Nikimibl_Appp.wiri
table. Franklin stove, English
ALL BAGS CALL
saddle Calf 759-1158

21-Exterminating

43. Real Estate
arattiz

3103rb

46 Homes For Sale
_uuntry Estate for sale or rent
Reasonable terms Livestock
facilities Garden, fruit trees
436 2333
FOI sale 01 lease Beautician
Decal, fired of giving away
part of your hard earned
money' You can own your own
furnished shop and 4 bedroom
house with no money down
You can start making money today Call 753-5074
Newly decorated home with
pool, Parklane Dem. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths inside and 1
bath pool side, large eat-in kit
chen living room, den or dinlog room abundant closet
space Immediate occupancy
For appointment call 7538064.

5E.Ierviceitiffered
Concrete and block silOrt, hi, •
garages basements drso-.3, walks, patios, steps tir-,
estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476
Custom made cabinets music
centers, book cases. hutche
Reasonable. 436-2566
Carpentry, cabinets, turnito6f'
repair Bring picture
we
make. All remodeling
reasonable prices. Roy
Carpenter Shop, 7534124
Do all types of plumbing large
or small jobs. all work gua,
nanteed. 5 years experieoc,
753-5360.
Electrical
light carnentry
plumbing. Reasonable Guala
RI 5. Benton 42025 1 354
6277.

Nine piece Royal Prestige
MU 11 1 t"•
cookware
stainless steel.
753-1222
lifetime guarantee, $175
KeNey's
Termite
Ladies blown fur coat, size 14,
NEW USTING$40 753-1235.
Pest Control
COUNTY
Mono 753-3914
Olympus OM 10 50mm lens
Very attractive 3
case almost new $200 Win
•.
.074
ro%Ill\
bedroom brick home
11. Instructions
chester Canadain Centenial 30only minutes from city
Apple Tree School, quality 30 $250 or make offer 16 foot
limits. Features inchild care with educational cargo trailer, twin axle electric Firewood, seasoned oak and
cluding central heat
make
$750
brakes
offer
or
program,
1503
Stadium
View.
hickory, 18-, 24- Chainsaws
Designer Draftsman Experienc
and air, den with
Call 759-4104
-753-9356, 753-1566.
repaired. sharpened
Tree
ed in mechanical drafting Exwoodburning
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853
cellent salary and benefits Drummer teaching set and 16. Home Furnishings
fireplace, attached
Send resume to PE B. eo snare lessons my home $3 00
For sale 5 hp air compressor "Credit
cards! They're the reason I'm out garage, and wooden
Box 1479, Paducah KY 42001 a half hour /536/97
Call Dill's Electric. 753-9104
New and uspd furbackyard
deck
here
trying
to hustle some cash."
antique
niture.
presents a pretty pic1Thsurance
Firewood, cut any length. mostExperienced fem-ale cook No
matdressers,
ture for pleasant livly oak and hickory, $22 50
telephone calls Personal inter Fantastic rates on 1975 or
ing! Mid $40's. Contact
lamps,
tresses,
delivered 489-2492 or 75343. Real'Estáte
views only Dakota Feed & newer mobile homes See or
Two bedroom brick house in
the "Home Team" at
4157.
linens, books. Army
call Johnny Williams. your
Grain
county on 19 acres $17,000 Fence sales at Sears now 11,e'I
Kopperud
Realty,
753clothes and ammo
M F A agent 753-0445
Firewood for sale $25 a rick 2 bedroom trailer, very clean.
firm Call 435-4193
Sears. 753-2310 for If,
111tUUT MAI ft. tom,
1222.
Bargains
boxes.
approximately 211 miles on
Call 474-8005 after 4 pm
loollorrs more, :1.0
estimate for your needs
14.
Want
To
Buy
FJNANCING
awn..
47.
low+
oaf
Motorcycles
Karts
sa«.
galore leen and
Accepting applications
For sale 6 hp Troy-Built rotor 641 South. No pets 753-8436
Guttering by Sears, Sear
FARMS-HOMES
AVAILABLE
Junk cars. 474-8838
after 5 pm
Semis. Hwy 79 seven
for experienced tool
1974 Suzuki TS. 250. new bore tinous gutters ins:fa-flee
tiller. $600 Phone 435-4193
BUSINESSES
•
Save energy' and get
west of
miles
and dye makers. Canlob.
new
brakes.
Small antique breakfast table
new
rear
tire
Two
bedroom,
new
carpet, new
LAO AND NACREATIONAL
your specifications Call .3eai
Hobart meat saw, to the
out of the rut of thinkClarksville
on
must
sell
$275
and chairs Also 4 chairs to go
or
offer
didates must hart combest
furniture,
washer
and
PlOPIRTY
dryer,
753-2310 for free estimate
highest bidder Call 753-0840
ing formal living
753-8428
with antique oak table Call
Llylewood Road 1 natural gas heat, may be seen Listings needed; Offices
pleted apprenticeship or
room. Look at this
Heating. refrigerat,• •
Porbble
well
driller
Drills
4"
759-4443
at
Shady
Oaks.
6154147-4009.
Coast
to
years
industrial
in on
5
Coast. Buyers
1978 Yamaha IT-250E good electrical
house with a liveable,
repair
well, has 3 hp electric motor
from
setting.
condition, low mileage. Call Refrigeration
Everywhere.
Want to buy Used card table
roomy "great room"
Service. Haze
Can be powered by gasoline Two bedroom trailer, complete- "Fre*" Catalog
17.
Vacuum
Cleaners
753-1419.
Call
474-9729
ly
or
475-2346
furnished,
very
nice.
$150
KY.
for comfortable living.
NORGE
498-8370 or 753-7829
motor. Call 753-5913 after 7
STROUT REALTY
after 5 Pm
per month Call 753-8964 after
Electrolux Sales and Service pm.
Bobby
Lockhart
1.ocated on a corner lot
Met lemma Ilnimr
49. Used Cars
Division of
5.
Will pay top price for white oak Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
in an excellent
17/2 C.S1.,id
1970 VW Bug parts, artificial
Magic Chef
1969 Buick LeSabre very good Insulation blown in by Sears
Ah.rny
timber. Call 75349,4 even- 19. Farm Equipment
neighborhood. This is
stone, coal stove, antique 30. Business Rental
Attention:
condition
Call 753-3132 after save on these high heating an •
733-0186
ings
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
cooling bills Call Sears 751
966 International IH 516 plow. piano, Samsonite patio tor
Personnel Department
6
pm
Mliii
home with tiler2310 for free estimate
. Articles For Sale
134-row AC drill with spray. Call name. 436-2333.
410£. lyerla
1974 Gouger XR-1. 62.000
mopene windows, cenWarehouse
K Stump Removal. DO you
1971 Charger, good condition, 382-2267
Wood for sale. 436-2758.
Herrin, IL 62948
original miles, good condition
tral electric heat and
Storage Space
need stumps removed from
Antique piano baby, Selmer 4230 John Deere Quad-range.
Here's Our real escape! From
(618)998-8431
Call 753-0828
air.
Business
25.
Services
Priced
in
the
$50's
your yard or land cleared p
Mark IV tenor sax. (6)5) 232- 998 hours. no cab, one owner,
For Rent
city congestion and taxes Eas,
Goal Opportunity Empioyer
through
1976 Chevrolet. high mileage. stumps, We can removs
Kopperud
5197 or 232-6505.
loaded with extras. Sharp! 502- Automotive tools, engine hoist,
commuting just one mile iron
753-4755
Realty,
711
steering,
power
clean,
-extra
Main.
floon jack. Murray Rental &
stumps up to 24" below_ the _
city limits This 3 bedroom col
Excellent hardwood desk with 435-4520
brakes, windows. locks. $2000 ground leaving only sawdust
glass top; large antique glass One time offer! New Ford trac- Sales Center. 753-8201
30x40 Shop. Gas heat $200 onial guarantees freedom from
436-5486
and chips. Call for tree
the early morning squeeze by Need down payment? Let us
display case made of oak, mar- tors! Model 2600 Gas, 6-speed, Do you have something to sell, per month. 753-8119_
the three in the bathrooms show you how you can pur- 1974 Caprice. 44.000xx. Local estimate. Bob Kemp 435-434s
ble and beveled glass, 2 end 540 RPM P.T.O., heavy duty Need a place to sell if Rent a
HELP
32.
or
Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Apts..For Rent
May we suggest your dialing chase this 3 bedroom brick car, all options, 1975 125XLS
tables: 1 coffee table. 1 love alternator
stablizers. pre- shelf at the Book Rack 808
WANTED:
Apartments for rent, nor 753-1492 for your showing of priced in the $30's. Call us for Honda. 1000xx, like new. 753- Licensed electrician and gas in
seat. 1 sofa (makes into bed), 1 cleaner, bumper. fluid in rear Chestnut, 753-4821
stallation, heating installation
file cabinet For further infor- tires, 5:50x16 front, 12:428 Hodges Tax Service experienc- downtown Murray. 753-4109. - this home,CENTURY 21 Loret- yoor showing as there is no 3942.
daytime help and per• sign in the yard. It's your move 1965 Dodge Dart. slant 6. and repairs. Call 753-7203
mation call 753-8231. Tom rear with power adjust ed and reliable tax service Extra large upstairs bedroom ta Jobs Realtors
son interested in doing
2
and you'll win. Dial 753-1492 straight
Denton. 10 AM til 8 PM only.
wheels...$7295.00. Model Kentucky and state 1040A - furnished apartment, $165 per
shift, good condition. Mobile home anchors, under
salad bar needed. Apply
at CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
$350. Call 753-9181 or 753- pinning vinyls, aluminum and.
For sale. Wheat straw and 3600 Gas 8-speed. live PTO. $10.00 759-1425
Super constructed 2 story
month. Couple, no pets. Water
in person at Burger
Realtors
diffrental lock, work light.
8124.
carpeting. Call 753-8156.
home with all the luxuries
fiberglass. roofs sealed, patio
furnished. Central gas heat and
Qom.
power steering, grammer seat, MONOGRAMS by Faye's air. Call 753-1203
incluaing
central
heat
and
1977 LTD landau, AM-FM awnings, aluminum carports
1979 - 17 Hp John Deere tracMonograms,
203 South 5th St ,
ATTENTION VETERANS!
heavy duty alternator, bumper,
air and Fisher wood.
stereo tape. 3-way seats. single or doubles. Jack Glover
tor, 48- mowing deck, snow
Murray, 753-7743 Ready to New 2.3 bedroom apartments
Have you taken ad753-1873
burning stove. Located
cruise Call 759-4123.
Part time tvabysitter frir 4 blade with angle kit, John pre cleaner, power adjust monogram robes, shirts central heat, air-conditioned
vantage
of
your
right
to
wheels,
6:00x16
front,
13:6x28
on KT Lake with its own
month old infant, Must be Deere dump trailer, chains and
sweaters. etc that you receiv- fireplace, stove, refrigerator
1967 Oldsmobile 98 for sale
own
rear
your
own
tires,
fluid
home
in
canal and boat dock with
reliable, experienced and have weights $3500. Can be seen at
ed for Christmas.
COURTNEY SMALL
Call 753-4744.
appliances, 2 blocks from cam
with a TOO'. G.I. loan,
year round deep water.
references. Call 753-9586 after Astro Car Wash, Days 753- tires $924900 Model 5699
Pus. 753-5791. 753-2649_
Diesel,
26.
TV-Radio
Independent
8-speed,
ENGINE REPAIR It
if not contact us,
Restored 1958 Buick Road5 pm.
You must see this one...
1331. nights 753-7687.
PTO, work light, grammer seat, For sale Cobra
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
master. Call 753-2364
SAW
SHOP Coldwith
CB
89
X113
Cke
new,
automatic
garbage
7. Storage Bldgs.
power adjust wheels, dual hyd Turner power .mike and
Star- closets, outside storage Lease Beautiful spacious home
compactor, $120, and table
water, 489-2853.
50.
Trucks
Used
Custom
Built portable top hooded hair dryer, $20. control valve, heavy duty alter- duster antenna Call 492-8604 and deposit. No pets 753
•
at the waters edge of
nator, front end weights.
buildings. Call 753-0984.
_0814
1977 Dodge van, part
RI or 1ST Irf
753-2280.
Kentucky Lake. It is not
stablizers, pre-cleaner, water
oustomized: need to sell. Call Need work on your trees? Topp
PROPERTY. MANAGEMENT
mnimmirminumpormimnmwammirnimmnprimsawIl
Nice one bedroom apartment
only well built, secluded,
heater in block. 10.00x16.
mg, pruning shaping, corn
753-6470 or 759-1276_
MAGNAVOX
Call 753-3949.
and restful but, is mainfront, 16:9x30 rear tires. fluid
plete removal and more Cal!
Amnia'
Soleil
•
ON
TARGET_
You
are
tenance
going
to
free
and
con
1978
Ford
be
Cal„ignil
F-250
4x4. rube.
in rear hres...$13,645.00
Nice duplex in nice area. ApER'S TREE, SERVICE' for
Greet Savings
juMp for joy when you see what 753-3632 or 753-4424
Available as long as supply last.
pliances furnished, well in- divided into two separate
professional tree care. 753
ea
we
have
for
you!
t.w.'t
only
Priced
at
living
quarters.
Enjoy the
Large selection of good used
sulated with carports. Call 753
1970 Ford truck, good condi- 8536.
$21.300 you could not find a bon,
and Stereos
convenience of your own
tractors and equipment. No
3343.
$450. Call 436-2538.
Professional
painting
better
buy.
Located
4.4
miles
private boot dock.
sale tax to farmers. Financing
CLAYTON'S
Single family apartment
1971
Ford F-100 dependable paperhanging: paneling Corn
from
Murray
in
the
southwest
available with approVed credit
1000 used paperbacks all books half price
JAB Music
Kitchen-dining area, 2 559,500. Call today for
mercial or residential 20 years
school district. this newly 302 standard Call 753-6247
Come see us at Burke-Thomas
bedrotims, living room and an appointment to see
COUPON SPECIAL
753-7575
decorated home is country liv- 1963 GMC pickup, new rear experience Free estimates'
Company, 65 Main Street.
this goregous home.
bath up, 2 car garage and utir
ing at it's best. You have to see cliff new starter, new clutch, 759-1987
Cadiz, KY. Phone 522-3361.
Buy Two get one Free
Wont+ inren
A .1-1413.
the inside to atipreciate the ex- $400 Gtrod wood stove. $100 Stop! For all your repair needs.
Wanted: Responsible party to ty down. Married couples only
Prwalk• Ow. 753.5155
References
Pickup
disc,
6'
and
plow,
2
bottom
deposit
492,
tras this home has: 2 Call 753-3423
of equal or lesser value
take over payment on color tv
roofing carpentry. plumbing
Saaw
753-3•••
8594.
2 row cultivator, 6' blade Warranty. Clayton's
AIWA,•IfarAl 75341441
bedrooms kitchen living room.
I & B
and electrical work, look no
taw, flAwawaw •wAwww,
1980
Jeep,
C1-5.
Power
$650. Call 753-3629.
steerbath, and a huge utility room
Two bedroom furnished apart
Music, 753-7575.
morel Call 753-9226 or 753
/IA •321
An acre of ground with ing and brakes, tilt, 2500 9623. We'll do your job large 0,
20. Sports Equipment 27. Mobile Home Sales ment, some utilities paid $150
lay
Not valid on Science Fiction.
miles
many
extras..
Call
492beautiful shade trees to keep
per month. 753-8119
small All work done to your
One Coupon Per Person Per Day
The Pistol People. Invest in a 1974 Double wide mobile
the heat a way in the summer. 8824
satisfaction.
808 Chestnut Street, Murray
Murray-Calloway
feeling of security, largest home, 2436. partially furnish- Two bedroom furnished apart,
Come take a look and see what 53. Services Offered
Wet basement? We make wet
variety, lowest priced, no ed or unfurnished. All electric men)for rent. Call 753-8298.
753-4821
County Realty
a house your money can buy'
registration or red tape in Ken- with baseboard electric heat. 34. Houses For Rent
Offer Expires 2 981
(502)75341146
This one won't last long, be the Alcoa Aluminum or 'vinyl siding basements dry. work completetucky. Country Boy Store. 9 Very easily heated. $7500.
304 N 120. St
first to see! Call Vicki at Spann and trim. Aluminum trim for ly guarenteed. Call or write
Beautiful, large. 3 bedroom
brick houses. lack Glover, 753- Morgan Construction Co..
miles west of Hopkinsville junc- Phone 1-354-6217.
y 42071
11100000
Realty Associates. 753-7724.
duplex
with
fireplace
stove
1873
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
4.1tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
06/111111TER NEEDED EXCUANE OPPORTUNITY
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
garFurnished,
12x65
washer,
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.
MANS SS ANNUAL NARILE1
Alexander's Septic Tank Clean- KY 42001, or call day or night
dryer, air-conditioner, under- bage disposal. No pets. 753- Low cost home loan money
ing. vacuum cleaned from your 1-442-7026.
22. Musical
pinning and storm straps, good 5791 and 753-2649.
won't last long. For applica
41046%.*
DEMENT PART OR
- FlIll-TINE KOINE
eiir
driveway, industrial or residen- Will haul driveway white rock
NO EXPERIOla NECESSARY
Liquidation stock sale Baldwin condition. Reduced. 474-2342. For rent 2 and 3 bedroom tions, incomes can vary up to
tial 753-5933 24 hour service and Ag lime. also have any type
Man or woman to distribut• pre-sold advertised World
pianos and organs, guitars. For sale or rent: 1973 Moble houses near University 492- $22.500 for a five member
Pantous ALKA•SELTZER, BAYER ASPIRIN, DRISTAM.
of brown or white pea gravel
family. Give us a call now at
ANACIN, TUMS, etc Rmlocli accounts viimbily,
amplifiers, console stereos. home, 1262, 2 bedrooms, gas 8225
•
BOYD-MAJORS"
.
Also do backhoe work Call
753-1492 for information on
violins. Litton microwave ovens. heat, new electric, service 50
gl Get the
Total
Potty..
• Roger
REAL ESTATE
NO INITIAL SELLING! INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELYI
Hudson. 753-4545 or
Partially furnished 2 bedroom this 10 7/13% rnterest. Yes: you
01 Colo. portraits
auto
Pioneer
much
stereos,
Medi
end
i
n
gallon hot water tank, 500
ACCOUNTS NOW AVAILABLE!
753-8080
753-6763
more Lonardo Piano Co.. gallon gas tank, half full. Call house. North 6th No pets. read right- under 11% on a 25
•Arnrtfy 11.4 Oa, end Innt,ng
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT $3495.00-36840;10
Deposit and lease required. year term Dial 753-1492 Well
across Post Office, Paris, IN
Professional SenItes
Applmant Mould hm• car, minimum or
spare his meekly.
• CARTER STUDIO t 57. Wanted
354-6122.
rehable lad elieibut to assume business
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
With Ti,e 1-reyrdis T.Ch help you. Century 21 Loretta
r•sPemIhIIIII•I with.
in 30 day,, it you meet thee. requirements,
Would like to rent Burley
havir Ill
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano For sale: Trailer and lot. Call
11.304 Mee
mite-scary cash inimstmant, and sinceraly want to own your
753 8790 •
Two bedroom, gas heat, 1206 Jobs. Realtors.
EXCELLENT
Own business, than write today and include phone number to
pounds for 1980 crop Cali
Spruce sound board, excellent 759-1789.
Poplar.
753-4508
or
753-1227
VALUE
Mi
condition $1100 Peavey 200
492-8996
WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC.
1803 Westwood Watt amp head and cabinet 1976 New Moon, 14x80. _Call Three bedroom home. $225
er-w•
*MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. 101
759-1566
Reduced
for
a
quick
with
two 14 inch speakers
Deposit and references re7013 Pops Avenue • Soint Louis, Missouri 63133
sale,
owner
$500 Call 753-5889
Three lots. 2 car garage, wash quired. No pets Gas heat 753transferred out of
Must sell 6. month old console house, and 10x50 trailer all for 8895.
753-1222
state. this 3 BR., 1'2
225 L. P. Miller St.
piano yours for paying off $10,000. Call 753-8451
Three bedroom plus central
bath. B.V. with central
Across From cum:warty Center
balance or taking up monthly 28. Mob. Home Rents heat. air-conditioned, carpeted!
eleqnc
heat and air,
COUNTRY HOME
payments 7537575.'
Major airlines are now accepting applications for the
Open Hours
Economical clean 2 bedroom refrigerator, stove, washer,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
ON LI ACRES
mobile home, small, quiet dryer hookup, basement, Half
following opportunities:
kitchen-family room
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30
FOR SALE
block
from
campus.
Call
753court near town $90. Call 753FLIGHT 4TTENDANTS
ORGANS
comb, dishwasher.
OR RENT
5885 after 5 pm
Closed
Wednesday
8216 after 5 pm.
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
Amami Saiel
range, exhaust fan, in
Located only 7 miles
37. Livestock-Supplies east
TICKET AGENTS
'neer models es cosi
Thurs., Fri. It Sat. 8:30-12:30
For rent Trailer, available 1
county but has city
of Murray is this
'Ea permed,
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
month Call 753-8436 after 5 Livestock equipment for sale
sewerage and water.
choice property con•4 Tsar wareasty
Round hay feeclers $85 each: a
CLERICAL POSITIONS
pm
Outside storage room,
sisting of large rustic
complete
MI of hog equipCLAYTON'S
CUSTOMER SERVICE
carport paved drive,
home on 13 acres. Also
For rent Mobile home 12)(60
ment
Grit's Agri-Sales
FOOD SERVICE
chain-link fenced
JAI Meek
included are several
furnished natural gas heat
Dresden,
TN
(901)
364-2256
AIRCRAFT CLEANING
backyard. ONLY
near University Phone 753
barns and outbuildings
753-7575
Fiber Ceiling rik
$5.00 oln
SEE MAR ARABIANS Book
43,500.00.
BOOKKEEPING
3895 after 5 pm
and fenced area for
Styrofoam Ceiling Tile
$11.99 cln
your good mares for 1981
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
horges. Owner will
Bead Board Insulation
breeding season
Three
$1.99 sheet
EXCELLENT
consider lease, leaseIndividuals interested in applying with these airlines
stallions 753-6126
INCOME
Metal Prenung Doors
option, or sale at
companies must be career oriented, have • public
599.95 each
PROPERTY
reasonable terms.
38. Pets-Supplies
relations personality, be willing to travel if respired,
lap Siding
S15.95 per square
Brand new duplex in
Phone 753-1222, Kopand be in good health. Major airlines will provide
AKC registered Boston Terrier
240 lb. Rod Shingles
$11.95
per square
Northwood. Ideal renperud Realty, for all
training for many of the positions listed above. For
puppies Have nice marking
Roll Roofing
$5.95 roll
tal location, two
the information.'
farther information on how to immediately apply
Call 753-7438. ,
bedrooms each side,
l y" Plywood
NEW LISTING
54,25 each
SOS Coldwator Rd., Advanc•d Tiro boildiag at 5 Points
directly with these major airlines companies, write to:
Dog obedience classes AKC
central heat and air,
Excellent rental pro5/8" Particle Board
o 51.99 each
In Murray, KY. Saturday, Janeary 24111, 10:00 A.M.
Traveler, Inc.
German Shepherds and AKC
many quality features.
perty half block front
Aluminum Storm Doors
Included in items to be sold will be pocket knives,
ATTENNtirlines Application Information
Australian cattle dogs Call
5995
Double carport. Rents
University
includes
tools, jewelry, furniture, TV's, office equipment,
3865 South Wasatch Blvd Suite 101
436-2858
FYI' fiberglass Paneh
53.10 each
for $570.00 monthly, In
home
brick
with
2
tires, ond lots of miscellaneous, lots of new items.
Sell Lake City, Utah 84109
Commodes
41. Regal-ate
low 60's.
•
seperate rental units
529.95 each
Truck load of new furniture, couches, chairs. etc. •
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines
plus a garage. apart"Aryl Perlibk Electric heaters
each
$24.95
To
consign
Items
to
sot call
positien(s) you ere interested in applying for and enment. Potential for
Perdue A Theremaa
502465-7144 or
close o stamped, self-add
d, letter sine, envelope
rattrof
good
on
return
laseratme It
502-365-3467
so that you may receive fertheir information es to
investment. Offered in
Real(state
45. Farms For Sale
Will be open oll day Friday to accept items on conwhat steps to take to that possible interviews,alight
the low 540's. Phone
817 Paris Road
Suallskie
Curt
Sq.
signment Will also hove a sole on January 31. ComTwo acre farm for sale in Lynn
I. arresojwil by these airlines. Al nosier Wawa cow
Kopperud- Realty, 753Merrell% Ku4.1111acky
Mayfield,
Ky 42066
plete sell out of personal isroperty
Grove
out
Several
area
Sweet are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS.
1222 for all the detaiLs*/
753-US 1
buildings. Call 753-9964 ask
First time on market.
247-3276
•
for Amber

28. Mob

Ae goolunanh

Cash Sales Only

n

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

AIRLINES

753-3685

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION

S'

753-8080
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Howard V. Rice,
Father Of Almo
Man, Is Dead

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Jones

Howard V. Klee, father of
Howard T.(Hal ) Rice of Almo
Route One, died Monday at
1230 p.m, at a hospital at
Tupelo. Miss.
He was 65 years of age and
was a resident of 924 Terry
Road,Tupelo, Miss.
Survivors include his wife,
Frances,and one son, Howard
T.( Hal) Rice, Almo Route 1.
The funeral will be iteld
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Peques Funeral
Home. Tupelo, Miss., with
burial to follow in a cemetery
there

Maurice F. Crass
Dies Today; Rites
To Be On Thursday
Maurice F. Crass, former
Murray businessman, died
this morning at the Naples
Community Hospital, Naples,
Fla. He was 73 years of age.
The deceased was former
owner of the Crass Furniture
Company, Murray. He was a
member of the Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
Church in Calloway County.
Mr. Crass and his wife, the
former Martha Maddox, who
survives, reside in the winter
at Ficirida and in the summer
at their home on Kentucky
l.ake.
Born Dec. 30, 1907, in
Mayfield, he was the son of the
late Frank Crass and Nannje
Metcalf Crass. One son,
Maurice F. Sonny) Crass,
died Dec. 3, 1961.
He is §urvived by his wife,
Martha; two sons, A. B. Crass,
Murray, and Samuel Crass,
LaGrange; one sister, Miss
Rosaland Crass, Nashville,
Tenn.; six grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Services will be held
.Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
gravesite in the Murray City
Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral home from
7 to 9 p.m. on Wednesday.
The family requests that expressions . of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
one's favorite charity.

The funeral for Mrs. Lowell
E. (Lora Lee) Jones of
Kirksey Route 2, 78, was held
Monday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Billy
Grey Hurt and the Rev. Bob
Dotson officiating. The music
was by Mrs. Oneida White.
Pallbearers were Jewell
McCallon, Fred Garland,
Charles Tucker, Junior Compton, Harold McReynolds, and
Mark Cunningham. Burial
was in the Kirksey Baptist
Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones died Saturday at
4:05 p.m. at the MurrayCaloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband, Lowell E. Jones; two
sons, Bobby Dale Jones,
Kirksey Route 2, and Billy Joe
Jones, Murray; one brother,
Wilburn Bill) Hurt, Murray;
three grandchildren.

Rites Wednesday
For Mrs. Hopkins
Funeral services for Mrs.
Anna Hopkins, widow of Hercy J. Hopkins of Almo, will be
held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
'Joe Gardner officiating.
Pallbearers will be Darwin
Lee, Johnny Anderson, R. L.
icing, Brent Allen, Hesley
Walston, and Jimmy Anderson. Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery.
.Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Hopkins, 72, died Monday at 2 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Rob Walston,
Murray Route 2; one sister,
Mrs. Winfred Allison, Hardin;
brother, Bruce King, Murray;
two grandchildren, Mrs. Dennis' Kauffman and Rob
Walston, Jr.; four great
grandchildren.

Funeral Is Held
For Mr. Paschall

T. J. Elkins Is
Dead At Age Of 95;
Funeral Wednesday

Final rites for Vester L.
PasChall of Murray Route 7
were held Monday at 3 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Mike I,ittrell and the
T. J. Jack)(
Elkins of MurRev. Jackson Foster ofray Route 6 died today at 12:40
ficiating. The music was by
a.m, at the Murray-Callowat
Mrs. Oneida White.
County Hospital. He was 95
Pallbearers were Cliff Mcyears of age.
Callon, Milburn Orr, Ted
Mr. Elkins was a retired
Potts, Othel Paschall, Bobby
_farmer and was preceded in
Kemp. and Hugh Foster.
death by his wife, Mrs. Otie
Burial was in the Oak Grove
Morgan Elkins, in 1961. Born
Cemetery.
Oct. 20, 1885, in Calloway
Mr. Paschall, 73, died SunCounty, he was the son of the
day at 6 a.m, at the Murraylate Henry Elkins and Sally
Calloway County Hospital.
Guilt Elkins.
He is survived by his wife,
Survivors include one
Mrs. Nola Orr Paschall; one
daughter, Mrs. Ovie (Lona
son, Lindy N. Paschall and
Mael Williams, Murray Route
wife,Shirley, Murray Route 7;
6; three sons - Lestel Elkins
two sisters, Mrs. Fred Orr and
and Carlos Elkins, Murray
Mrs. Pauline Boyd, Hazel
Route 6, and Otis Elkins, MurRoute 1; two grandchildren,
ray Route 4; one sister, Mrs.
Michael Paul and Melissa
Allen Luna)(
Wells, Murray
Paschall.
Route 3.
, -Also survrving are four
grandchildren, three step
grandchildren, and six great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Federal-State Market News Service
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the January 20,1981
Purchase Area Hog Market
chapel of the Max Churchill Kentucky
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Funeral Home with the Rel.
,: Receipts; Act. 538 Est 603 Barrows &
Gins .75-1.00 lower Sows $1.00-82.00
Gerald Dwen and the Rev. A. lower
most advance an weights over 450
M. Thomas officiating. Mrs. lbs.
US 1-2210-240 lbs.
$31 00-13.00
Oneida White wilTbe organist llS2210-250 lbs..
-140.0040.50
and soloist. .
US 2-3240-260 lbs.
139.50-40.00
US 2-4 250-270 lbs
139 1,0-391,0
Burial will follow in the Elm Sows
Grove Cemetery.
US 1-2 770-350 lbs
13160-2360
I-3300-4501W
832.0614.00
Friends may call at the US
US 1-3 45650011a.
834.0036.00
*36.00-3760
funeral home after 4 p.m. to- U51-3500-650106
US 2-3300500 Ms
131 0632.00
day Tuesday).
Boars 20.00-30.00
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Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Rogers
The funeral for Mrs. Taz
(Viola) Rogers of 812 Sha Wa
Circle is being held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Hume with
the Rev. H. D. Sorrell and the
Rev. Mike Littrell officiating_
Mrs. Oneida White is organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
James Buchanan, Robert
Buchanan, Alvis Jones,
Walton ( Monk) Stations,
Floyd Krewson,and Will Stanton Rogers. Burial will follow
in the Salem Cemetery.
Mrs. Rogers, 71, died Sunday at 11 a.m. She was pronounced dead on arrival at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital after having been
stricken at home.
She is survived by her husband, Taz Rogers, to whom
she was married on April 19,
1930; two sons, Bill Rogers,
Benton, and Meredith Rogers,
Tell City, Ind.; two brothers,
Clarence Hackett, Murray
Route 2. and Pat Hackett,
Murray; four grandchildren.

Searches Uncover
19 Hand Grenades
Stolen At Base
FORT CAMPBELL Ky.
)AP)- An Army spokesman
said that searches have uncovered 19 hand grenades that
were part of a case of 30
grenades stolen from a base
ammo bunker two weeks ago.
Fort Campbell information
officer Bill Harralson said
that one man has been taken
into custody and four others
wee being questioned in connection with the theft. Identities of the men were being
withheld.
No charges had been filed
against the man in custody,
said Harralson, who added
that the suspects are connected with the base.

Medical Explorer
Post Will Have
Bake Sale Saturday

Barkley Says Increase Gobbled Up By Higher Prices
He Will Not Average Income Up 11.2 Percent
Go To Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
State Agriculture Corrunissioner Alben Barkley 11 said
today that he has decided not
to go to court to settle his differences with Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. over the
reorganization of the Department of Agriculture.
In a statement, Barkley said
settling the matter would require "extensive and expensive litigation" and that he
believed farming interests
would benefit most from his
not filing a lawsuit "at this
time."
Questions surrounding the
reorganization would remain
unsettled during the litigation,
Barkley said, and government
agricultural functions would
be affected, "possibly
adversely."
Brown signed an executive
order last Thursday
transferring major promotional functions from the
Agriculture Department to the
Kentucky Council on
Agriculture, which now is part
of a new Energy and
Agriculture Cabinet.
Brown has said he ordered
the transfer after receiving
complaints from farm leaders
about the effectiveness of the
Department of Agriculture.
Barkley has maintained
that Brown's decision was
based on political reasons - a
charge Brown denies.
The announcement of the
reorganization came a short
while after press reports
regarding alleged sexual
harassment and 'expensevoucher irregularities in the
Agriculture Department.
Barkley has charged that
the harassment allegations
are part of a smear campaign
by the Brown administration
- another charge the governor has denied.
This morning, state Personnel Commissioner Dick Robinson called a press conference
to try to "eliminate
'misconceptions" about the in• vestigation of the harassment
charges.
Reading from a prepared
statement, Robinson said
Agriculture
Department
employees filed complaints
with the state employee advocate last Aug. 21.

The Medical Explorer Post
803 of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will have a
bake sale from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday, Jan. 24.
Booths will be set up in front
of Corn-Austin downtown and
Behr's in the Central Shopping
Center. Proceeds from the
sale will help pay for the trip
to the Area 2 Explorer ConMADISONVILLE, Ky.( API
ference in Gatlinburg, Tenn., - Five school districts in
in February.
Western Kentucky were closThe post is composed of high ed today because of high
students
interested
in
a
school
absenteeism resulting from ilmedical career.
lness.
A strain of flu caused clases
to be called off in the Butler,
McLean, Ohio and Union
County systems and in the
Dawson Springs independent
district for the rest of the
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. week.
I AP I - Col. Pete Dawkins,
The Hopkins County system
chief of staff at Fort Camp- started classes today but ofbell, has been nominated by ficials said school might be
President Carter for promo- called off if attendanCe droption to brigadier general.
ped below'the 80 percent level.
Dawkins' name is 16th on a
list of 63 nominees recommended for confirmation by
the U.S. Senate.
Dawkins was a football star
at Army, and in 1958 received
the Heisman Trophy as colGlen Fletcher has assumed
lege football's best player. He his duties as officer in charge
assumed his present post last of the Mayfield Post Office,
Sept. 10.
taking over for Postmaster
Harry H. Boaz who is presently on sick leave and who will
LOUISVILLE, Ky (API 4 USDA - retire in the near future.
Eslimated receipts cattle and calves
Fletcher, who has 28 years
2200, slaughter steers and heifers not
fully tested; slaughter cows 1.00-2.00. in- service with the Post Office,
stances 3 00 lower, these 2 00-4 00 lower started as a carrier, and for
for two days; bulls steady to weak;
calves and seaters poorly tested early, the past 12 years has been a
limited offerings steady, feeder buyers supervisor and manager of
very selective, large lots and better
quality offerings steady, other feeder customer services. He resides
steers and heifers 1 00-2.00 lower, good in the Heath community of
and choice-slaughter steers 2-4 935.1200 McCracken County and is
lb 60.566200; good 2-.1 Holsteins 1195 lb
54.00; slaughter heifers choice 2-3695 lb assigned to the Mayfield Post
60.40; good 2-3 1250 lb 58,25; commercial Office temporarily.

Five School Districts
Close Because Of Flu

Col Dawkins Is
Nominated For
Brigadier General

Fletcher Assumes
Postmaster Duties

Livestock Market

cows 37.50-42.25; utility 39.0643.25; few
high dressing utility 43.25-13.75, cutter
3650-38.00; canner and cutter under 800
lb 3425-3650, bulls grade 1.2950-1460 lb
53.00-56.25, grade 2 1030-1450 lb 500053,00; few choice and prime 200.280 lb
vealers 73.50-81 00; calves untested early: feeder steers medium frame 1 300-400
lb mostly 66 00-70.75. small lot 330 lb
74.25; 400500 lb 66.00-71 40; 500-700 lb
65 0071 90. 700800 lb 64 00-67 00; large
frame 1 package 875 lb 00 50. mediwn
frame 2 300-500 lb 60.0046 00. 500.100 lb
55 00-66 00, large frame 2 madly Holsteins 377,600 lb 50 00-58 00, 6000P0 lb
4960-1,600, heifers medium frame 1 360400 lb 56 0043 50, 400-500 lb 56 001000,
500-620 lb 55 0041 60: small k-arne 1371,1,45. lb 5,3 00-3000, medium frame 2 350650 lb 5060.56 00, stock cows inedium
and small frame 4-2 700-900 lb 3-8 yrs
3900-4750
Hogs 1000 barrows and gilts 50-1.00
lower: 1.2210-21,0 lb 41 25-41,60; 2 210-235
lb 41.00-41 25; 235.265 lb 44 70-41 00, 2-3
255-200 lb 40 0047 DO. 360-135 lb 39 0040 00. 3 250-350 lb 38 00-390D: sows 1002 50 lower, hill decline on weights under
4361k. 1-2 306400 lb 74.00-34 00. 400-4001h
15 00-36 00,450.000 lb 36 003000,500880
lb 3106-3130; boars osier 300 fh 33 2034 Ort under 311lb 38.2611 25

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m local time today,furnished by First
of Michigan Corp of Murray
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Ihnamie
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 041
Hardees
Heublien
IBM
Jenco
Kuhn's Big K
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Totter,0
Wendy's

+002

.

4701. +
Cs ale
-.I
504 -'s
5A4
20 1ix
13 I unc
+ss
454 +4
ll'e +1,
23 unc
17K4
42' unc
77'w *re
29Ar unc

67 +',
57'•B 23,4
16's Ai.
S's usc

27fs tow
31.•
45's 't''a
314.• one
17'.3104A
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A Commerce Department economist
called the housing statistics
'remarkably steady" in light of high interest rates. But an industry
spokesman said they indicated big
declines corning up in a "very very
slow" first half of 1981.
In another economic development
Monday, the government's Chrysler
Loan Guarantee Board approved a plan
under which creditors and workers at
the financially troubled No. 3
automaker would make big financial
concessions and the government would

WASHINGTON )AP) - Americans'
average personal income climbed 11.2
percent last year, but the increase was
more than gobbled up by higher consumer prices, according to new government figures.
The nation's inflation rate, as
measured by the government's consumer price index, was running at an
annual rate of 12.5 percent for the first
11 months of 1980 with December's CPI
figure due Friday.
After personal income Increases of
1.3 percent in October and 1.1 percent in
November, Commerce Department
figures released Monday showed a
December rise of only 0.9 percent. That
placed the yearly total at 11.2 percent.
Inflation rose just over 13 percent in
1979, while personal income increased
12.9 percent, ,according to previous
government figures.
The Commerce Department also
reported Monday that housing starts
were down slightly in December for the
first time since May and that building
permits for future construction were
down substantially.

grant $400 million in new federal loan
guarantees. A final board vote is
scheduled for two weeks from now
In disposing of their income in
December, the Commerce Department
said, Americans increased personalconsumption spending by just 0.3 percent after recent increases of better
than 1 percent per month.
At the same time, income channeled
into savings grew at an annual rate of
nearly 10 percent last month, in contrast to declines in October and
November, the department said,

Gilliam.

•• (Continued from Page I)
personnel.
The board will recommend, in order,
the finalists for the job to U.S.
Postmaster General William Bolger.
Bolger then makes final approval on
the recommendation.
Gilliam said he will remain at the
post office a few more days to help ease
the transition of leadership.

advertised and applications will be accepted for a set Period of time. Any
postal employees within six levels
(levels are a system of ranking areas
served by post offices) can apply.
From the applications, about five
finalists will be selected to go before a
supervisory board, consisting of large
city postmasters and labor relations
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Murray Stale University
Spring, 1981
Non-Credit Special Interest Classes
Most Classes Begin Week Of February 9

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE, GENERAL CLASS
Randal Winchester, Instructor
A study of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

regulations radio theory, and Morse Code leading to the FCC
Advanced or General class ham license. Participants should
have completed the Novice class or have equivalent knowledge.
Mondays, February 9iApril 20
meeting March 9 Spring Break)
Amateur Radio Station,- Swann Hall East Entrance

HOW TO BUILD A KENTUCKY LONG RIFLE
Joe Keeslar, Instructor
Learn the procedures and techniques used in constructing the
Kentucky long rifle, stock shaping, costing. working brass and
silver, wood carving and metal engraving. Project materials and
basic tools will need to be purchased by the students_ Costs will
be discussed at the first class meeting. Limited to 25 students.

7.9 p.m.

Ten sessions-S5.00

ASSERTIVENESS FOR LIVING
Connie I. Boltz, Instructor

Mondays. February 16-April 20
Murray High School,
Woodwarking Shop

6.30-9 p.m
Ten sessions-S25.00

INTERNATIONAL COOKING

Learn how to state what you want in a positive manner while
respecting the rights of others. Through interaction in the class
and practice you will learn: difference in passive, aggressive
and assertive behaviors, relationship of self-concept to assertiveness basic human rights and specific methods for changing
non-assertive behavior. Limited to 15 students
Mondays. February 9-March 2
Ordway Hall, Room 101

7.9 p.m.
Four sessions-S12,00

BASIC DANCE
Wahlig, Instructor

Dr. Aide Koenecke, Instructor

The course will feature the
culminate each evening in
S10.00. to be paid the first
maximum of 22 students.
Mondays, April 6-April 20
Applied Science Bldg., Room

cuisine of three countries and will
a meal. Cost of supplies will be
night of class. Minimum of 15 and

N 206

5.30-8.30 par
Three sessions-412.00

LEARNING ABOUT WEST KENTUCKY BIRDS
Dr. Clel T. Peterson, Instructor

ballet and jazz dance combinations and the popular exercise to
music, aerobic dance. Dance shoes or ballet shoes recommended but not required.

The Course will enable people to recognize majiy of the birds
seen in Western Kentucky. Emphasis will be upon identification
through field marks, voice habitat and seasonal appearance
Tentative filed trips include: February 14, Reelfoot Lake for
waterfowl and eagles: February 28, To Be Determined. To Be
Announced. LEH. for various migratory species.

Mondays, February 9-April 6
so meeting March 9, Spring Break)
To Be Announced

Tuesdays. February 10, February 24, March 17
March 31 and April I4
7-8.30 p.rn
Faculty Hall. Room 404
Five sessions-- 517 00

Gail

This course will provide individuals with instruction in the basic

6-7 p.m,

Eight sessions - 570.00

BEYOND DIVORCE
Me Burton, Instructor

MARATHON RUNNING (Beginning)
Adam Ginning iii, Instructor

This discussion class on divorce adiustment will focus on helping
participants to adjust to their changing lifestyles. Topics to be
covered include: Ties to the post; Children and divorce how to
deal with anger and loneliness, sex and dating, remarriage and
planning for the future All course materials are included in the
registration fee.

A combination of lectures and training runs directed toward the
physical conditioning required to complete either the 13 mile
half-marathon distance or the ultimate goal of all distance runners. the 26.2 mile marathon. Each session will consist of a lecture to be followed by a group training run. All participants will
be expected to have been an a regular running program and
able to run two miles at least three times per week without dif •
ficulty by the time of the first meeting of the group. Independent
daily running will be expected during the course.

Tuesdays February 10-April 7
no meeting March 10 Spring Break)
Ordway Holt Room 101

7-9 p.m.
Eight sessions-S22 00

Wednesdays. February 18.April 29
(no meeting March 11. Spring Break)
Carr Health Bldg., Room 1,05

DISCO AND BALLROOM DANCING
Craig Thurman,Instructor

.

Have fun and build confidence by learning two of the latest disco
dances (Busstop 8 La/in Hustle). two ballroom donces (Fox Trot 8
Swing). and one country dance (Cotton Eye Joe). This class is not
limited to couples.

Mondays February 16-March 23
In meeting March 9 Spring Break)
Stewart Stadium, Room 228

7:30.9 p.m.
Five sessions-$25,00

Students will learn chords for easy accompaniment for singing
and will learn to ploy several lovely melodic songs. Students
should check with instructor Reed before buying a guitar for this
class, A textbook will. be available for purchase. It's easy to
learn and fun to play the guitar!
Thursdays, February 19.April 30
(no meeting March 12 Spring Break)

8-9 p.m.
Ten sessions-$13.00

Fine Arts Bldg.. Room 214(Bandroorn)

SECURITIES AND INVESTINGHOW IT AFFECTS YOU
Betty Boston, Instructor

Tuesdays, February 17-March 24
7-8.30 p.m.
Five sessions- $1000

PUBLICITY/PUBLIC RELATIONS TECHNIQUES FOR
THE ORGANIZATION,SMALL BUSINESS
Bob .McGaughey, Instructor
Bob Valentine, Instructor
Purpose of the class is to learn and work with the techniques of
publicizing on organization. Students will learn about and then
practice the basic skills of the public relations...publicity person
of an organization. Techniques to be included are -writing
publicity releases working with the media. preparing a
newsletter building a speaker's bureau and planning and
public izingicsorogroms ar_events.
________
.
7-9 p.m
Five sessions-B15.00

lesinveliert Ibsen rahlielioe 5 r,en'H 6. cane n riortind lw it enelfivent exolleat
wail, knells P Is remits Ihi Phial sit le sea lehish oil be mak prier is In
wad diu Irma le lone was wit web le widow Wee I (COM for Papal es
lenatal tens al 1422116

7.8 30 p.m
Eight sessions -$15 00

THE APOSTLE PAUL AND HIS LETTERS
Dr. Paul Blankenship, Instructor
This study of Paul's life and letters will deal especially with the
Book of Acts and Paul's letters to the Galatians, Corinthians,
and Romans.
Thursdays, February 12-March 5
Faculty Hall. Room 107

TO:
Conferences & (Winning Edecation,
Murray Stec University,
Alarm, kentecky 12071
Wows:
Social Socurity No.

7-9 p.m
Four sessions-85.00

Address:
City:

TOLE AND DECORATIVE PAINTING
Diana Libman, Instructor
Participants will use the basic tol• method of painting for a
variety of projects such on mushisooms, eggs, apples. o Pen.
nsylvonia Dutch project and revers* glass painting. Students
must furnish painting suppliers such as oil paints and brushes

which could cost between $15 to $25. Projects and supplies will
be discussed at the first class meeting
Thursdays, February 12-March 26

1•f11W

Mike Miler, Instructor

An introduction to the techniques of gardening without the use
of synthetic pesticides or chemical fertilizers. The purchase of
two books will be recommended at the first class meeting.

Mondays, February 2-March 2
Wilson Hall, Room 111

An introductory course designed for men and women Recom.
mended for husband and wife to take together The significance
of investment to your family and the U.S. economy. Investing
and inflation Preserving your purchasing power Increasing
your income Alternative investments. money market funds
mutual funds, annuities investfeent clubs Understanding finonciol pages balance sheets and joint ownership Taught by on ac
count executive of o New York Stock Exchange member firm.

(no meetting March 17, Spring Brook)
To Be Announced

ORGANIC GARDENING (Beginning)

(no meeting March 10, Spring Break)
Facvklv Hall Room 101

GUITAR (Beginning)
Elmo Reed, Instructor

Tuesdays February 24.Aprol 21
no meeting March 10, Spring Break]
Business Bldg , Room 402

5-8 p.rn
Ten sessions-l14.00

7.9 p.m
Sie missions-BIS.00
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